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Summary 
Through the judicious and efficient use of energy in both domestic and commercial 
products, the rate at which the world's fossil fuels and mineral resources are depleted, 
can be minimised, thereby securing energy reserves for the future. This thesis considers 
a number energy saving roles the power systems engineer can contribute, with specific 
emphasis on the impact of improving DC-DC power converters for providing 
significant energy savings. It is shown that by increasing the efficiency of such 
converters, through the greater use of switched-mode supplies, huge reductions in the 
production of green house gases can be obtained. Moreover, resonant converters, a 
specific subset of switched-mode supply, are identified as a candidate technology for 
future widespread use. 
Since the behavioural dynamics of resonant converters are inherently non-linear, the 
analysis and design of such systems is extremely complex when compared to other 
families of converter, and has been a critical factor in impeding their widespread 
adoption. This thesis therefore aims to provide new tools to aid the designer in 
overcoming such reservations. Novel analysis and design procedures are developed in 
Chapters 3 and 4, for the series-parallel inductively-smoothed and capacitively-
smoothed resonant converters, respectively, which, unlike previously reported 
techniques, allows a designer with little knowledge of resonant converter systems to 
readily select preferred components for the resonant tank based on design specifications. 
Specifically, the analysis in Chapter 3 develops a new methodology that extends 
'Fundamental Mode Analysis' (FMA) techniques, and provides a first-order estimate of 
component values to meet a given specification. Chapter 4 then considers the steady-
state behaviour of the converter, from a state-plane perspective, and provides exact 
component values and electrical stress analyses based on ideal converter characteristics. 
The presented methodology normalises the converter behaviour, such that the gain of 
the resonant tank (at the resonant frequency and minimum load resistance), and the ratio 
between the two tank capacitances, fully characterises the behaviour of the converter as 
the load is varied and the output voltage regulated. To further aid the designer, various 
new design curves are presented that makes the use of traditional, and complicated, 
iterative calculation procedures, redundant. Chapter 5 further develops a high speed 
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transient analysis technique for resonant converters that is shown to provide a IOOx 
reduction in simulation times compared to integration-based methods, by considering 
only signal envelopes. The technique is shown to significantly aid in the design of 
variable frequency controllers. Chapters 6 and 7 further consider the control of resonant 
converters. Specifically, Chapter 6 derives a novel self-oscillating control methodology, 
which, unlike previously published techniques, approximately linearises the large-signal 
dynamics of the converter, and thereby readily enables the robust design of an outer-
loop controller for output-voltage/-current regulation purposes. Additionally, in contrast 
to other methods for the robust control of resonant converters, little knowledge of the 
converter state-variables is required, thereby minimising the number of high-bandwidth 
sensors necessary. The technique simply requires the real-time polarity of current-flow 
through the series-inductor, and output-voltage/-current, to be known. Through 
additional (optional) measurement of supply-voltage and a feed-forward control 
component, the effects of supply-voltage disturbance are shown to be greatly attenuated, 
thereby requiring reduced outer-loop control action and improving overall regulation 
performance. Finally, Chapter 7 considers the control of resonant converters when the 
cost of isolated feedback sensors is prohibitive. Unlike traditional techniques, where the 
output-voltage is estimated under fixed load conditions, through use of an Extended 
Kalman Filter observer scheme, non-isolated measurements are used to estimate both 
the output-voltage and the load-resistance. The load resistance estimation is then used to 
aid in fault-detection and for improving transient dynamic behaviour via the provision 
of feed-forward action, resulting in safer converter operation and enhanced regulation 
performance, and, ultimately, reduced cost. 
All reported results have been qualified through experimental measurements from 
candidate converters. 
The work presented in this thesis has been reported at international conferences and in 
learned society journals, details of which are given below: 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
1.1 Renewable energy 
High on the international political agenda is the mass produced green-house gas carbon-
dioxide (C02), with numerous near-term legislation being considered as a result of its 
great impact on global warming. Significant investment into renewable energy sources 
is required if emissions are to be reduced whilst satisfying the expected doubling in 
global energy consumption over the next 20 years [1.1]. Within the European Union 
(EU) community, negotiations are taking place with respect to binding rates of 
renewable energy to be produced by each country utilising technologies such as 
photovoltaic, wind turbines and wave power [1.2]. Governments are therefore offering 
significant incentives and subsidies to encourage renewable development [1.3]. From an 
alternative perspective, the depletion of North Sea fossil fuel sources has already forced 
50% of Europe's energy supply to be imported [1.1]. Increased use of renewable energy 
will reduce the necessity for such energy imports. Contrary to popu1ar belief, when 
considering 'protected' national energy reserves, EU countries contain less than 2% of 
the world's estimated uranium reserve. Nuclear fission is therefore unlikely to be a long 
term solution [1.1]. 
As an example of the current energy market, Figure 1.1 shows the United States huge 
dependence on fossil fuels (86% in 2005). From this division of resources, it can be 
seen that renewable sources have significant room for encroaching into the market. 
Petrolellll 
39% 
Nuclear 
Energy 
8% 
23% 
Hydroelectric 
41% 
Solar 
Geothermal 
5% 
Figure 1.1 - United States energy sources 2005 [1.4} 
Biomass 
50% 
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Although currently providing only a small proportional of the energy quota, the global 
wind power market is expanding faster than any other alternative renewable source. 
From 4.8GW in 1995 to 59GW in 2005, the market has on average, enjoyed 28% 
annual growth [1.1]. Solar energy, on the other hand, is seen to offer the most promise. 
Solar panel technology is mature, and, under lab conditions can achieve a 20% energy 
conversion efficiency. In Germany, households are encouraged to install solar panels to 
supplement their energy needs and sell excess to the domestic market at a government 
specified premium rate [1.5]. This strategy is likely to be repeated in other countries in 
due course. To maximise the overall renewable energy supply, however, high efficiency 
inverter circuits are required to couple the renewable source to the AC supply. 
Improvements in semiconductor switches, such as reducing MOSFET RIs( on), IGBT 
tail loss, or diode forward voltage drop, are integral to the more widespread use of 
renewable sources. Fortunately, improvements in semi-conductor devices are occurring 
rapidly, for example, with typical on-state resistances RIs( on) of a MOSFET falling by 
75% between the years 2000 and 2005 [1.6]. 
1.2 Energy usage 
Lighting 
Reducing overall energy requirements, and consumption, is likely to result in the 
greatest impact on C02 production. Lighting, for example, consumes around 20% of the 
world's total electrical energy demand. Replacing incandescent lamps with fluorescent 
lamps containing an electronic ballast would reduce this figure to approximately 4% 
assuming constant lighting requirements [1. 7]. When the 16% reduction in global 
electrical demand, as a result of the proposed lighting, is considered more deeply, it can 
be shown that at least 65,000 GWh (16% of the U.K.'s total electricity usage), could 
have been saved in the U.K. alone during 2006 [1.8]. This corresponds to a total waste 
of 9 Mega tonnes of fuel (or 33 Mega tonnes of C02 production), when one considers 
25.5 GJ/tonne of coal and a highly efficient plant (this is a very conservative estimate -
many coal fired plants operate at 33% efficiency). Since the U.K.'s total coal supply in 
2006 was 67 Mega tonnes, huge percentage reductions in C~ production are clearly 
possible. This provides some clear reasoning as to why Australia, for instance, has 
announced plans to ban incandescent bulbs by the year 2010 [1.9]. 
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Vehicle fuel 
The consumption of vehicle fuel also has a direct impact on C02 emissions. The 
automobile industry is currently undergoing a revolution as a direct result of the 
European Commission imposing a mandatory limit on carbon dioxide emissions for 
new cars to 130g! krn by 2012, from the 162g1krn figure in 2005 [1.10]. To meet the 
new targets, cars simply have to bum less traditional fuel. Methods such as improving 
aerodynamic performance, reducing weight, engine design and using alternative fuels 
are under investigation. Classical 4-stroke (Otto cycle) based piston engines convert 
approximately 33% of the energy contained in the fuel to mechanical energy (note that 
additional frictional losses reduce the overall car efficiency to the 10-20% range). New 
engine designs such as those currently under development by "The Scuderi Group", the 
Scuderi Split-Cycle Engine [1.11], can improve this to almost 40% whilst reducing 
toxic emissions by as much as 80%. Hybrid cars take another approach, a hybrid car 
such as the Toyota Prius, Figure 1.2, combines both an engine (Atkinson cycle based) 
with a motor/generator. 
Figure 1.2 - Toyota Prius - reproducedfrom online brochure at www.toyota.com 
The mechanical energy produced by the engine is converted to electrical energy, then, 
via a number of inverter stages and an energy storage unit, is used to drive an electric 
motor/generator. As well as using traditional braking methods, the Prius uses 
regeneration, in which energy is recovered, via the generator, and temporarily stored for 
later use in a battery bank. The overall car efficiency is greatly increased, and thus has 
an emission value of 104g1km, well under the 2012 limit. Power electronics account for 
around 20% of the hybrid drive system cost [1.12] and since semiconductor losses are 
of utmost importance in minimising energy losses, Toyota is currently a world leader in 
Silicon Carbide (SiC) device research. In 2004, Toyota announced a massive 
breakthrough in SiC material growth, producing virtually defect free wafers and making 
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ultra-high current devices feasible for the first time [1.13]. As a result, the worldwide 
market for SiC devices is expected to increase to $54 million in 2009 from the $14 
million in 2004, corresponding to a 25% annual growth. Interestingly, semiconductor 
devices based on diamond are also gaining interest as a result of the material's extreme 
properties and recent developments of high purity single crystal chemical vapour 
deposition (CVD) diamond [1.14]. Diamond based Schottky diodes potentially offer 
much higher breakdown voltages (as a result of their large band-gap) than either the 
currently available 1200V SiC devices, or the -200V theoretical limit of silicon devices 
[1.15]. Diamond therefore offers the potential for Schottky barrier diodes -30 times 
thinner, in terms of semi-conductor usage, than that of silicon, resulting in lower on-
state voltage drops (even than SiC), reduced stored charge, faster switching speeds, and 
the best thermal conductivity of present technologies [1.16]. Numerous AC-DC power 
converters are present in Hybrid vehicles. The global AC-DC supply market is forecast 
to grow from $9.5 billion in 2004 to $12.5 billion in 2009 implying a compound annual 
growth rate of 5.9% [1.17]. Power converter efficiency savings in this market can 
therefore provide significant environmental benefit. 
Standby electricity 
Reducing standby electricity is also of significant in-home and commercial importance. 
Current estimates indicate that 5% of residential electricity usage in large western 
countries is accounted for by standby power. Standby power is defined as the power an 
appliance uses during its least energy consuming mode of operation [1.18]. Maintaining 
signal reception (as in a cordless telephone), monitoring temperature (as in a 
refrigerator), powering an internal clock, or charging a battery are all typical uses of 
stand-by power. Through the use of digital control and advanced power management 
these losses can be significantly reduced whilst maintaining similar functionality. The 
inclusion of a Phillips I2C based power management bus (PMbus) within distributed 
power networks, for example, provides a methodology for the control of point of load 
(POL) converter output-voltage levels according to real-time system requirements 
[1.19]. Within a modern LCD or plasma television, if a distributed network were 
implemented with power managed POLs, all systems could be shut down with the 
exception of those providing energy to the remote control interface, clock, and similar 
constantly running features. Additionally, an interesting concept is the cost of 
ownership "knowing that most DC-DC converters and regulators are operated in the 
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range of 40 to 70% of the maximum specified by manufacturers, efficiency 
improvements at lower load levels have a direct impact on the total cost of ownership" 
[1.20]. The cost of the energy used to supply the hardware over a lifetime may indeed 
approach or exceed that of the hardware itself. The efficiency of DC-DC converters is, 
therefore, of great importance [1.20]. As an example, there are approximately 10 billion 
electronic power supplies worldwide. The typical efficiency of these supplies lies within 
the 30% to 60% range. The energy loss associated with these supplies amounts to some 
350 to 480 GWhrs/year, representing a loss of approximately 2% of the total worlds 
electricity usage (16.4 TWhrs/year in 2004 [1.21 D. Increasing the average efficiency of 
these supplies by 10%, for instance, would reduce the energy lost by these devices by 
40 GWhrs/year, which is the typical yearly output of 4 to 6 generating plants [1.22]. 
1.3 Regulating power supplies 
From the various discussions thus far it can clearly be seen that power electronics can 
playa significant role in a large number of CO2 emission reducing activities. 
This thesis specifically considers DC-DC power conversion, with the goals of improved 
design and control techniques for better efficiency, reduced component count, mass and 
volume. 
Regulating power supplies are integral to virtually all electronic equipment. Prior to the 
development of fast, high voltage power switching transistors, in 1967 [1.23], almost all 
power supply units (PSUs) were based on linear regulators, where load current is 
limited by a transistor to maintain the desired output voltage. This method results in 
large inefficiencies when supply and load voltages are dissimilar. Often, a bulky mains 
transformer would be employed prior to the linear regulator when stepping voltages 
down by a large factor. The aerospace industry, where high power density and 
efficiency are of paramount importance, provided the main drive for the use of 
switched-mode power supply (SMPS) counterparts [1.24]. They are now in almost all 
cases the PSU of choice. The large number of new 'must have' consumer products that 
arrive on the market goes some way to explaining the very high rate at which the SMPS 
market is growing. The SMPS global market forecast by Frost & Sullivan, is expected 
to be worth $15.6 billion in 2008 compared to $10.2 billion in 2002 [1.25]. 
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The changing market demands placed on the PSU designer require constant innovation. 
For instance, the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors 2006 [1.26] 
predicts that by the year 2020, CPU voltages will have decreased to O.SV from the 
current minimum of 1.1 V, while peak power requirements will have increased to 198W. 
Maintaining efficiency at such low voltage levels will be a difficult challenge. 
Unfortunately in this respect, for the PSU designer, parasitic capacitances inherent in 
power switching devices require charging and discharging for a switching event to be 
completed. Since the instantaneous power dissipated within a component is equal to the 
applied volt-amp product, the slowly changing switching-voltage waveform, coupled 
with a non-zero switching-current, as in the case of hard-switched converters, results in 
switching-loss. The benefits of soft-switching can be achieved through shaping of the 
current and voltage waveforms through and across the power switch, respectively, such 
that either zero-voltage (ZVS) and/or zero-current switching (ZCS) of the power 
devices can occur at the switching events, thereby reducing stresses, power-loss, and 
radiated electro-magnetic interference (EMI). Figure 1.3 provides an example of current 
and voltage loci for both hard-switched and soft-switched converters. The figure 
demonstrates the energy saving per switching cycle that can be achieved using soft-
switching of the power devices. 
I 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::,::::::::::::\·· .. ···1 
H d . hi ~\ I ar -SWltc ng I J 
/ Soft-switching 
: i 
II 
if 
if 
V 
Figure 1.3 - Hard-switching and Soft-switching current/voltage loci 
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Many topologies of switched-mode power supply are available to the designer, each 
having their relative merits. Figure 1.4 provides the interrelationships between various 
configurations. 
Figure 1.4 - Various converter topologies and their interrelationships 
The ultimate choice of topology is based on isolation requirements, cost, power-level, 
efficiency, size, component stresses and controller complexity and reliability. 
As an introduction to switched-mode DC-DC power conversion, the following section 
demonstrates how a reduction in supply-voltage can be achieved without the losses 
associated with linear regulators. For simplicity, the behaviour of commonly used hard 
and soft-switched converter topologies is presented. It should be noted that, for use in 
switched-mode power converters, the power-devices are never used in their linear 
operating region; they are either fully on or off. 
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Buck converter (Hard switched) 
L 
+ 
(a) 
L 
D + 
(b) 
Figure 1.5 - Behaviour of a Buck converter 
At steady-state, when the switch is turned on, see Figure 1.5(a), Vdc reverse biases the 
diode. The current flowing in the inductor increases linearly as the supply provides 
energy to the inductor, filter capacitor and load. When the switch is turned off, see 
Figure 1.5(b), the inductor current circulates through the (now) forward-biased diode. 
During this period, the inductor current and output capacitance support the output-
voltage. 
The output-voltage is related to the supply voltage and duty-time (D) of the power 
switch as follows: 
Vo = VdcD , where Vdc and Vo are the input and output voltages, respectively. (1.1) 
Quasi-resonant zero-voltage switched (Soft switched) 
With any of the hard-switched topologies (specifically the Buck, Boost, Buck-boost, 
and CUk configurations) the power switch can be replaced by a resonant-switch power 
circuit through the addition of a resonant tank consisting of an inductor and capacitor, Lr 
and Cr, respectively, see Figure 1.6. 
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Zero-voltage switching resonant-switch 
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Figure 1.6 - Quasi-resonant zero-voltage switched (ZVS) Buck converter 
Assuming the power switch has been closed for a period significantly longer than the 
un-damped resonant period, 27r~LrCr , the load current flows through the switch and 
both inductors. To obtain the desired duty-cycle (and thus, output-voltage) the switch 
opens, and, as a result of the resonant tank capacitor being in parallel with the switch, 
zero-voltage turn off occurs i.e the voltage across the switch is held constant at 
approximately zero during the switching period by the requirement to charge the 
capacitor. Current flow occurs momentarily through the resonant capacitor, resonant 
inductor, and output filter inductor. The voltage across the resonant capacitor increases 
linearly to Vdc as a result of the near constant current being supplied (i.e VLr=O), at 
which point diode D2 becomes forward biased. The resonant inductor and capacitor then 
resonate, the resonant inductor current falling rapidly to a peak below zero before 
returning to OA. Note that just before the current reaches OA, the resonant capacitor 
becomes fully discharged and the voltage is clamped to OV as a result of D,. When 
current begirls to flow through DJ the switch is turned on once again (zero-voltage 
switched), and the resonant inductor current linearly increases to the output-current. The 
off-period of the switch is therefore specified by the choice of resonant tank. The on-
period, however, can be varied, thereby enabling almost-linear output voltage/current 
control. Note that during the majority of the switch off period, diode D2 is forward-
biased, hence, no voltage is applied to the output-filter. Additionally quasi-resonant 
ZVS converters cannot utilise transformer parasitics. Transformer parasitic utilisation is 
a very desirable characteristic for power converters since it enables a converter size 
reduction, and may reduce component count. As discussed later in this chapter, 
transformer parasitic utilisation is one of the main characteristics of resonant power 
converters. 
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In general, for low power applications, zero-voltage switching results in much lower 
losses than zero-current switching, as a result of the presence of parasitic capacitance 
across the switch. At high frequency, with zero-current switching, the energy stored in 
the capacitor is rapidly dissipated in the switch, giving rise to additional loss. 
1.4 Synchronous rectification 
To improve efficiency in switched-mode supplies, synchronous rectification is now 
commonplace, where diodes are replaced with high performance MOSFETs, and the 
power-device switched appropriately to minimise forward on-state voltages to values 
typically in the range of 50mV to 200mV [1.27]. To simplify the burden of accurate 
MOSFET turn on and off times, International Rectifier, for instance, have developed the 
IR1167 Ie for automatic switching. The IR1167 measures the drain-source voltage, 
detects when the body diode begins to conduct and turns on the MOSFET [1.28]. 
Similarly, ON Semiconductor is developing a device that combines a MOSFET, gate 
driver, and body-diode conduction sensing circuitry, in a single discrete package [1.27]. 
Such devices are expected to greatly simplify the future implementation of synchronous 
rectification by reducing component count and avoiding patent infringement. Although 
this thesis aims to improve switched-mode power converter efficiency and promote 
their widespread use, for simplicity, synchronous rectification is not considered further 
as the technique increases component count and design complexity. Moreover, through 
the use of the IR1167, implementation of the technique is made trivial. Efficiency 
improvements prior to synchronous-rectification, via the appropriate selection of 
components and improved control design, are therefore considered to be of primary 
importance for this study. 
1.5 Resonant converters 
Here then, this thesis focuses on a sub-set of resonant converter, specifically load 
resonant power converters. As a result of their near sinusoidal current waveforms and 
utilisation of transformer parasitics, they can provide a more compact, power 
dense/efficient solution than other soft- and hard-switched counterparts, with reduced 
EMI characteristics [1.33]. For a given switching-loss (implying equivalent heat-sinking 
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requirements), resonant converters are capable of higher switching frequencies, thereby 
improving power-density compared to other switching topologies, by virtue of requiring 
smaller reactive components. 
However, whilst resonant converters are widely reported to be advantageous in terms of 
efficiency, EM! and power-density, they possess highly non-linear behaviour and are 
therefore difficult to analyse, design and control. Moreover, analysis and design 
methodologies are also uniquely defined by choice of resonant tank configuration, with 
a very large number of tank configurations being realisable. For instance, with 3 
resonant tank elements, 38 possible topologies have been identified [1.29], and with 4 
elements, 182 realisable topologies [1.30]. Although many of these topologies are 
unattractive in terms of circuit behaviour during open- and short-circuit load conditions, 
a large number are still commercially attractive. Traditionally, designers of resonant 
converters have largely confined themselves to a 4th order LsCsLpCp tank configuration, 
see Figure 1.7, since the tank closely models the parasitic components of a high 
frequency transformer. Popular lower order converters such as the series-resonant 
(LsCs), parallel-resonant, (LsCp), series-parallel resonant (LsCsCp), and LsCsLp converter, 
are obtained, by eliminating various reactive components from the generic 4th order 
tank. As an example, the magnetising inductance of the transformer, in certain cases, 
may be assumed sufficiently large to be removed from the model. Alternatively, the 
inter-winding capacitance of a high-voltage transformer may be significant, thus 
requiring either the parallel-resonant or series-parallel resonant topologies to fully 
exploit the transformer parasitics, as opposed to reducing the capacitance's impact by 
the addition of further inductance. As a result, the series-parallel and parallel-resonant 
topologies are well suited to applications such as arc-striking or ozone-generation 
systems [1.39]. The LsCsLp converter, on the other hand, can incorporate the effects of 
both the leakage- and mutual- inductance of a transformer. Moreover, when dual output 
voltages are required without additional secondary windings, only those topologies 
incorporating a parallel-inductor (Lp) are suitable [1.31-1.32]. 
Figure 1. 7 - Resonant converter based on the LCLC resonant tank. 
The various topologies of resonant converters have well documented relative merits 
[1.33-1.34]. For instance, the circulating current within a series-resonant converter 
decreases with reduced load power and the series-capacitor 'blocks' DC voltages being 
applied across the transformer. It does, however, suffer from the inability to regulate the 
output-voltage during no load conditions, and provides a maximum tank gain of a half, 
at the resonant frequency. The parallel-resonant topology is reported to possess inherent 
short-circuit protection and a tank gain, at resonance, that can far exceed that of the 
series-resonant converter. Unfortunately, it can also suffer from high circulating 
currents that are relatively independent of load, and requires bi-polar switching. 
Nevertheless, through use of the series-parallel resonant topology, all the advantages of 
the series-resonant and parallel-resonant converters can be combined with none of their 
respective disadvantages. The LsCsCp (series-parallel) resonant-converter topology, 
Figure 1.8, is therefore considered a particularly attractive variant for systems where 
high-efficiency via a reduction in circulating currents, output voltage/current regulation, 
low component count, inherent short-circuit protection and a voltage boost capability, is 
required. It is therefore chosen as the focus for the research presented here in this thesis. 
I • 
.J 
L. C. lip 
. 
I 
..l...Vdc l~ Vc. +. .J v. vCpt Cp vCft Cf 
Figure 1.8 - Resonant converter based on the LsCsCp resonant tank. The inductively-
smoothed variant is shown. Removing the output-filter inductor Lf results in the 
capacitively-smoothed variant. 
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For the benefit of the reader, a basic introduction to the operation principles of the LCC 
resonant converter is now given. 
As with any other DC-DC converter topology, whether hard- or soft-switched, the 
supply-voltage of the LCC resonant converter is effectively modulated and then 
rectified. Modulation is achieved through use of either a full-bridge or half-bridge 
switching network. Via the intermediate resonant tank, between the modulation and 
rectification stages, resonant converters possess an inherent input/output gain that is a 
function of excitation frequency. Control of the switching frequency therefore allows 
for output-voltage/-current regulation, since the switching frequency (and loading 
conditions) determines the magnitude of the ac waveforms applied to the input of the 
rectifier. Two distinct topologies for the LCC resonant converter are available. These 
are the inductively-smoothed and capacitively-smoothed variants; see Figure 1.8 and 
Figure 1.9, respectively. When comparing the two topologies, the inductively-smoothed 
variant (Figure 1.8) is seen to include an additional inductor in the output filtering stage. 
I • 
..J 
L. C. lip 
T 
I 
..J....vdc l~ Vcs +. ..J v. vcpt Cp VCft C, 
Figure 1.9 - Lee capacitively-smoothed resonant converter 
Although this is a subtle difference, the behaviour, and thus the analysis of the 
converter, is significantly different for the two topologies. For the inductively-smoothed 
converter (Figure 1.8), the rectifier current or transformer primary current (ltp) can be 
assumed to take on a squarewave characteristic (since Lr is sufficiently large to support 
the output current during a full switching cycle) and the parallel capacitor voltage (Vcp) 
a sinusoidal characteristic, see Figure 1.10. The capacitively-smoothed converter, by 
contrast, as a result of the voltage-clamping behaviour of the rectifier, has a rectifier 
current (ltp) that follows the series-inductor (Ls) current during rectifier-conduction 
periods, and is OA at other times, see Figure 1.11. The parallel-capacitor voltage for this 
topology is generally trapezoidal in shape, with the rise and fall times corresponding to 
the charging of the parallel-capacitor via the series inductor-current, see Figure 1.11. 
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Figure 1.10 - Typical inductively-smoothed topology waveforms (a) voltages (b) 
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Figure 1.11 - Typical capacitively-smoothed topology waveforms (a) voltages (b) 
currents 
Note that the operation is subdivided into various modes (M1 __ M6) of operation which 
are discussed later_ 
Resonant converters are generally operated above the resonant frequency to facilitate 
zero-voltage switching of the power-devices_ When operating above resonance, the 
series-inductor current (ILs) lags the excitation voltage (Vs ) (see Figure 1_11 for 
instance), hence, when a power-switch is turned on, current is already flowing through 
the device's reverse biased diode, thereby clamping the voltage across the power-switch 
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to the diode's forward-voltage drop. Tum-off losses are also minimised since the 
parasitic capacitances in parallel with the power-switches are utilised as lossless 
snubbers. Operating the converter below resonance, although useful for some high-
powered IGBT based resonant converters, results in zero-current tum-off (ZCS), and 
this is less desirable for high-speed switching since zero-current tum-off results in the 
energy stored within the parasitic capacitance to be dissipated in the internal resistance 
of the power-switch. If 'below resonance' operation is required, the reverse-recovery 
time of the parallel diodes is therefore of key importance. Relative to the switching 
frequency, much faster diodes are required for ZCS compared with ZVS. 
Resonant converters are generally designed to possess a high-quality factor (Q), 
implying that, as a result of the resonant-tank filtering, the series-inductor current is 
approximately sinusoidal. Power-flow from the DC source to the tank can therefore be 
considered operating solely on the fundamental of the excitation voltage. For the 
inductively-smoothed converter, this assumption allows the most widely used AC 
analysis technique, 'Fundamental Mode Analysis' (FMA), to be applied [1.33-1.34]. 
Since the (approximately) sinusoidal parallel-capacitor voltage and square rectifier 
current are in-phase, power transfer from the resonant-tank, to the output-filter, can be 
simply approximated via an equivalent resistor loading the parallel-capacitor. However, 
the technique is not so readily applied to the capacitively-smoothed converter, as a 
result of the trapezoidal parallel-capacitor voltage and the out-of-phase 'distorted' 
rectifier current. The capacitively-smoothed converter thus requires alternative analysis 
techniques to be applied, such as 'Rectifier transformed fundamental analysis' 
(RTFMA), in which a more complex AC model of the rectifier is generated [1.35]. 
1.6 Fundamental mode analysis of resonant converters 
Since FMA and the resulting equations is used as a benchmark for comparison of the 
analysis and modelling methods presented throughout the remainder of the thesis, a 
summary introduction is now given for the benefit of the reader. Figure 1.12 illustrates 
how the FMA procedure is used to derive an equivalent parallel-capacitor loading 
resistance for the LCC inductively-smoothed converter and thus demonstrates how to 
calculate an approximate DCIDC gain for the converter. The 'sinusoidal' voltage across 
the parallel capacitor (Cp) is applied to the input of the full-bridge rectifier, via a 
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transfonner. The output voltage of the rectifier (Jij), which feeds the output-filter, is 
therefore a full-wave rectified sinusoid, with an average value expressed as follows 
[1.33]: 
-+--~-~<- V Cp 
N 
Figure 1.12 - FMA technique depicted graphically for calculation 
of equivalent load resistance 
(1.2) 
The nns value of the squarewave transfonner primary current (ltp) fundamental 
component is calculated as: 
(1.3) 
The equivalent load resistance applied in parallel with Cp is therefore calculated from 
(1.2),(1.3) to be: 
VCP rms _ N1tVo NnRL _ N 21t2 RL (1.4) 
Itp_rms(fund) - 2.fi 2.fiVo - 8 
As discussed later, the basic analysis presented in this chapter is only valid if the 'Q' 
factor at the loaded resonant frequency is sufficiently large (Q,>2.5) to ensure a 
sufficiently sinusoidal series-inductor current. 
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The resulting FMA equivalent circuit of the LCC inductively-smoothed converter is 
therefore shown in Figure 1.13. 
Figure 1.13 - FMA equivalent circuit of an LCC inductively-smoothed resonant 
converter 
An alternative FMA equivalent circuit is provided in Figure 1.14, which is useful when 
calculating the Q factor and damped resonant frequency of the converter. The parallel 
branch in Figure 1.13 is transformed into an equivalent series branch, generating a 
standard series LCR circuit. The equivalent components Rs and Ce are dependent on 
switching frequency. 
Ls Cs 
~ +::~ VCs Ce 
2Vdc 
1C Rs 
Figure 1.14 - Alternative FMA equivalent circuit of an 
LCC inductively-smoothed resonant converter 
The equivalent resistance Rs and capacitance Ce are found from [1.34]: 
(1.5) 
The loaded quality-factor at the un-damped natural resonant frequency (tVo )' is defined 
as: 
(1.6) 
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The gain of the converter can be most readily extracted via analysis of the circuit in 
Figure 1.13. 
The voltage gain between the ac supply, and parallel-capacitor can be found from: 
where Z s is the impedance of the series branch consisting of Ls and Cs 
and Z p the impedance of the parallel branch consisting of Cp and Ri 
(1.7) 
Eliminating the series-inductance and series-capacitance from the expressions via (1.6) 
gives: 
I+A C L - C - p s - 2 ' s--
lOo Cp A 
(1.8) 
Then, eliminating the parallel-capacitance via: 
C = QL(I+A) 
p lOoR; 
(1.9) 
results in 
(1.10) 
which depends on 3 nonnalised values (A, mo, QL). Note that it is expressed in 
magnitude fonn i.e the expression is no longer complex. 
To obtain the gain between the dc input voltage and output voltage, Figure 1.12 can be 
considered. The output-voltage is the average of the full-wave rectified secondary 
referred parallel-capacitor voltage, as follows: 
2 A 
V =-v 
o NK Cp 
giving: 
(1.11 ) 
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~ = ____ r=============4================== 
Vdc 
(1.12) 
These underlying equations will be used copiously throughout the remainder of the 
thesis. 
1.7 Summary 
For environmental and economic reasons, it is vital that power conversion efficiency is 
maximised. With respect to DC-DC conversion, resonant converters offer the greatest 
potential as a result of their increased power-density as a result of transformer parasitic 
utilisation, soft-switching, low EMI and high-frequency operation. 
The design of resonant converters, however, is generally a time consuming process, 
resulting from the many protracted time-domain simulations that are traditionally 
required. Circuit-approximations, such as the fundamental mode approximation (FMA), 
are typically used to provide an estimation of the required component values, which are 
then 'tuned', iteratively, to meet the required specifications when parasitic components 
are present. Component based analysis packages, such as SPICE [1.36], SABER [1.37] 
and PLECS [1.38] are often utilised in this process. The lack of literature on robust 
techniques for resonant converter control also makes many PSU designers reluctant to 
take advantage of the technology. 
Here then, in Chapter 3, an alternative procedure for the design of the LCC inductively-
smoothed converter, is presented, that greatly simplifies the complex calculations 
required for initial proto-type component selection. The aim being to give the designer, 
whether experienced in resonant converter design, or otherwise, an initial estimate of 
component values to realise a converter that operates close to the desired specification. 
Specifically, (1.12) from the FMA procedure previously presented, is used at the 
resonant frequency, to provide component values for a given set of converter 
specifications. 
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Further chapters then consider the design of the LCC capacitively-smoothed variant 
(Chapter 4), a high speed transient analysis technique for controller design purposes 
(Chapter 5), and an alternative control technique that (through linearization of the 
converter's large-signal behaviour) allows simple robust control techniques to be 
applied (Chapter 6). Finally, the control of resonant converters via nonlinear state-
estimation techniques, for cost reduction purposes (Chapter 7), is considered. 
To summarise, this thesis aims to improve present analysis, design and control 
techniques for the series-parallel resonant converter, such that they can be more readily 
and widely employed. It should be noted, however, that many of the developed 
techniques presented in the thesis are ultimately more widely applicable to other 
converter variants. 
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Chapter 2 - Review of Modelling, Analysis and Control 
Techniques 
Having reviewed the current trend for increased use of power converters in Chapter I, it 
is now necessary to obtain some familiarity with techniques currently available for their 
modelling, analysis and design, and identify deficiencies in current available practices. 
2.1 Analysis & Design techniques 
This literature review provides a summary account of the many design and analysis 
techniques applicable to switched-mode power supplies. The reviewed techniques can 
be partitioned into those belonging to the time-domain, the frequency-domain, or some 
combination of both. As such, the review will be similarly partitioned. 
Figure 2.1 shows the interrelationships between the vanous design and analysis 
techniques considered. 
Figure 2.1 - Interrelationships between previously reported 
analysis and design techniques. 
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2.1.1 Frequency-domain techniques 
Fundamental mode approximation (FMA) [2.1-2.4} 
In general, the quality factor of the resonant tank is designed such that the series-
inductor current is approximately sinusoidal. In practice, the quality factor (Qr) is 
chosen to be in the range 2.5 to 20. Low Q factors result in poorly sinusoidal waveforms 
whilst larger values result in physically large resonant tank components. Techniques 
based on Fundamental Mode Approximation (FMA) therefore assume that the power 
transfer mechanism within the converter takes place solely due to the fundamental, 
allowing the rectifier and output-filter to be modelled by a single equivalent resistor. 
This technique is only practically applicable to inductively-smoothed resonant converter 
variants i.e those converters that include an output-filter inductor (Lf), see Chapter 1. 
Although additional distortion in the current waveform can impart significant modelling 
error as the switching frequency is increased beyond resonance, FMA nevertheless 
remains the most commonly employed technique for the provision of initial converter 
behaviour. In Chapter 3, FMA is reformulated such that an estimate of the required 
converter component values are provided that satisfy the desired specifications. 
Rectifier compensatedJundamental mode approximation (RCFMA) [2.5-2.9] 
The accuracy of FMA is highly dependent on the shape of the parallel capacitor Cp 
voltage waveform. It is for this reason that FMA is generally unsuitable for 
capacitively-smoothed converters (no output-filter inductor), where the parallel 
capacitor voltage is essentially a square-wave with relatively slow rising and falling 
edges. Additionally, FMA assumes that the current flowing into the rectifier is in phase 
with the parallel capacitor voltage, which is generally not the case for capacitively-
smoothed converters. In common with FMA, the more accurate RCFMA assumes that 
all power is carried on the fundamental. However, RCFMA is advantageous in that it 
takes into consideration the effects of parallel capacitor waveform distortion, on the 
fundamental power transfer mechanism, and any phase-shift between parallel capacitor 
voltage and rectifier current. The technique reduces the generic 4-element LsCsLpCp 
resonant tank, and any derivatives thereof, into an equivalent 2nd order parallel resonant 
tank Ls 'Cp' (Ls' and Cp' representing the inductance and capacitance of the series and 
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parallel branches respectively, calculated at the switching frequency) see Figure 2.2. 
This is achieved by virtue of the series tank being operated inductively to obtain zero-
voltage switching, and the parallel branch being operated capacitively to obtain a 
voltage-gain [2.5]. An equivalent impedance, is then calculated to accurately model the 
combined interaction of the transformer, rectifier and load, see Figure 2.2. Traditional 
AC analysis is then performed on the new converter equivalent circuit to calculate both 
the converter's electrical stresses and output-voltage. The methodology is slightly more 
complex than FMA but substantially more accurate for the analysis of inductively-
smoothed converter. 
Ls' 
Figure 2.2 - RCFMA equivalent circuit 
Harmonic balance techniques [2. 10-2. 15J 
Here, the converter is analysed on a harmonic contribution basis, and, via superposition, 
the overall response is the sum of the contributions for each individual harmonic. A 
source representing the nth harmonic of the switching voltage, and rectifier response, are 
placed on the input and output side of the resonant tank, respectively, see Figure 2.3. 
The switching source is easily decomposed into its individual harmonics. The model of 
the rectifier harmonics, however, is not as readily obtained. For each of these harmonics 
to be determined, the general shape of rectifier input-current, or applied-voltage must be 
pre-defined (as an approximation, the rectifier voltage may be assumed sinusoidal, 
trapezoidal or square depending on the choice of output-filter and resonant-tank). For 
example, in [2.10] a series resonant capacitively-smoothed converter is analysed. The 
voltage applied across the rectifier input is square, as a result of the rectifier clamping 
action, with an amplitude equal to the output-voltage and an unknown phase-shift. 
Likewise in [2.11], the LsCsLpCp - inductively-smoothed converter is analysed and the 
rectifier input current is assumed trapezoidal with an unknown phase-shift and rise-
time, and an amplitude equal to the steady-state load current. In each of these examples 
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the unknowns must be detennined for an accurate application of the harmonic balance 
technique. As a result, it is necessary to: 
1) estimate one of the unknowns, for instance, the phase-shift 
2) calculate the remainder of the unknowns (e.g output-voltage amplitude and/or 
parallel-capacitor voltage raise-time) via various physical constraints 
3) sum the response of the converter to the individual harmonics 
4) check for consistency with the initial assumption via the evaluation of an error 
function. A typical error function uses the difference between the input and 
output power. 
5) continue iterating the process until the estimate no longer needs refining, i.e the 
error tends to zero. 
nLs C/n 
Figure 2.3 - nth harmonic LCC inductively-smoothed equivalent circuit 
Although, in theory, the process requires the response to an infinite number of 
harmonics to be summed to obtain peak accuracy, more realistically, it is only necessary 
to sum harmonics until the results converge. The author estimates that summing the 
responses from fundamental to a maximum of the 9th harmonic will result in near peak 
model accuracy since even a second-order resonant tank (e.g LsCs) would attenuate the 
9th harmonic by a factor of -40dB. This coupled with a 9th harmonic switching-voltage 
that is approximately -20dB lower in amplitude than the fundamental, the resulting 9th 
harmonic response is likely to be at least -60dB lower than that of the fundamental, 
which corresponds to approximately ±O.l % error between the results of the infinite and 
truncated series. Converters consisting of larger order tanks, such as the series-parallel 
(LsCsCp ) resonant converter, will undergo a greater attenuation. 
Very rapid steady-state solutions can be obtained with better accuracy than that of 
RCFMA. However, since the general shape of the waveforms are approximated as 
sinusoidal or piece-wise linear, the method may not provide sufficient accuracy, which 
is of significant importance and thus limits the ultimate applicability for these methods. 
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2.1.2 Time-domain techniques 
Time-domain techniques can be further subdivided viz. those that provide the full 
response of the converter at all times (Transient), those which provide only the steady-
state wavefonn envelopes (Steady-state), and those that provide the signal-envelopes at 
all times (Transient-Averaging). 
Transient analysis 
State-variable [2.16-2.19 J 
Although the behaviour of resonant switching converters is nonlinear, the converters 
themselves operate piece-wise linearly. At any specific moment, the converter can be 
described by an equivalent linear circuit, with diodes and switches being either open- or 
short-circuit. When diodes or switches change state, the converter is said to enter a new 
mode in the switching cycle. 
The converter can therefore be represented in piece-wise linear state-space fonn with 
each mode being described by: 
x=AMx+BMu 
• n 
(2.1) 
y=CM X+DM U . . 
where AM' B M , eM' D M , correspond to the circuit model of the converter during 
n n n n 
mode n (Mn) , as the various current paths in the converter are changed through the 
conduction / non-conduction of the switches and rectifier diodes 
Through the use of simulation packages such as SIMULINK, for instance, the converter 
can be simulated in state-variable fonn, a key advantage being that the matrices 
themselves provide additional insight into the system's dynamic behaviour, 
observability and controllability. Furthennore, the state-trajectory can be represented on 
an n-dimensional graph, thereby providing information on equilibrium points, limit-
cycles and stability. Nevertheless, such techniques, whilst being very accurate, suffer 
from the requirement for integration, and therefore require a computation overhead that 
can lead to protracted simulation times. 
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Floquet theory [2.20-2.24J 
A switching converter in steady-state operation does not fulfil the traditional definition 
of steady-state in that as time tends to infinity, the system state derivatives do not tend 
to zero when perturbed by a step or impulse. Instead, the system states at the beginning 
and end of a switching cycle are considered identical, as if the system were in a limit 
cycle for a long period of time. Floquet theory considers that a periodic system, such as 
a switching-converter, may be represented by a periodic-describing function in 
conjunction with a damping term describing the transient behaviour. The technique, 
described in [2.20], is applied to a hard-switched boost converter. The method is 
demonstrated to provide significant improvements in transient modelling accuracy when 
compared to state-space averaging (see later) and provides the system eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors, which are useful for controller design purposes. 
A resonant-converter analysis technique based on Floquet theory, known as 'cyclic-
averaging', is documented in [2.20]. Since integration of the analytical equations 
describing the system is not required, extremely rapid steady-state results are achieved. 
Waveform relaxation [2.25-2.30J 
Waveform relaxation techniques were developed in 1982 as an alternative to the 
computationally expensive incremental-time analysis methods for VLSI circuit 
simulations [2.25]. The methodology reduces large systems into multiple subsystems 
each utilising the largest feasible integration step. Significant improvements in 
computation overhead are therefore possible. For example, the low bandwidth output-
filter of a resonant converter can be accurately modelled at a much larger time-step than 
that of the resonant tank. The non-linear differential equations governing each sub-
system are further reduced to a set of linear equations and solved to the required 
accuracy in an iterative manner [2.26]. Methodical system partitioning and the choice of 
maximum time-step (windowing) are demonstrated in [2.27]. Additionally [2.27] shows 
that for a series resonant-converter only 25% of the computation time is required when 
compared to traditional integration based methods. The technique is considered no 
further since it offers little benefit when compared to Floquet theory based techniques. 
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Step-wise switch verification techniques [2.31-2.33} 
Many variable-step solvers are susceptible to problems when simulating around 
converter switching events, such as when a diode begins to change state or when feed-
back is used to govern the MOSFET switching pattern, for instance. Often, somewhat 
counter intuitively, resulting simulations times are then reduced by utilising fixed-step 
solvers. Fixed-step solvers, however, require a very fine step-size, such that, if the 
switching-event is missed by an entire step, accuracy is not unduly affected. Step-wise 
switch verification techniques specifically aim to improve the simulation accuracy 
around switching events. For instance, quadratic-extrapolation and compensation 
methodologies are used to provide a predictor/corrector-type mechanism to verify the 
state of switches, such as MOSFETs or diodes. For example, when analysing diodes in a 
circuit, it is initially assumed that they are non-conducting. The potentials across the 
diode's location are then determined and the initial assumption is tested and modified 
accordingly. Specifically, quadratic-extrapolation estimates the nodal voltages and 
current for the next time instant based on a discretised version of the system, and 
verifies if the switch state throughout the time-step would be constant. If not, the 
methodology back-tracks to the switching instant, then resumes normal time-stepping 
until the next switching instant. In [2.31] the methodology is demonstrated on a 
candidate PWM switching regulator. Compensation theory represents power switches 
by a low- or high-valued piecewise resistance during the on- and off-periods, 
respectively. If the current through one of the resistances changes polarity, it provides 
an indication that a switching event is imminent. The technique has been applied to a 
buck-boost DC-DC converter in [2.32]. Switch-verification techniques result in 
improved accuracy around switching-events whilst providing improved simulation 
speed when compared to traditional fixed-step integration based methods. However, the 
technique does not eliminate integration requirements, thereby still resulting in 
protracted simulation times. 
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Transient-Averaging analysis 
State-space averaging [2. 34-2.35] 
This technique, pioneered by Middlebrook and Cuk in 1976, remains one of the most 
widely used analysis methodologies for switching converters. A state-variable 
description of the converter under analysis is formed for each mode of operation, such 
as when a power switch is either in the on- or off-state. These models are then averaged 
with respect to the time spent in each specific mode i.e the duty-cycle. The resulting 
state-space description provides both the steady-state and transient behaviour of the 
converter as duty-cycle is varied, allowing traditional robust linear control 
methodologies to be readily applied. The technique's underlying assumption is that the 
highest comer frequency of interest is much lower than the switching frequency. Whilst 
this is widely applicable to hard-switched converters, it is unsuitable for resonant 
converters, where circulating currents in the resonant tank generally operate at the 
switching-frequency. 
Krylov-Bogoliubov-Miltropolsky (KBM) averaging [2.36-2.38] 
Here, the state vector of a system is expressed as a sum of an averaged variable and a 
ripple series [2.36]. For converters such as the buck-boost, for instance, where the 
switching frequency is much higher than the largest comer frequency of interest, the 
resulting averaged variables, such as the output voltage, converge to that obtained using 
state-space averaging. However, since the ripple correction term is utilised, this analysis 
methodology, unlike state-space averaging is applicable to resonant converters, as 
demonstrated by [2.36]. Although the ripple series is, in theory, infinite in length, 
generally only the first three terms need to be employed. A high level of symbolic 
manipulation must be undertaken in order to calculate these ripple series terms, 
however. Traditional integration based methods must then simulate the averaged 
system. Although accurate, the method can again incur significant computational 
overhead. 
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Switching-flow graph [2.39-2.40} 
Here, the switching circuit is reduced to a series of signal paths and node-variables, each 
signal-path having an associated transfonnation, in a similar way to that traditionally 
used in classical control theory. Signals entering each node are summed to solve the 
required node-variables. Possible path transfonnations are switches or traditional 
transfer-functions. The switching-flow graph, in essence, allows for a time varying 
control structure, and can be manipulated to find large-signal, small-signal and steady-
state system models. If the 'averaged' system behaviour is required, the various states of 
a switch can be modelled by a signal-path with a gain (0-+ I) corresponding to the duty-
cycle of switch in that specific position. The resulting analysis would then be identical 
to that for state-space averaging. The switching-flow graph method can therefore 
provide significant insight into the construction of state-variable based simulation 
models. 
Steady-state analysis 
State-plane [2.41-2.49} 
It is generally considered that any fonn of time-domain analysis specifically aimed at 
obtaining a steady-state solution for systems with multiple modes that repeat 
periodically, such as those demonstrated by Batarseh in [2.41-2.43], operates on the 
following basis: as the structure of the switching-converter varies, the state of the 
system, i.e capacitor voltages and inductor currents, must be identical at the end of one 
mode, and the start of the next. This also implies that the state of a converter at the very 
beginning, and end, of each switching-cycle must be identical. In effect, the states must 
follow a closed contour with a period equal to the switching time. All such converter 
analysis methods therefore belong to the more general state-plane analysis technique. 
The account given in Chapter 4 develops a new steady-state state-plane analysis 
methodology specifically for the LCC capacitively-smoothed converter, such that the 
converter characteristics (part-load efficiency, required switching frequency range, 
component-stresses) are fully defined by the capacitor ratio and tank-gain, at resonance, 
when the minimum load resistance is applied. The technique allows for the simple 
'graphical' design of converters given a series of converter specifications. To determine 
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the usefulness and applicability of the technique it is incorporated into a readily useable 
graphical user interface. 
2.1.3 Hybrid Time and Frequency-domain techniques 
Generalised averaging (Phasor transform) [2.50-2.58J 
These techniques, like waveform relaxation, aim to decouple a system into 'slow' and 
'fast' sub-systems. An equivalent frequency domain-model is then generated for each of 
these sub-systems with the model complexity ultimately depending on the number of 
harmonics included i.e an index-O model corresponds to time averaged behaviour, 
whereas an index-O,1 models the time-averaged characteristics and behaviour at the 
switching frequency (an index-O,1,2 model simply includes the next harmonic in its 
behavioural analysis). By way of example, a resonant converter can be decoupled into 
the resonant tank and output-filter representing the 'fast' and 'slow' sub-systems 
respectively. The resonant tank requiring at least an index-O,1 model and the output 
filter utilising an index-O model since virtually no switching harmonics are normally 
apparent in the states. The index-O model is simply the state-space description of the 
circuit. The index-O,l model, on the other hand, can be represented via a component 
transformation. An inductor, for example, is transformed into an inductor in series with 
an imaginary resistance [2.50-2.52]. Techniques for modelling these combinations of 
components with imaginary resistors, in SPICE, via two coupled networks are given in 
[2.53-2.54]. As opposed to considering the higher indexed models and including 
additional harmonic content (as in a Fourier series), some generalised averaging 
techniques consider the higher order indexed models to simply include additional 
derivative terms when the decoupled systems are linearised about their moving 
operating points [2.55-2.57]. Generalised averaging allows the user to effectively trade 
simulation speed with accuracy by including or removing higher-order 
harmonics/derivatives. For resonant converters, an index-O output filter and an index-
0,1 tank model effectively performs a transient FMA analysis. Chapter 5 explores such 
techniques, and enhances them, resulting in a very high speed analysis methodology. 
The account in Chapter 6 then further develops this technique to provide a large/small-
signal control model for a novel form of phase-angle control (the angle between the 
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switching voltage and series-inductor current). The resulting control technique 
ultimately linearises the large-signal behaviour of the converter, and thereby allows 
simple robust linear control techniques to be applied. 
2.2 Resonant converter control techniques 
To provide a realisable 'system' solution for the use of resonant converters, it is 
necessary to appreciate the possible resonant converter control methodologies available 
to the designer. Methods that have been previously explored include: 
Variablejrequency [2.59-2.62] 
The complex impedance of the resonant tank varies with switching frequency, and 
thereby allows for the adjustment of real power-flow through the converter. This 
facilitates a low-cost and simplistic solution for controlling converters and remains the 
most popular method to date. A voltage-controlled oscillator (VeO) provides the 
required square-wave gate signals. The voltage applied to the veo is varied such that 
the output Voltage/current is regulated. A number of papers have examined the small-
and large-signal behaviour of the converters under such control for necessity of robust 
design [2.60-2.62]. 
Bi-frequency [2. 63-2. 64] 
Here, the converter is switched between two discrete frequencies. In effect a 2-state 
variable frequency control methodology is employed, one frequency being close to 
resonance where the tank impedance is minimised and real power flow is maximised, 
and the other, at a much higher frequency where power flow is mostly reactive. The 
technique allows for simple pulse-width modulation control schemes to be 
implemented. 
Phase-shift control [2.65-2. 73] 
In most published literature on the subject, a full-bridge switch configuration is used to 
control the converter at a constant switching frequency with a phase-shift between the 
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switching-voltages of each leg. This results in a 3-state excitation voltage consisting of 
+Vdc ,-Vdc and 'Ground'-potential. It can therefore be considered a fonn of pulse-width 
modulation (PWM). Many papers provide alternative control strategies to govern the 
gate switching patterns. For example, in [2.72], a phase-shift technique is presented that 
maximises the number of switching events occurring on current-zero crossings thereby 
reducing switching-losses. Various small- and large-signal models to aid controller 
design, are presented in [2.67-2.70]. As a result of the constant switching-frequency, 
EMI produced by the converter is very well defined. Unfortunately however, the 
topology suffers from increased electrical stresses as a result of significant circulating 
currents. 
Fuzzy-logic [2. 76-2. 78J 
Fuzzy logic control methodologies provide inexpensive nonlinear control with the aim 
of obtaining good robust perfonnance. Once their underlying principles are understood, 
they generally have a much reduced development time and deployment cost. The 
methodology presented in [2.76] describes a fuzzy-based variable frequency controller 
applied to a resonant converter. In a similar manner, fuzzy-based controllers could 
compliment many other resonant converter control techniques, such as quantum control 
(see later under the "self-oscillating" heading) where a PWM signal controls whether to 
switch the converter at resonance or simply stop switching altogether for a period 
[2.77]. With the advent oflow-cost fuzzy-logic control les, fuzzy-logic control should 
now readily be considered a candidate control technique. 
Optimal trajectory [2. 79-2.85J 
The highest perfonnance in resonant converter control is achieved through optimal 
trajectory control, where the switching-signals are adjusted on a cycle-by-cycle basis 
such that the converter enters steady-state in the least number of cycles. Optimal 
switching events are calculated from analysis of the state-plane. For a reduction in 
computation and sensor requirements the method can be linearised resulting in a near 
time-optimal technique [2.81]. Small- and large-signal models are provided in [2.82-
2.85] for the purpose of controller design. The method provides the ultimate in 
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performance, at the cost of a large number of sensors and high calculation overhead 
during each and every switching-cycle. 
Self-oscillating [2.86- 2.91 J 
Self-oscillating controllers for resonant converters are a class of techniques that use a 
measured converter state variable (such as series-inductor current) to provide the 
required gate switching-signals after some intermediate processing. They can be divided 
into a number of distinct categories. The most popular of these is phase-shift control. 
Timing signals are generated in the controller via measurement of the series-inductor 
current, and the gate signals switched such that the phase-shift between switching-
voltage and measured current is maintained at a pre-determined value. Quantum control, 
on the other hand, a much simpler technique, always switches the converter on the 
current zero-crossings, such that zero-voltage and zero-current switching occurs. This 
results in much improved efficiency and low EM!. To control the output current/voltage 
level, entire switching cycles are purposefully missed. A sliding mode or hysteresis 
controller is used to govern when to skip cycles out or simply switch at resonance. The 
paper [2.91], linearises the large- and small-signal behaviour of the converter via this 
technique. Self-oscillating controllers are usually very robust, and can be readily applied 
to converters with significantly different resonant tanks. As a result, Chapter 7 considers 
a novel form of self-oscillating control where the phase «(J) between the excitation 
voltage and series-inductor current is adjusted on a cyc1e-by-cycle basis such that a 
desired power-factor ( cos((J)), is obtained. The methodology is shown to linearise the 
large- and small-signal behaviour of the power-factor controlled converter, such that a 
simple, linear and robust outer-loop can be designed. 
Component control [2.92-2.95J 
Here the component values present in the resonant tank are either adjusted via an 
applied control signal (in the case of the voltage controlled capacitor) [2.92-2.93] or 
modified by switching additional reactive components in or out of the circuit when 
necessary [2.95]. Such methods allow constant frequency switching to be employed, 
whilst varying the resonant tank frequency and gain. Interestingly, self-oscillating 
schemes based on these techniques have yet to be reported, such as locking onto the 
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resonant frequency to maximise efficiency (switching on zero-current crossing results in 
purely real power flow, reduced electrical stresses and minimised switching losses), and 
varying the tank gain via resonant tank component control. Such methods offer the 
potential for greatly enhancing the part-load operating efficiency of the converter. 
Energy based control [2. 96-2.98J 
The converter is analysed from an energy or charge transfer per switching-cycle 
perspective. From this viewpoint, and, by application of certain control theorems such 
as passivity [2.96], the potential to generate very robust controllers with high 
performance is possible. Additionally, in [2.97], an energy based controller is shown to 
have a similar form to optimal trajectory control, albeit with reduced sensor 
measurement requirements. 
SWitched-rectifier techniques [2.99-2.100J 
Here, the resonant tank is switched at a constant frequency, and control of the output-
voltage is achieved through additional power switches forming part of the rectifier. In 
[2.99], the rectifier behaves as a simple diode-based full-bridge when no rectifier power 
switches are in the 'on' state. Through gate turn-on of the rectifier power switches, the 
voltage across the parallel capacitor is clamped to OV, thereby eliminating power-flow 
from the resonant tank to the load. 
Non-isolated measurement control [2.101J 
When the cost of isolated sensing is prohibitive, a form of output-voltage prediction is 
required based on primary side measurements. A paper describing such a technique, 
based on a linear observer, is presented in [2.101], which is extended in Chapter 8 for 
varying load conditions, via output resistance estimation. 
Additional contributions [2.102-2.103J 
The account in [2.102] compares a number of the above techniques on a candidate 
LsCsCp inductively-smoothed resonant converter. Additionally, a useful tool for stability 
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analysis, known at state-plane animation, is described in [2.103]. The tool allows for the 
generation of a state-plane as the converter is regulated, providing an insight into 
control dynamics, and overall system behaviour. For instance, various types of 
instability can easily be explained in geometric terms. 
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Chapter 3 - Rapid design of LCC Inductively-
smoothed Resonant Converters 
Chapter 2 has outlined many previously reported tools for the analysis and design of 
resonant converters. None of these, however, provide a simple intuitive design process 
for the LCC inductively-smoothed resonant converter (see Figure 3.1). To address the 
issue, this chapter presents, and practically validates, a straightforward and novel design 
methodology [3.1-3.3] for this type of converter for use in both voltage-source and 
current-source applications, with the aim of reducing tank currents, and hence, electrical 
stresses on resonant components, with a minimum of calculation overhead. The 
methodology provides component values directly from a set of converter specifications 
and is ideally suited for preliminary pre-production designs. 
3.1 Introduction 
The design procedure assumes that the converter is operated about a specified resonant 
frequency for a given load and gain. The aim is to provide a converter that minimises 
tank currents for a given set of converter specifications. A number of the underlying 
equations have been taken from previously reported design methodologies (see Chapter 
I) - the reader will be referred to these wherever possible, for brevity to aid the reader's 
understanding. The design process utilises the accuracy of Fundamental Mode 
Approximation (FMA) at the resonant frequency, and the potential for rapid analysis 
that it provides. 
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Figure 3.1 - Lee Inductively-smoothed resonant converter 
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3.2 Operation at resonance 
Operation at resonance minimises reactive power flow around the tank and therefore 
reduces electrical stresses and improves efficiency. Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) show 
example switching voltage and tank current waveforms for two resonant converters, of 
the type shown in Figure 3.1, both operated with constant output power and input 
voltage, at, and above resonance, respectively. Current only flows to or from the supply 
when the switching voltage is positive (i.e with the upper MOSFET or upper body diode 
conducting, in Figure 3.1). To maintain a constant output power, and hence, constant 
input power for an efficient converter, the time integral of the supply current both at, 
and above resonance, must be the same, assuming negligible losses in either case. This 
can be seen in Figure 3.2(b) and 3.2(d) for operation at, and above the resonant 
frequency, respectively. Note that during excitation above resonance the supply current 
during part of the cycle becomes negative. This requires that the positive current peak 
will have to increase to maintain a constant time integral. 
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Figure 3.2 - Comparison between at resonance (a,b) and above resonance operation 
(c,d) in-terms of resonant current, supply current and switching voltage 
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For a sinusoidal tank current and square wave excitation voltage, when considering the 
supply input power at the fundamental frequency, it can be shown that: 
j Ls(above resonance) COS( O)2V de j Ls(at resonance) 2Vdc 1', - = --'--------'---~- K K 
A j Ls{at resonance) 
therefore giving I Ls(above resonance) = ----
cos(O) 
where () is the phase shift between the excitation voltage and series-inductor 
current 
(3.1) 
Notably, for the conditions depicted in Figures 3.2(b) and 3.2(d), a phase shift of 60° is 
used, hence, from (3.1), the required peak current is double what is required for 
operation at the resonant frequency resulting in higher losses and increased component 
stresses (thus requiring a greater cost to manufacture). 
3.3 Design methodology for a voltage-source 
From [3.5], the input-output voltage transfer function (G(m) of the LCC converter, and 
the relationship between the damped resonant frequency ~ and the un-damped natural 
frequency of the tank, lQ" are given, respectively, by (3.2)(3.3) where A =C/Cs is the 
ratio of parallel and series capacitances, and QL is the loaded quality factor at the un-
damped natural frequency: (See Chapter 1 for a derivation of the FMA process.) 
OJ = r 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Substituting (3.3) into (3.2) (i.e OJ = ~ ) provides the effective gain at resonance, Gr, 
and subsequently rearranging the resulting gain expression to give the quality factor QL 
at the un-damped resonant frequency lQ, gives: 
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(3.4) 
The overall gain Gr can be written as a combination of the resonant tank gain and the 
transfonner gain: 
Gr = G
tr where Gtris the resonant tank gain i.e Gtr = NVo N Vdc 
Substituting (3.5) into (3.4) gives: 
Q _ tt2Gtr L- 4 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
From (3.6), a constraint on the minimum value of tank gain can be found that ensures 
QL (3.6) remains real i.e, 
4 (3.7) 
Gtr >-2 
It 
Substituting (3.6) into (3.3), the expression for lU- becomes: 
_ OJo~ A Gt/lt4 + Gtr 21&4 -16 
OJr - 2~ 
Gtrlt vl+ A 
(3.8) 
The input power and output power are equated, as in (3.9). The equations assume a 
lossless converter operating at the resonant frequency with a 50% duty cycle, and a 
sinusoidal tank current. 
(3.9) 
Rearranging (3.9) results in the following expression for the peak magnitude of the 
resonant tank current: 
(3.10) 
An alternative expression for QL is also given in [3.5] as: 
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1C 2N 2RL QL=--~ 
8cvoLs 
(3.11 ) 
which, when equated to (3.6) can provide the required series-inductance as a function of 
converter specifications. 
Rearranging (3.11) for Ls and multiplying by (41(27if,.) gives: 
L = 11N
2 
RL cvr 
s 16QL!, CVo 
and substituting (3.5),(3.6),(3.8) into (3.12) gives: 
N 2 R (A G 2 tr4 + G 2 tr4 -16) L = L_ tr tr _ 
s 4tr3J, G 2 'G 2 tr4 -16 
rtr'Vtr 
The un-damped natural frequency of the converter is expressed as: 
and substituting (3.14) into (3.11) and rearranging for Cp gives: 
2 
C = 64QL (1 + A)Ls 
p N 4tr4R 2 
L 
and substituting (3.5),(3.6),(3.13) into (3.15) gives: 
'G 2tr4 -16 C = ....:.'V~tr~ __ 
p ~N2RLfr 
Finally, from Cs=CIA and (3.16): 
'G 2tr4 -16 C = ...:.'V~tr....".--__ 
s tr3 N 2 RLfrA 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
It is also important to consider the quality factor at the damped resonant frequency: 
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Q = OJrLs 
r R 
s 
(3.18) 
where Rs, the effective loading on the series resonant tank, is defined in [3.5] as follows: 
(3.19) 
where Rj , the effective loading on the parallel capacitor, for the inductively-smoothed 
converter is: 
(3.20) 
Substituting (3.19),(3.20) into (3.18) now gives: 
Q = mrLA64+Jr4m/C/RL2~) 
r 8~N2RL 
(3.21) 
and substituting (3.5),(3.13),(3.16) and li.J. = (211f,.) into (3.21) gives: 
Q = AGtr 2Jr4 +G/Jr4 -16 
r 4.jG
tr 
2Jr4 -16 
(3.22) 
In order for FMA to accurately estimate the output voltage, the inductor current must be 
near sinusoidal. In [3.5], it is specified that Qr > 2.5 will provide near sinusoidal 
wavefonns. Figure 3.3 provides the minimum value of A for a givenGtr value in order 
that Qr> 2.5. [Note that the terms QL and Qr are easily confused in the literature. Qr. is 
generally a nonnalisation term, used to compare various converter designs, see equation 
(1.12). Qr on the other hand is a measure of how sinusoidal the series-inductor current 
is] 
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Electrical Stresses 
E 
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Figure 3.3 - Plot of Aminimum vs G'r for Qr> 2.5 
It is important to consider the component voltage stresses during the design process 
since this ultimately dictates the voltage ratings. The peak resonant inductor voltage 
stress is found from: 
VLs = 2ttfrL)L (assuming h s is near sinusoidal) (3.23) 
Substituting (3.10),(3.13) into (3 .23) the expression can be rearranged to: 
V _ VdJAGtr 2Jr4 + G tr2Jr4 -16) 
Ls - 2Jl"~Gtr 2 Jl"4 -16 
(3.24) 
Since FMA only considers the fundamental component of waveforms, it often provides 
inaccurate estimates of the inductor voltage stress. A significant contribution to this is 
the supply voltage level, since, at the switching instants, the inductor voltage is 
increased by the level of the supply voltage. The ultimate peak stress is therefore higher 
by Vdc volts i.e:. 
(3.25) 
The series capacitor voltage stress is as follows: 
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A 
Vcs = AIL again assuming ILs is near sinusoidal 
21(rCp 
Substituting (3.10),(3.16) into (3.26), the stress equation becomes: 
AV 3G 2 V - dc1[ tr 
Cs - 2~Gtr 21[4 -16 
Finally the parallel capacitor voltage stresses is as follows: 
V. - 1[Vdc G tr 
Cp - 2 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
Thus far it has been assumed that Gtr should be greater than =0.4. However, a more 
stringent requirement is obtained when considering the reduced accuracy of FMA in the 
discontinuous parallel capacitor mode (i.e when the parallel capacitor voltage is 
clamped to OV by action of the rectifier for a period during each switching cycle). A 
constraint should therefore be added that ensures operation (for reasons of model 
accuracy) in the continuous parallel capacitor mode (normal operation). Discontinuous 
parallel capacitor voltage mode typically occurs for high output powers when voltage 
regulating [3.6]. From [3.6], to ensure a continuous parallel capacitor voltage 
characteristic, the following must be satisfied: 
1t 2 N 2 CpR Lis > 1 where is is the switching frequency (3.29) 
Some authors, such as that in [3.6], aim to increase power-density through use of the 
discontinuous parallel capacitor voltage mode. 
Substituting (3.5),(3.16) into (3.29), equating (Is = Ir ), and solving for Gtr gives: 
(3.30) 
Note that, in general, the load resistance and switching frequency are greater than the 
minimum load and resonant frequency, respectively. From (3.29) increasing RL and/or Is 
serves to further satisfy the constraint (i.e the minimum Gtr reduces). This therefore 
implies that (3.30) will always ensure continuous operation. 
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3.4 Voltage-source design examples 
The proposed design procedure is summarised by equations (3.5),(3.13),(3.16),(3.17) 
and based on initial design constraints of i) selecting Gr = Vo_ma./Vdc_min ii) selecting a 
transfonner gain N such that the resonant tank gain Gtr is as desired iii) choosing a 
desired nominal switching frequency Jr, iv) the minimum load resistance RL_min, v) the 
value ofA. 
To provide a degree of validation of the proposed methodology, various designs have 
been created based on the requirements given in Table 3.1. Table 3.II(a) shows the 
percentage difference in gain Gtr and resonant frequency of the converters obtained 
through use of the design methodology, with respect to the desired values specified in 
Table 3.1. The data are based on the results of SPICE simulation studies. Clearly, 
component requirements generated by the design methodology will not provide 
preferred values. However, by judicious choice of preferred values, about those 
calculated by the design method, the resulting gain errors are shown to be around 6% or 
less (see Table 3.II(b», which is typical of the accuracy nonnally obtained when 
employing standard industrial grade off-the-shelf components. 
Table 3.1: Design requirements 
Design No. Gtr 01N) N0IN) fr (kHz) RLmin (0.) A (F/F) 
1) 0.8 0.1 25 50 2 
~2) 1 0.3 125 2 1.5 
P) 1.5 0.05 100 500 5 
K4) 2.5 5 50 0.3 0.5 
K5) 5 I 75 20 1 
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Table 3.11: SPICE simulation results when using (a) ideal and 
(b) preferred component values 
Components Simulation % Error 
1N0. Ls Cp Cs G tr (V N) f ,.(kHz) Gtr fr 
111) 6.33u 17.6u 8.8u 0.82 24.8 2.5 -0.4 
2) 293n 12.9u 8.6u 1.02 124.3 2.0 -0.6 
1,3) 4.08u 3.68u 736n 1.46 100.2 -2.7 0.2 
4) 7.13u 2.09u 4.18u 2.49 49.9 -0.4 -0.2 
1/5) 8.49u 1.06u 1.06u 4.99 74.9 -0.2 -0.1 
(a) 
~omponents Simulation % Error 
1N0. Ls Cp Cs Gtr (V N) f,.(kHz) Gtr fr 
Kl) 6.8u l8u 8.2u 0.83 24.6 3.8 -1.6 
K2) 330n l2u 8.2u 0.94 119.4 -6.0 -4.5 
:~3) 4.7u 3.9u 680n 1.48 96.2 -1.3 -3.8 
4) 6.8u 2.2u 4.7u 2.60 49.3 4.0 -1.4 
5) 8.2u 1.0 LOu 4.94 78.4 -1.2 4.5 
(b) 
There are other ways in which the design equations may be utilised. For instance, it is 
entirely possible to specify some components in advance and solve the design equations 
for the remaining components and variables. The constraints that Gtr>0.52 and Q,>2.5 
are still necessary to maintain accuracy. The designer may also wish to design with a 
specific QL and/or Qr. In this case (3.6),{3.22) then provide further constraints on A and 
Gtr such that a design may be found. 
3.5 Voltage-source part load performance 
In general, for this converter topology, it can be shown [3.5] that if QL is chosen to have 
a relatively low value at full load, then operation at part load implies a reduction in tank 
current (Part load being defined as operation below maximum rated power, whilst 
voltage regulating at the specified level). Providing (3.30) is satisfied (to ensure a 
continuous parallel capacitor voltage, and hence, model accuracy), then from (3.6), 
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choosing the lower pennissible value of resonant tank gain will result in a low QL. By 
way of example, Figure 3.4 shows a 3D plot of QL vs. Gtr and A. 
12.5 
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7.5 
QI 
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2.5 
0.0 
Gtr 
Figure 3.4 - 3D plot of QL vs. Gtr and A 
o 
Figure 3.4 is also consistent with equation (3.16). Solving (3.16) for Gtr gives: 
~16+ (Cp :r3 N 2 RLfr Y 
Gtr = 2 
:r 
(3.31) 
From (3.31), the closer the resonant tank gain is to 4/1C2 , and the less sensitive the 
resonant frequency is to load changes (i.e A large), the smaller the dependence of 
resonant tank gain, Gtr, on the load. Hence, for any given load, the phase shift between 
excitation voltage and series-inductor current, necessary to maintain the output voltage 
during above resonance operation, will remain small. However, from (3.1), the 
dependence of series-inductor current to load is much greater. 
From (3.13), (3.5) the following expression can be written: 
LsIrG/ _ AGtr
2
:r
4 + Gt/:r
4 
-16 (3.32) 
RL 47Z'3 ~Gtr2:r4 -16 
This expression implies that for a given overall converter gain Gr and load resistance R£, 
a relationship exists between the LJ,. product of the tank at the resonant frequency, and 
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the A and Gtr values. Reducing the LJ;. product can aid in the reduction of iron losses in 
the inductor. 
A 3D plot of the relationship of (3.32) can be seen in Figure 3.5 
2. 
Lsfr Gr2 
1. 
RL 1. 
o. 
Figure 3.5 - 3D plot of normalised LJ;. product vs. Gtr and A 
From Figure 3.5 it can be seen that for a given load resistance RL and overall gain at 
resonance (Gr) , lower resonant tank gains (Gtr) provide a lower LJ;. product. Hence, for 
a given Ls the resonant frequency is lower. This facilitates reduced iron losses in the 
inductors and transformers. 
3.6 Insight given by proposed voltage-source design methodology 
From (3.16), the required parallel capacitor was found to be: 
~Gt/Jr4 -16 C =....!...-~--
P Jr3 N 2 RL/' 
and from (3.13) the required series inductor was calculated as: 
N 2RL (AGtr2Jr4 + Gtr2Jr4 -16) L = ----=..:'--=---r=======----'-
S 47r3/,Gtr2 ~Gtr2Jr4 -16 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
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Equating Ir tenns in (3.33) and (3.34) gives: 
Ls (A+1}Gtr 2JZ'4 -16 
N 4R 2C 4G 2(G 2JZ'4 -16) L p tr tr 
Equating the NRL tenns in both (3.33) and (3.34) gives: 
{A + l}Gtr 2JZ'4 -16 1,.= 
41l'6Gtr 2 LsCp 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
Equations (3.35) and (3.36) provide insight into the component and parameter 
manipulations that are available. 
For example, from (3.35) it can be seen that, providing the l.h.s and A remain constant, 
the resonant tank gain will also remain constant since only one real solution for Gtr >0 
exists. This implies that the load could, for example, be doubled and the overall 
converter DC-DC gain at resonance (Gr) maintained, providing N and A remain 
constant, and the ratio between the Cp and Ls changed appropriately. In this example Cp 
could be quartered and Ls left as is. From (3.36) this would result in the resonant 
frequency doubling. 
Alternatively, it may be desired that the overall gain be doubled. The simplest way in 
which to achieve the alteration in gain is via the turns ratio of the transformer. If the 
resonant tank gain Gtr is maintained constant, the transformer gain simply has to double, 
i.e N must half. From (3.35) it can be seen that this action by itself would require an 
appropriate increase in the r.h.s in order to maintain the resonant tank gain, other 
components on the l.h.s must vary also. For example, the load resistance could be 
quadrupled. From (3.36) this manipulation would also result in the same resonant 
frequency. This is because the resonant components and resonant tank gain have 
remained unchanged. 
Increasing the overall converter DC-DC gain at resonance (Gr) while maintaining the 
resonant frequency (f,.), and load, is also possible by considering the relationships 
provided by equations (3.35),(3.36). 
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For example, doubling Gr whilst maintaining Gtr and A, the transformer gain must 
double i.e N will halve. Since we require the resonant frequency to remain unchanged, 
from (3.36), the CpLs product must also remain constant. From (3.35), however, if N 
were to half the Ls /Cp ratio would need to reduce by a factor of 16. Achieving this 
requires that Cp and Cs are increased by a factor of 4 and Ls reduced by the same factor. 
Equation (3.35) is also useful when considering the conversion from ideal to preferred 
component values. From (3.35) preferred components should be chosen such that L/Cp 
and A are as close to the ideal as possible. The penalty for any difference in component 
value will be an alteration in resonant frequency fr. 
The design process, as it stands, assumes that the resulting converter has a high 
efficiency (i.e through the use of diodes with low forward voltage drop in the rectifier). 
A low efficiency converter will have severely reduced output-voltage/current thus 
reducing the accuracy of the design process. The method can be easily modified, 
however, to accommodate for the loss in output voltage due to the rectifier diodes. 
In this case, the diodes can simply be viewed as a parasitic load resistor. Thus the 
overall load resistance will appear larger, and the gain reduced (compared to that used 
in the design equations (3.13)(3.16)) due to the effective potential divider network that 
is present. 
The following expressions can be utilised to compensate for the rectifier voltage drop: 
, ( 2Vd J ,v + 2V V R L = R L 1 + -- since RL = 0 d and 10 =_0 ~ ~ ~ 
(3.37) 
similarly: 
G; =G.(l+ 2;" J (3.38) 
where RL' and Gtr' are the effective load resistance and resonant tank gain, respectively, 
required (for substitution into (3.13) and (3.16)) to achieve the specifications, and Vd, Vo 
are the diode forward-voltage drop and converter output-voltage, respectively. 
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3.7 Design methodology for a Current-source 
Section 3.3 has shown that the tank component values (Ls, Cs, Cp ) are related to the tank 
gain at resonance Gtn the transformer turns ratio N, the resonant switching frequency Jr, 
the parallel to series capacitor ratio (A =Cp/Cs) and load resistance RL. 
It is now shown that, as the load resistance is increased, the converter output current 
tends to a constant value. Solving both (3.13) and (3.16) forJr, equating the results and 
further solving for Gtr then gives: 
(3.39) 
Now, for a given Gtr the output current 10 can be calculated as follows: 
(3.40) 
Substituting (3.39) into (3.40) gives an expression for the output current as a function of 
load, when operated about the resonant frequency. 
Under ideal circumstances, the output current, at the resonant frequency, ideally tends to 
a constant minimum value as the load resistance is increased. This can be shown 
theoretically by taking the limit of (3.40) as RL~ 00 (open-circuit) after Gtr is eliminated 
through the use of(3.39) giving: 
(3.41) 
This is the minimum output current a theoretically ideal converter will provide when 
excited about the resonant frequency (assuming no losses). As the load resistance is 
increased towards open-circuit, whilst switching at resonance, the large converter 
stresses (implying a reduced efficiency) will reduce the ability of the converter to 
provide the current in (3.41) to near open-circuit loads. 
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With lower RL, the output current will be larger. If we relate the maximum current (at 
minimum load resistance) to the 'open-circuit' current via the expression 10_max=K.lo_min, 
the required value of A can be calculated. Solving (3.41) for CILs then yields: 
(3.42) 
Dividing (3.16) by (3.13) , eliminating Gtr through the use of (3.40), replacing 1o with 
K.lo_min and RL with RL_min, equating the result with (3.42) and finally solving for A 
gives: 
(3.43) 
It is now possible to generate boundaries on the minimum and maximum allowed values 
of N for a given design specification. To generate the minimum, the value of A must 
never be -ve, hence, solving for N in (3.43) at A =0 gives: 
(3.44) 
To generate the maximum value, solving (3.43) for the limit of N as A ~ 00 gives the 
following constraint: 
(3.45) 
Hence, for a given specification, the range of N must first be calculated, the transfonner 
turns ratio N specified, the capacitor ratio A calculated from (3.43), the Gtr calculated at 
the minimum load by assuming 10=K.lo_min and solving (3.40), and finally, computing 
the required components from (3.13) and (3.16). Note that fr corresponds to the 
minimum resonant frequency of the converter, i.e at the minimum load resistance. 
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3.8 Current-source design example 
The methodology is now applied to the design of a constant output-current converter. 
The specifications for the supply are provided in Table 3.111. 
Table 3.111 - DC-DC Converter Specifications 
DC Input Voltage Current source Range Output voltage Range 
18V 0-71A 10-720V 
The theoretical open circuit output current, at resonance, is selected to be 10% larger 
than the required peak current, thereby ensuring that parasitic effects (such as losses in 
the resonant tank) will not reduce the current so as to make the design ineffective and 
will ensure above-resonance operation at the required peak output current. Therefore 
Io_min=I.IA. Now, selecting K = 1.1 ensures that, at the minimum specified load 
resistance, the output current at resonance will not exceed 1.21A. Equations (3.44) and 
(3.45) provide a constraint on the range of N. At IA output, the minimum load 
resistance is lOn, hence 0.60<N<I.45. Selecting an N of 1 for simplicity and reduction 
in converter cost, gives a Gtr=0.672 and from (3.45) the value of A is therefore found to 
be 0.582. Assuming a minimum switching resonant frequency of 133kHz, the required 
tank components from (3.13) and (3.16) are Cp=128nF Cs=220nF and Ls=13.6uH. 
3.9 Experimental results 
A prototype converter, Figure 3.6(a), based on the component values given in (3.8), is 
switched via a self-oscillating controller, Figure 3.6(b), at the resonant frequency, to 
verify the design methodology. See Appendix D for hardware details. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.6 - Lee inductively-smoothed resonant converter 
(a) prototype converter (b) self-oscillating phase lock controller 
Figure 3.7(a) provides the steady-state output current 10 when the converter is switched 
at the resonant frequency, for various loads. Included on the figure is the simulated 
converter output current and the output current predicted by the design process (see 
equations (3 .39) & (3.40)) for comparison. 
It can be seen that 10 does not change significantly over the load range when the 
converter is switched at the resonant frequency. Since a series-inductor resistance of 
0.150 is present in the converter, it is expected that the experimental output-current 
data will be slightly lower than that of the ideal simulated converter. Note that, from an 
idealised perspective, the presence of a forward voltage drop should not reduce the 
output current below the theoretical open-circuit current since the diodes effectively 
make the load resistance appear larger, thereby forcing the converter to naturally 
compensate by increasing the resonant tank current. 
Additionally, during open-circuit operation, and switching at resonance, the output-
current from a practical perspective is clearly OA. As a result of very high component 
stresses, and all the input-power being dissipated within parasitic elements, the 
converter will over-heat and ultimately fail. Figure 3.7(b) provides a measure of error in 
the proposed analysis. The largest error between the analysis and simulated converter is 
approximately 4%. The maximum error between measured output-current and that 
predicted from the presented analysis, occurs at the highest output power, and is 
approximately 10%. This makes the design process ideal for prototype component 
selection, especially when the simplicity of the underlying equations is considered. 
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Figure 3. 7 - (a) Output current (b) normalised output current w.r.t ideal converter 
simulation as the load is varied from 5 n to IOn when switched at resonance 
A benefit of the proposed design procedure, when a constant load current is desired, is 
the ability to operate near resonance across the full load range. This maximises the 
converter efficiency since less reactive power is circulated by the resonant tanle By way 
of example, Figure 3.8 provides the efficiency of the prototype converter for the load 
range specified in Table 3.lII, when switched at the resonant frequency. It can be seen 
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that high efficiency is maintained, even at part-load, which is a major benefit when 
considering power consumption over the full operation regime. 
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Figure 3.8 - Efficiency of prototype converter when operated at resonance over 
the specified load range 
3.10 Conclusions 
An LCC inductively-smoothed resonant converter design methodology, based on the 
FMA analysis technique, has been presented for both voltage-source and current-source 
applications. In the case of the voltage-source design methodology, a comparison of 
results from a number of candidate designs has demonstrated accuracy comparable with 
that expected from the use of commercial off-the-shelf components, and their associated 
tolerances. The current-source design methodology, on the other hand, has 
demonstrated near constant steady-state output current over an extended load range 
when switched at the resonant frequency. If supplied by a constant input voltage, the 
converter is capable of virtually constant output-current regulation in open-loop, via a 
self-oscillating switching mechanism. Results from a prototype converter have validated 
the proposed benefits. Both design methodologies are suitable for use in a rapid iterative 
design environment e.g. as part of a GUI, and aim to reduce resonant tank currents-
thereby reducing the electrical stresses on components and improving tank efficiency. 
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Chapter 4 - Rapid design and analysis of LCC 
Capacitively-smoothed Resonant Converters 
Chapter 3 has developed novel design methods for the LCC inductively-smoothed 
resonant converter based on a behavioural analysis for operation around the resonant 
frequency. These concepts are now extended to be applicable to the more complex 
capacitively-smoothed converter variant, resulting in a new, easy to use, design 
methodology. Once again, component values are directly calculated from converter 
specifications. A full steady-state analysis for operation at, and above, the resonant 
frequency, normalised to the tank gain at resonance and the resonant tank capacitor 
ratio, is presented. Unlike previously reported steady-state analysis techniques for 
resonant converters, this methodology is computationally straightforward and intuitive. 
Graphical design curves are derived, and the use of preferred component values, is 
considered. Through use of the proposed normalised analysis technique, design regions 
are identified for the reduction of electrical stresses on components, and for the use of 
harmonics to transfer real power [4.1]. 
4.1 Introduction 
The series-parallel (LsCsCp ) capacitively-smoothed resonant converter topology, shown 
in Figure 4.1, combines the advantages of the series resonant converter topology (Cp 
omitted) with that of the parallel resonant converter (Cs omitted). The series-resonant 
converter, for example, can only provide a gain (Vot'Vdc)<Y2 when no transformer is 
used. Conversely the parallel-resonant converter contains a 'boost capacitor' Cp thereby 
allowing for the provision of gains >Y2, with no transformer [4.2-4.3]. 
This chapter concerns itself with the design and analysis of the capacitively-smoothed 
(LsCsCp) topology [4.2-4.5], identified by the absence of an output filter inductor Lfi see 
Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 - Lee capacitively-smoothed resonant converter 
This variant (Figure 4.1) is often selected in preference to the inductively-smoothed 
counterpart for its lower component count and reduced output filter order. Moreover, as 
a result of omitting Lfi output-voltage regulation is also made easier. During a transient 
open-circuit load, for example, the inclusion of a filter inductor forces the output 
voltage to rise momentarily even when switching has ceased. The capacitively-
smoothed converter variant however, does not suffer from such problems. It is often 
used in high-voltage supplies where the forward voltage drop of the diodes does not 
unduly reduce overall efficiency. 
Typical resonant tank waveforms, for a converter operating above the resonant 
frequency, are shown in Figure 4.2. The behaviour can generally be divided into 6 
modes (MI, M2 ... M6), as shown, over one switching period. 
Whilst having good part-load efficiency characteristics, the capacitively-smoothed 
topology is significantly more difficult to analyse as a result of the finite time taken to 
charge and discharge the parallel capacitor Cpo Fundamental Mode Approximation 
(FMA), the most widely used technique for analysis, assumes that the parallel capacitor 
waveform VCp is a square-wave, see Figure 4.2, which can therefore significantly 
degrade analysis accuracy [4.6-4.10]. 
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Figure 4.2 - Typical above resonance operation of a heavily loaded converter excited 
above the resonant frequency (a) steady-state voltage waveforms (b) current waveforms 
Considering operation of the converter during each mode, it can be seen that the parallel 
capacitor is charging during M2 and discharging during MS. In this chapter a full 
steady-state solution (component stresses, output voltage etc .. ) will be formed that 
incorporates the effects of these parallel-capacitor charging periods. For analysis and 
design simplicity, the methodology normalises the LsCsCp capacitively-smoothed 
resonant converter performance characteristics, in terms of the tank gain at resonance 
and paralle1- to series-capacitor ratio. This is in contrast to previously published 
normalisation techniques [4.11-4.13] based on the un-damped or series resonant 
frequency, which leads to the actual system resonant frequency and gain being 
unknown, thereby not guaranteeing operation above the resonant frequency for a 
specific design. The resulting equations and graphical design curves are also more 
readily employed than those previously reported since it is not necessary to numerically 
solve simultaneous equations, as required in [4.11], for instance. Moreover, unlike 
previously reported techniques, the normalised converter analysis is used to identify 
design regions for reducing the electrical stresses on components, and the use of 
harmonics to transfer real power. Consideration of the use of preferred component 
values is also given. Both simulation results and experimental measurements from a 
prototype converter are included to demonstrate the attributes of the proposed analysis 
and design methodologies. The underlying methodology is incorporated into a software 
suite for use as part of a rapid interactive design tool. 
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Three converter operating scenarios are considered VIZ. operation at the resonant 
frequency; and operation above resonance for low and high loading conditions. 
4.2 Converter operation at the resonant Frequency 
When operating at the resonant frequency, 4 modes (MI .. M4) describe the converter's 
behaviour over a single switching period in steady-state, as defined by the example 
waveforms in Figure 4.3. Mode MI corresponds to the period when Cp is charging, 
whilst M2 corresponds to the rectifier conduction period - during this period the parallel 
capacitor voltage (Vcp) is clamped to the referred DC output voltage. Through 
symmetry, M3 and M4 are similarly defined for the second half cycle. 
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Figure 4.3 - Definition of modes for operation at resonance (a) voltages (b) currents 
The converter behaviour can be described by equivalent electrical networks, which, for 
operation during Ml and M2, are given in Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(b), respectively, which 
can be used to derive a piece-wise description of steady-state operation. 
~~ T V6oI2 Tep ~~ T V6oI2 T +NVo 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.4 - Equivalent circuits for operation at the resonant frequency during 
(a)Ml (b)M2 
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For simplicity, charge transfer through the series inductor during the various modes will 
be written as follows: 
1"",+1"",(0) 
QMn = fiLs"", (t) dt (4.1) 
where tMn is the total time spent in mode n and tMn(O) is the initial time of the mode. 
When operating at resonance, the output voltage (Vo) is given by: 
V = GtrVde (4.2) 
o N 
where Gtr is the voltage gain of the tank (Vcp / Vde ). From Figure 4.3(a), it can be seen 
that during Ml the parallel capacitor Cp charges from the most negative clamped 
voltage to the most positive. The magnitude of the clamping voltage is equal to the 
output voltage referred to the primary winding of the transformer (NVo). From (4.1), 
(4.2), the total charge supplied to Cp during Ml is: 
,1. V = QMI = 2NV = 2G V CPMI C 0 tr de 
P (4.3) 
~ QMI = 2GtrVdeCp 
To provide the initial conditions for each mode it is instructive to consider expressions 
for the power flow in the converter. Assuming high efficiency (negligible losses) 
operation, and that sufficient filter capacitance exists such that Vo can be considered 
constant over a single switching period (consideration of rectifier losses will be 
addressed in Section 4.8), the power provided by the square wave excitation source, Ps, 
and the power entering the transformer primary winding, P tw, are both approximately 
equal to the output power, Po giving: 
~ = Vdefr (QMI + QM2 ) 
2 2 
P = Gtr Vde 
o N2R 
L 
(4.4) 
[Note that QMJ and QM2 are the charge transfers during mode 1 and 2 respectively from 
the excitation source] 
From (4.4), equating Ptw and Po provides an expression for the total charge transferred 
through the primary of the transfonner during a half cycle, as follows: 
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(4.5) 
Now, equating Ps and Ptw in (4.4), eliminating QMI and QM2 using (4.3),(4.5), and 
solving for Cp gives: 
C = 2Gtr -1 = ~(Gtr) 
p 4N2 RLfr N 2 RLfr ( 
2G-l 
where Fl G IT ) = IT 
4 
(4.6) 
Since Cp >0, (4.6) provides a constraint on the minimum permissible resonant tank gain 
i.e Gtr > Yl. 
Equation (4.6) is one of the primary converter design equations. It will provide the 
required value of Cp for a given Gtr, N, RL andf,.. 
The parallel- to series-capacitor ratio, A, is defined as: 
Cp A=-
Cs 
(4.7) 
For convenience, designers ofLCC converters often assume A=l as a good compromise 
between bandwidth, component sizing, electrical stresses and impedance matching. It 
will be shown, however, that the proposed normalisation procedure can readily provide 
performance characteristics for alternative values of A, with additional benefits. 
The voltage across Cs at the start of M 1 is equal to the negative of the voltage at the end 
ofM2: 
(4.8) 
Substituting (4.3),(4.5) into (4.8) and solving for VCs at the start ofMl then gives: 
2 
V (0) = 2AVdcGIT 
CrM1 2G -1 
IT 
(4.9) 
During MI, the rectifier is non-conducting and the system consists of a basic series LC-
network, Figure 4.4(a). The series and parallel capacitances effectively present a series 
combination, Ce, as seen from the perspective of the power devices, where: 
Cp C=-
e I+A 
From Figure 4.4, the general solution for iLs during Mode n (Mn) is: 
(4.10) 
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Iu (t)=Iu (O)cos(k]+vu (O)Jc'Sin(k] ~ ~ LC ~ L LC 
s e Sse 
(4.11) 
with the inductor voltage at the start ofMl being given by: 
V (0) - Vdc - V (0) - V (0) U M1 - 2 CSM1 CPMI 
(4.12) 
Substituting (4.9) into (4.12) and recalling that VCPM1 (0) = -NVo now gives: 
V (0)= Vdc (4(A+l)G/ -1) 
U M1 2(2Gtr -1) 
(4.13) 
From Figure 4.3(b), it can be seen that I UMI (0) = 0 . Therefore, substituting 
(4.6),(4.10),(4.13) into (4.11) gives: 
I (t) = Vdc (4(A + I)Gtr 2 -1) Sin[2N 
UMI 4N ~ RLfr (A + I)L, (2G tr -1) 
(4.14) 
and substituting (4.6),(4.14),(4.3) into (4.1) and solving for t=tMl provides: 
1 Ls (2Gtr -1) ( -l[(A + 1)(2Gtr _1)2 - A]J t =- 7r-COS 
Ml 2 N 2 RLfr (A + 1) 4(A + I)Gt/ -1 
(4.15) 
To determine the initial conditions for M2, (4.15) is substituted into (4.14), for t=tMl 
giving: 
(4.16) 
and by differentiating (4.14) and inserting (4.15): 
V (0) = L!!....I (t ) = _ Vdc(A + 1)(2Gtr _1)2 - A) 
U M2 'dt U M1 Ml 2(2G
tr 
-1) 
(4.17) 
During M2, the rectifier is conducting and Vcp is clamped to NVo, see Figure 4.4(b), and 
Ce as seen from the perspective of the power switches is given by: 
Cp C =-
e A 
(4.18) 
Substituting the initial conditions (4.16),(4.17), and Ce, into (4.11), and eliminating Cp 
using (4.6), leaves: 
I () Vdc Gtr 2Gtr (A + 1) -1 (2N RLhA J U t = - cos t 
M2 N 2LsRLh Ls(2Gtr -1) 
(4.19) 
... - Vdc {Gtr4(A + 1)(Gtr -1)+1) Sin(t 2N RLhA J 
4N .J(2Gtr -1)LsRLhA Ls(2Gtr -1) 
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Now, M2 ends when iz.s=O, hence, equating (4.19) to 0, and solving for t=tM2 gives: 
(4.20) 
Due to symmetry, the resonant frequency is related to the mode times by: 
/, = 1 
r 2{t Ml + t M2 ) 
(4.21) 
Substituting (4.15) and (4.20) into (4.21) gives a design value for Ls: 
N 2R Ls = __ L F2 (A,Gtr ) Ir 
(4.22) 
and F2 becomes solely a function of A and Gtr from the use of (4.15) and (4.20). 
[note: the p:;, N, RL andf,. terms in F2 (A,Gtr ) are cancelled by the respective terms in 
(4.15) and (4.20) hence as stated F2 (A,Gtr ) depends explicitly on A and Gtr after the 
substitutions] 
Equation (4.22) is another primary converter design equation. It will provide the 
required value of Ls for a given Gtr, A, N, RL andf,.. 
A key factor in the operation of resonant converters is the effective quality factor 'Q', at 
resonance, defined at the beginning ofMI as: 
Q = 21f Energy Stored = 21f Es 
Energy Dissipated / cycle Ed 
(4.23) 
The energy stored at the beginning ofMl (iz.s=O) is given by: 
2 2 
E = C PVCSM1 (0) + C pVCPMI (0) 
s 2A 2 
(4.24) 
and the energy dissipated per cycle is: 
(4.25) 
Substituting (4.9),(4.24),(4.25) into (4.23) and recalling that VCPJl1 (0) = -NVo , gives: 
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Q = n(4Gtr(A + I)Gtr -1)+ 1) 
4(2Gtr -1) 
(4.26) 
It should be noted that the stored energy changes during each mode, as energy is first 
stored and then transferred to the load during respective modes. The effective 'Q' 
therefore changes during each mode. The 'energy profile' in steady-state therefore 
consists of a dc- value upon which a triangular-type energy profile is imposed. For the 
analysis presented here, the dc-baseline value at the start ofMl is therefore used. 
To consider the accuracy of the design equations (4.6),(4.22) at resonance, various 
converter designs have been generated satisfying the specifications given in Table 4.1. 
The resulting ideal component values, given in Table 4.11, are used for simulating each 
converter in SPICE. Also given in Table 4.11 are the values of Gtr and fr obtained from 
the simulations using the calculated component values, from which it can be seen that 
an excellent correlation between them exists. 
Table 4.1 - Converter specifications at resonance 
Design No. Gtr (V/V) N(V/V) A (F/F) fr(kHz) RL (12) 
1) 0.55 0.1 10 25 0.1 
2) 0.6 0.75 5 125 5 
3) 0.7 0.33 0.5 100 10 
4) 0.8 10 1 15 0.3 
5) 0.9 20 4 75 20 
6) 1 0.25 5 60 100 
7) 2 1 2 20 10 
,8) 5 10 0.5 100 2 
9) 10 0.1 20 200 10 
10) 20 0.25 10 50 1000 
Table 4.11 - SPICE simulation results when using ideal component values 
% Error 
Gtr r 
25.0 -2.7 0.0 
142n 28.4n 125.2 -0.2 0.2 
900n 1.8Ou 100.1 0.0 0.1 
7u 333n 333n 15.1 -2.8 0.6 
59.8m 333p 83.3p 75.2 -2.3 0.3 
58.0u 667n 133n 60.1 0.0 0.1 
47.3u 3.75u 1.88u 20.1 0.5 0.0 
32.6u IBn 225n 99.9 -0.4 -0.1 
5590 9.50m 475u 20.0 -0.2 0 
35.7u 3.12u 312n 50.0 0.5 0 
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4.2.1 Load dependent tank current 
To maintain high part-load efficiency, it is desirable that the tank current (ILs) reduces as 
RL increases. From (4.6): 
1 2 Gtr - 2 =2N RLfrCp 
(4.27) 
Since fr increases for increasing RL, doubling RL results in at least a doubling of the r.h.s 
of (4.27). Note that with a near short-circuit load, Cp is effectively short-circuited and 
the resonant frequency is given by the series tank components. Conversely, with an 
open-circuit output, the rectifier is effectively disconnected and fr is a function of both 
Cp and Cs, resulting in a higher resonant frequency. Consequently, if the r.h.s of (4.27) 
is initially large, doubling RL will result in Gtr approximately doubling, thereby 
requiring operation far above the resonant frequency to regulate the output voltage. The 
resulting ILs will therefore be much larger than necessary. Conversely, if the r.h.s of 
(4.27) is made relatively small, for the minimum RL, providing fr is only modified 
slightly with an increase in resistance, Gtr will remain approximately constant, and 
operation can remain close to resonance. This implies two conditions for good loading 
performance. Firstly, A should be chosen to be large to provide good resonant frequency 
stability, and secondly, Gtr should be chosen to be =Y2 for the maximum load (minimum 
RL)' The penalty for this, is that, from (4.22) a higher value for Ls is required, and from 
(4.26) a larger effective 'Q'. 
4.2.2 Real power transfer by harmonic excitation 
For applications where only very limited changes in load are expected (in some lighting 
applications, for instance) and a regulated output voltage is required, it is now shown 
that it is possible to reduce the peak current stresses on the tank components using 
harmonic power transfer. Considering (4.14) and (4.19) which describe the tank current, 
the peak can occur in either Ml or M2. If the derivative of ILs at the end of Ml, is 
positive i.e. V UAi2 (0 »0 , see (4.17), the peak current occurs in M2. Conversely, if the 
gradient is negative, the current has already peaked during MI. The peak current can 
therefore be expressed as: 
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8NJRLfrLs{2Gtr -1) 
(sgn(4AGtr2 -4AGtr +4Gtr 2 -4Gtr +1)+IX4AGtr 2 +4Gtr 2 -1) 
.JA + 1 
x (1- sgn(4AGtr 2 _ 4AGtr + 4Gtr 2 - 4Gtr + 1)~4AGtr 2 + 4Gtr 2 - 4Gtr + 11 
+ .fA 
(4.28) 
For a particular converter operating at high efficiency, about the resonant frequency, 
with a 50% duty cycle, ILs can be assumed sinusoidal, and all power supplied to the 
converter can therefore be assumed to be real. Therefore, to a first approximation, the 
input and output power can be equated: 
(4.29) 
Simple rearrangement then leads to j p being given by: 
(4.30) 
where j p corresponds to the minimum sinusoidal current peak that can be achieved for a 
given design specification and load RL . 
Using (4.28), (4.30) gives: 
i =(iLs :ipJ 
Ls"",.,l I 
p 
(4.31) 
where j Ls is the peak current normalised to an equivalent sinusoid, about the resonant 
"" ... 1 
frequency, and from (4.15),(4.20),(4.22),(4.28),(4.30) is solely a function of A and GIr• 
A 3-D plot showing the characteristic of (4.31) is given in Figure 4.5, from where it can 
be seen that lLs tends to the value described by (4.30), i.e. (4.31) tends to zero. It can 
also be seen that in certain regions of the A, Gtr plane, significant variations in current 
stress is evident. 
For completeness, Figure 4.6 provides a magnified view of Figure 4.5 in the region of 
low Gtr and low A. 
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Figure 4.5 - 3-D plot a/normalised inductor current at resonance 
o. 
I Lsnorm 1 
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·0. 
0.62 0.64 0""" Gtr ..... 0.58 0.6 
Figure 4.6 - 3-D plot a/normalised inductor current, at resonance, in 
the low GIr and low A regions. 
It is clear that a region exists where j Ls is lower than would be expected if sinusoidal 
tank currents were induced, thereby indicating that significant real power is being 
transferred on harmonics. Also, from Figure 4.6, it can be seen that as GIr is varied, the 
minimum peak current occurs at a particular value of A that can be numerically 
calculated. The result is given in Figure 4.7. The corresponding percentage reduction in 
peak tank current is plotted in Figure 4.8. Although the peak current reduces, as a result 
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ofhannonic excitation, the overall nns current remains the same. See Table 4.VI for the 
practically measured power factor of various hannonics when operating above 
resonance. 
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Figure 4.8 - % Current reduction at optimum A vs. Gtr 
Again, it can be seen from Figure 4.8 that the penalty for reducing the current stresses 
on the tank components is that Gtr and A are small, thereby incurring a large variation in 
resonant frequency as the load changes, and reducing part-load efficiency. This design 
principle is therefore preferred when load variations are expected to be small. 
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4.2.3 Impact of component value choice 
From (4.6): 
C = ~(Gtr) 
P N 2 R f. L r 
and the required series inductor from (4.22) can be written: 
N 2R Ls = L F2 (A,Gtr ) Ir 
Equating Ir terms in both (4.32) and (4.33) provides the relationship: 
Ls _ F2 (A,Gtr ) 
4N4 R/Cp - ~(Gtr) 
and equating the N2RL terms in both (4.32) and (4.33) gives: 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
(4.34) 
(4.35) 
Equations (4.34) and (4.35) provide important insight into the impact of component and 
parameter choices that are available to the designer. It will ultimately be shown that 
converters with similar values of A and GIr possess similar properties, such as their 
normalised frequency responses. Moreover, it may be desirable to maintain certain 
favourable properties of a previously used design, with a new specification of converter. 
The following section therefore demonstrates how one can simply change i) the 
minimum load, ii) the overall gain and iii) the resonant frequency, of an existing design, 
to accommodate a different application requirement. 
Scenario 1 - From (4.34) it can be seen that the converter's component values can be 
varied whilst maintaining a specific Gtr by ensuring that both the l.h.s of (4.34) and A 
remain constant. This implies that RL can, for example, be doubled and GIr maintained 
providing N remains constant, and LslCp quadrupled. However, in general, this will 
result in a change of Jr. If this is not desired, maintaining Jr, from (4.35), requires a 
constant CpLs product. Doubling Ls and halving Cp is therefore necessary. 
Scenario 2 - Alternatively, it may be desirable that the overall converter gain (GrIN) be 
doubled, for instance. The most straightforward method to achieve this is via N. Whilst 
maintaining GIr, N simply has to be halved. However, since A and Gir are to remain 
constant, the resonant tank components must be appropriately selected i.e. from (4.34) 
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L;Cp must reduce by a factor of 16, generally resulting in a change of resonant 
frequency. Again, if this is not desirable, maintaining the resonant frequency, from 
(4.35), requires a constant CpLs product. Consequently, Cp has to be quadrupled and Ls 
quartered. 
Scenario 3 - Changing Jr, whilst maintaining N, Gtr, and A, for a nominal load, is 
achieved through the appropriate choice of tank component values. From (4.34) and 
(4.35) doublingJr is achieved by halving both Ls and Cpo Equation (4.34) is also useful 
when considering the conversion from ideal to preferred component values, since the 
gain is usually the determining factor in a converter design. From (4.34) the preferred 
values can be chosen to satisfy component value ratio constraints, such as L/Cp and A, 
giving greater flexibility. 
4.3 Heavily loaded operation (1 < 1m < 2Go +1 ) 
2Gtr -1 
Some fundamental definitions are: 
Vo = ~ Vdc (4.36) 
Is = Imlr 1m relates the resonant frequency to the switching frequency (4.37) 
where Jr is the resonant frequency, Is is the switching frequency, 1m > 1 for operation 
above resonance and Go is the resonant tank gain atls. [Note thatlm is dimensionless] 
Figure 4.9 shows typical current and voltage waveforms for converter operation above 
resonance. The behaviour can now be divided into 6 modes (Ml, M2 ... M6). Due to 
symmetry, it is sufficient to restrict the analysis to the first half cycle of operation. 
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Figure 4.9 - Modes for operation above the resonant frequency of a heavily loaded 
converter (a) voltage waveforms (b) current waveforms 
Equivalent circuits for Ml, M2 and M3 are given, respectively, in Figures 4.11 (a),(b) 
and (c), and can be used to fonn a piece-wise steady-state solution of the converter's 
behaviour. 
~~ T VrJoI2 T -NVo ~.~ T VrJoI2 Tep 
(a) (b) 
~~ T VrJoI2 T +NVo 
(c) 
Figure 4.11 - Equivalent circuits for (a)M1 (b)M2 (c)M3 for a heavily loaded converter 
operating above resonance 
It is important to consider the power transfer mechanisms in the converter. For high 
efficiency operation, as a first approximation, Ps, Ptw and Po, are considered equal. From 
Figure 4.9, the following expressions can be written, where tM},tM2,tM3 are the total times 
spend in Ml, M2, M3 respectively: 
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(4.38) 
2 2 
P = Vdc Go 
o N 2R 
L 
Also from Figure 4.9, it can be seen that no power transfer from the supply to the load 
occurs during M2 since no current enters the primary of the transformer. 
During M2 all the tank current charges Cp from -NVo to +NVo, then, when (4.6) is used 
as a substitution for Cp the total charge is given as: 
Q = VdcGo (2G/r -1) 
M2 2J.N2R 
r L 
(4.39) 
Since the procedure to calculate the mode times for heavy loading is similar to that used 
previously, when the converter is operating at resonance, the derivation and mode time 
expressions are summarised in Appendix A for brevity. 
4.4 Lightly loaded operation (fm > 2Go +1 ) 
2G/r -1 
The methodology presented in this section is similar to that for heavy loading. Figure 
4.11 shows example current and voltage waveforms for operation above resonance 
under light loading conditions. The behaviour of the converter can be divided into 6 
modes (MI, M2 ... M6). Once again, it is sufficient to analyse the converter during the 
first half cycle only. 
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Figure 4.11 - Modes of operation of a lightly loaded converter (a) voltage waveforms 
(b) current waveforms 
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Equivalent circuits for Ml,M2,M3 are given in Figure 4.12 (a),(b),(c) respectively. 
~~ T VaJ2 TCP 
(a) (b) 
~~ T VdJ2 TCP 
(c) 
Figure 4.12 - Equivalent circuits during modes (a) M1 (b) M2 (c) M3 for a lightly 
loaded converter operating above resonance 
From Figure 4.11, the following expressions for Ps, Ptw and Po can be derived (note that 
all power transfer to the load occurs during M2): 
~ = Vdcfmfr (QMl + QM2 + QM3 ) 
2 2 
P = Vdc Go 
o N 2 R 
L 
(4.40) 
During M3, M4 all the tank current charges Cp from -NVo to +NVo Volts, and the 
following relationship is obtained when (4.6) is used as a substitution for Cp : 
VdcGo (2G/r -1) = _Q +Q 
2f.N2R Ml M3 
r L 
(4.41) 
Since the procedure to calculate the mode times for light loading is similar to that used 
previously, when the converter is operating at resonance, the derivation and mode time 
expressions are again summarised in Appendix B for brevity. 
4.5 Normalised frequency response 
During steady-state operation, the half-cycle switching period is the sum of the mode 
times: 
(4.42) 
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The expressions for the mode times given in the Appendices, equations {(A.9), (A.12), 
(A.17)} and {(B.IO), (B.15), (B.22)}, can be substituted into (4.42) to provide the half-
cycle solution for the heavily and lightly loaded cases, respectively. When Ls is 
eliminated from the mode time expressions through the use of (4.15), (4.20) and (4.22), 
the converter frequency response can be extracted from (4.42) and is explicitly 
dependent on only 4 variables viz. Glr, A, Go./m 
Equation (4.42) can be used to generate a frequency response to aid in the design of 
converters. For example, a designer may choose to nominally operate at a specific 
percentage above f,., with a given Go and A, the only unknown then being G Ir. Once the 
particular Gtr is calculated, the required converter component values can be simply 
generated from (4.2), (4.6), (4.7), (4.15), (4.20), (4.22). 
Whilst generating a frequency response it is necessary to identify whether the converter 
is heavily or lightly loaded so that the correct set of equations can be utilised. This is 
achieved through analysis of the mode times. At the transition between the two 
conditions, when the converter is critically loaded, tM3(heavy loading)= tMJ(lighl /oading) =0. 
Equating the charge transfer through the series inductor during either of these two 
modes, to zero, (appendix equations (A.2), (B. 1», and solving for 1m provides the 
following inequality for heavy loading operation (note: using mode time expressions 
(A. 17), (B.22) also leads to the same result, although the calculation is more complex): 
I' 2Go +1 Jm<-~-
2Glr -1 
(4.43) 
Hence, if heavy loading is initially assumed, after solving 1m for a given Go and G tr, if 
(4.43) is satisfied then the heavy loading assumption is valid. Interestingly, setting tM3 = 
o during heavy loading, see equation (A. 17), and utilising equations (4.22) and (4.43) to 
eliminate Ls and /m, respectively, provides an expression relating Go directly to Gtr and A 
at this critical loading point. 
As an example of computation overhead, Figure 4.13 shows (a) the resonant tank 
frequency response and (b) phase response, for Gtr=A = I-the results show 50-point 
curves that were calculated in 2 seconds on a P4 2.4GHz, running MATLAB. 
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Figure 4.13 - Tankfrequency response (a) magnitude (b) phase responsefor Gtr=A=l 
4.6 Normalised converter - output regulation 
The behaviour of the converter, as a function of the load, is now investigated. For 
convenience, the applied load, RL, and the nominal load, Ro, are related by the load 
scaling factor, Rx, as follow: 
(4.44) 
From (4.6), (4.22), expressions for Gtr and fr can be obtained by virtue of the resonant 
tank components remaining unchanged as the load is varied (where G tr _Ro , fr _Ro are the 
resonant tank gain and resonant frequency, respectively, when the load is at its nominal 
value (Rx=l) ). From (4.6): 
C = ~(Gtr RJ = ~(Gtr) . fr ~(Gtr) (2Gtr -1) 
P N 2 Rofr _Ro N 2 RxRofr fr _Ro = Rx~ (G tr Ro) = {2G tr Ro -1 )Rx (4.45) 
Similarly, from (4.22) and using (4.45) to eliminatef,lf,._Ro gives: 
(4.46) 
and 
(4.47) 
Since (4.47) is dependent only on GIr, GIr_Ro, Rx and A, a function numerically exists that 
provides the tank gain at resonance Gtr for a given A, Gtr_Ro and Rx obeying the 
constraint: 
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RxF3(A,Gtr _Ro)-F3(A,Gtr ) = 0 (4.48) 
From (4.48) it can be seen that as Rx is varied, the change in Gtr, and hence,j,lfr_Ro (see 
(4.45» is identical for converters with the same A and Gtr_Ro at nominal load. In (4.42) it 
was also established that the frequency response of a converter is fully defined by its Gtr 
and A, hence, as load is varied, for a given A and Gtr_Ro at nominal load, the converter's 
normalised frequency response for all values of Rx is also fully defined, thereby 
implying that the normalised regulation performance of converters with similar Gtr_Ro 
and A, are identical. Consequently, assuming high efficiency operation, it is not 
necessary to analyse cases on an individual basis, even if respective converters differ in 
fr_Ro, N, and Ro. 
It is notable, however, that when the converter is regulated above resonance at nominal 
load and Go> Y2 (the normal condition), performance curves for Gtr_Ro = Go can be used, 
since the converter can be thought to be operating with RLmin > Ro . For Go < Y2 this 
analogy cannot be used since converters cannot be generated with GtrS: Y2 at any load. 
Figure 4.14 provides the regulation performance curves for Gtr_Ro=A=1 (the 50-point 
curves are calculated in 2.5 seconds on a P4 2.4GHz running MATLAB). Figure 4.l4(a) 
is particularly useful when assessing the part load efficiency of converters. Ideally, 
lu
no 
.... ! would remain at, or below, unity for all loads, since this corresponds to a 
sinusoidal current at resonance. From Figure 4.14(a), when Rx=10, iu is 7.5 times 
larger than for a sinusoidal current at resonance, see (4.30). Therefore, improved part-
load efficiency occurs at lower gradients on the plot. 
Figure 4.15 provides an example frequency response for Gtr=A = I. When generating the 
frequency response, if 1m is numerically calculated for a given Go, care must be taken 
since two solutions are present. From a practical perspective it is necessary that the 
gradient of the transfer function remains -ve (for operation above resonance) over the 
whole load range, thereby ensuring that positive feedback at the controller never occurs. 
In the example considered, operating below 1m "'" 1.01 may result in instability. In a 
practical converter, the effects of parasitics may eliminate this potential problem, or 
indeed accentuate it. 
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Figure 4.14 - (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) provides the regulation performance curvesfor 
Gtr_Ro=Go=A=l. 
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Figure 4.15 - Frequency response showing peak gain occurring above resonance 
Figure 4.16 - Critical loading point (RxJ for converter regulated at nominal 
resonant tank gain Gtr_Roand given A. 
Converter operation has been previously described with respect to being either heavily 
or lightly loaded, the transition between the two being a critical point for analysis. 
Whilst generating the frequency response it has been necessary to find an expression for 
this borderline condition, see (4.43). In a similar manner, it is now also possible to 
derive an expression for the regulatory behaviour of the converter (i.e maintaining Go 
while varyingRL through control of Is). If it is assumed that the converter Go is regulated 
at Gtr_Ro, as the load resistance is increased operation passes through the critical loading 
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point into light loading. Setting tM3 = 0 in the heavy loading condition of (4.42) and 
utilising equations (4.43),(4.44),(4.45) gives an analytical expression relating Rx to 
Gtr_Ro and A. Figure 4.16 provides a plot of the resulting expression. From Figure 4.16, 
for instance, it can be seen that when a converter is regulated about its nominal resonant 
tank gain of Gtr_Ro=l and A=2, RL can increase by a factor of2.7 from its nominal level 
prior to light loading occurring. Also from Figure 4.16 it can be seen that for Gtr Ro <1 , 
the heavy loading condition dominates the characteristic, and that light loading is more 
prevalent for large Gtr_Ro, 
4.7 Normalised converter design curves 
Here, nonnalised design curves for several Gtr values (see Figures 4.17&4.18) are 
presented for the common case A= 1 using the majority of the equations presented in 
Appendices A and B, and those provided in section 4.2. For completeness, design 
curves for alternative A values are presented in Appendix C. From the curves, the 
converter's magnitude and phase response can be obtained, and additionally component 
values and electrical component stresses derived. Finally, a degree of insight into the 
steady state bandwidth of the converter is also identified. {note that the vertical axis on 
a number of the figures are in tenns of Go. The tank gain at resonance, Gtr, corresponds 
to the value of Go whenJm=l, i.e the peak value of Go} 
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For steady-state regulation of the converter, Gtr should be considered as a function of 
load. The resonant frequency can then be calculated from (4.45). Once these parameters 
are known, Figure 4.l7(a) allows the necessary value of 1m to maintain output voltage 
regulation, to be calculated, and subsequently, the associated switching frequency. 
Figure 4.18(a) provides the peak series inductor current stress. The 'low gradient' 
asymptote added to the graph provides the peak inductor current stress that would be 
obtained had the current been a sinusoid at the resonant frequency, see (4.30). This is 
useful when considering converter efficiency. 
well defined,F3(A,G tr _ Ro )can be readily evaluated. Now, if RL is doubled from the 
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nominal value (Rx=2), for example, the converter Gtr will vary. The value of Gtr 
obtained after this doubling can most easily be found graphically. Figure 4.18(c) 
provides a plot of F3(A, Gtr} for A = 1. 
Figure 4.17(e) provides the necessary filter capacitance (C/) to obtain a certain 
percentage output voltage ripple. During periods when Cp is charging, the output current 
is maintained by the charge stored on Cr. Assuming a constant load current implies a 
linear reduction in output voltage, which can be calculated from knowledge of the mode 
times. 
From Figure 4.l7(a) it can be seen that as Gtr increases, the necessary 1m for output 
voltage regulation is bounded. The highest value of 1m occurs during light loading, when 
Gtr is high. Finding the limit of (4.42) for light loading, as Gtr~ 00 and solving for 1m 
gives the following: 
Immax ~ (1& 1 J 
2 cos-1 
1 +2Go (A + 1) 
(4.49) 
As the load tends to open circuit the resonant frequency tends to: 
1 J1¥.+1 Irnax ~ 21& ~
s p 
(4.50) 
Equations (4.49),(4.50) can therefore be used to calculate the theoretical maximum 
steady-state control bandwidth to regulate the converter from nominal load to open 
circuit. The peak switching frequency required to regulate the converter tank gain at 
Go=Gtr_Ro occurs at Is".. = f m.-. f,.".. when the load resistance is assumed infinite. If 
Go>Y2, which is the usual case, then the minimum switching frequency required to 
regulate the converter output voltage occurs at resonance when the load is at its nominal 
value. Solving (4.6) for RL and substituting this into (4.22) provides an LsCp product. 
Substituting this product into the expression for Is
mu 
and dividing by fr provides a 
measure of the steady-state control bandwidth dependent on Gtr at the nominal load 
(Gtr_Ro) and A only. Figure 4.19 provides a measure of the steady-state bandwidth 
(maximum frequency / minimum frequency) as Gtr_Ro is varied, for several A values 
ranging from 0.2 to 2 in steps of 0.2. 
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Figure 4.19 - provides a measure of the steady-state bandwidth (maximum frequency / 
minimumfrequency) as Gtr_Ro is variedfrom >% to 10, for several A values ranging 
from 0.2 to 2 in steps of 0.2. Note thatfor A=l the maximum value is 1.B. 
4.8 Design example with experimental results 
Use of the design curves in Figures 4.17 & 4.18 will now be demonstrated by example. 
A converter specification is given in Table 4.m, from where it can be seen that the 
specification includes rectifier on-state voltages that can be modelled by parasitic load 
resistors, effectively making the overall load resistance appear larger. The overall gain 
is therefore reduced due to the potential divider network that is then present. The 
following expressions can be used to compensate for the rectifier voltage drop: (where 
RL' and Go' are the required effective load resistance and tank gain to achieve the 
specifications) 
RL ' =RL(l+ 2;'d ) [Note: see (3.37) for the derivation] (4.51) 
G '= G (1 + 2Vd ) 
o 0 V 
o 
(4.52) 
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Table 4.111 - Converter specifications 
Input voltage Vdc 36V 
Output voltage Vo 18V 
Load range RL 15~900 , 
(21W~4W) 
Switching frequency range Is_ ~ Is .... 100kHz~150kHz 
Parallel to series capacitor ratio A 1 
Ripple voltage VlJlJ 0.18V 
For use with the design curves, from (4.51) and (4.52), the minimum load and tank gain 
are therefore RL '=16.50, Go'=0.55, respectively. 
From (4.6), Gtr > Yl, therefore it can be shown that providing N ~ 0.5 Vdc /(VOrmx + 2Vd ) a 
converter design exists meeting the specifications. To ensure that the converter operates 
above resonance at the desired output voltage, the converter shall be designed for a 
maximum output voltage (at resonance) of 21V (= 20% larger than required). A 
minimum value of N is therefore 0.8 (assuming at this stage Vd = 0.7V). However, for 
cost and volume reduction, the converter is not considered to include a transformer, and 
therefore, for calculation purposes, it is assumed that N= 1. MURl560 diodes are used 
for the full-bridge rectifier. When the converter is operated at the peak output power, Ir 
=1.2A, giving, from datasheets Vd = 0.9V. From Figure 4.17(a), the first curve that 
meets the specification corresponds to Gtr=O.65, as highlighted (0.65* Vdc-2Vd = 21.6V), 
and from Figure 4.17(b), the phase shift is approximately 30° above resonance. Also, 
from Figure 4.17(a) 1m =1.07. To ensure that the nominal gain occurs at the specified 
switching frequency, the resonant frequency is chosen to bef,.=93.5kHz. From Figures 
4.17(c)(d), the normalised parallel capacitor and series inductor are found to be 0.075 
and 2.5-1, respectively, corresponding to idealised values of 48.6nF and 70.6~. To 
obtain preferred values, whilst maintaining Gtr, component values should be chosen to 
maintain L/Cp and A constant (see (4.34)). If Cp = Cs=47nF and Ls=68uH, the 
requirement is satisfied. The new resonant frequency must now be calculated. From 
(4.35), since A and Gtr have remained constant, the resonant frequency will increase by 
a factor of 1.036 to 96.9kHz. The switching frequency will therefore have to be also 
increased to 103.6kHz. Finally, from Figure 4.17( e) the normalised filter capacitor 
required to limit the output voltage ripple to 10% is 0.15, corresponding to 10J,LF. 
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From Figures 4.18(a), 4.l7(b) an indication of electrical component stresses can be 
fOWld. The nonnalised peak inductor current and peak series capacitor voltage, are 1.1 
and 2.25, respectively, corresponding to actual values of 2.4A and 81 V. 
Equation (4.47), F3(A,Gtr}, provides a useful tool for the estimation of Gtr at an 
alternative load resistance RL given the tank gain at resonance Gtr_Ro at the nominal load 
Ro. Figure 4.18(c) depicts (4.47) graphically for A=l. From Figure 4.18(c) an estimate 
of the switching frequency to maintain the output voltage for the minimum load (900) 
can be obtained. An increase from 150 to 900 gives bOWlds for Rx i.e. Rx=l to Rx=6. 
When Gtr=O.65, Figure 4.18(c) gives a value of 1.7 for F3(A,Gtr}, see (4.47). Since the 
load increases by a factor of 6 the resonant tank gain needs to be fOWld to give a 
F3(A,Gtr} value of 10.2 (=1.7x6), which from Figure 4.l8(c) corresponds to Gtr=1.6. 
From (4.45) the 'new' resonant frequency is a factor of 1.22 higher than that at nominal 
load, giving 118.2kHz. Now, from Figure 4.17(a), extrapolating from the highlighted 
Gtr=1.5 curve, for Gtr=1.6, 1m == 1.22, and, from Figure 4.17(b) the phase shift is 
approximately 73°. The 'new' switching frequency is therefore 144.2kHz. Furthermore, 
from Figures 4.18(a)(b), the nonnalised peak current stress is 3.2 and nonnalised peak 
series capacitor voltage is 0.75, corresponding to 1.2A and 27V, respectively. Note that 
the 900 load is scaled to compensate for the rectifier diode losses using (4.52) to give 
990. From Figure 4.l7(e) the nonnalised filter capacitance is now approximately 0.27, 
giving a peak-to-peak output voltage ripple of 42m V. Of note, in this case, is that if the 
'new' switching frequency had exceeded the specifications, from Figure 4.19, given 
A=J, the value of Gtr_Ro would need to be increased to regulate the converter. In this 
case, it would be prudent incorporate a transfonner to increase the effective turns ratio. 
To verify the design procedure experimentally, a prototype converter has been 
commissioned with the calculated preferred component values, see Figure 4.20. Results 
from experiments are summarised in Table 4.IV, from where it can be seen that a high 
degree of correlation exists between the experimental and theoretical perfonnance 
characteristics obtained from the analysis results and design procedure. 
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Figure 4.20 - Prototype Lee capacitively-smoothed resonant converter 
Table 4.IV- Experimental measurements vs. theoretical estimates 
150 Load 900 Load 
Theoretical Experimental Theoretical Experimental 
Is (kHz) 103.6 101.3 144.2 143 
j Lr (A) 2.4 2.3 1.2 1.2 
v,:rCV) 81 85 27 27 
() (0) 30 27 73 77 
vpp (V) 0.18 0.25 0.04 0.05 
4.9 Using harmonics to transfer power 
The possibility to transfer real power on hannonics, at the resonant frequency, has been 
previously discussed in section 4.2.2 to provide a mechanism for reducing peak current 
stresses. Here, similar curves to those presented in section 4.6, are given, for an A and 
G1r that produce a peak current reduction. Regulation perfonnance can then be 
detennined. Component stress and regulation curves have been generated for a 
converter with A =0.1 and G1r=0.55, in Figure 4.21, once again using the equations 
presented in section 4.2 and those from Appendices A and B. Within this section two 
designs will be compared, one utilising harmonic power transfer the other without. 
Design 1, withA=l, Gtr=l, will be referred to as the 'standard' design, whereas Design 
2, utilising harmonic power transfer, has A=O.l and Gtr=0.55, and will be referred to as 
the 'hannonic power transfer' design. 
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(d) Phase shift required for output 
regulation 
Figure 4.21 (a), (b),(c),(d) provide the regulation performance, Go=0.55, curves for a 
converter with A =0.1 and G tr=O. 55 at nominal load (,harmonic power transfer' design). 
Although peak series-inductor current naturally reduces as load resistance is increased 
and output-voltage regulated, the peak current in Figure 4.21(a} is falling lower than 
that for a sinusoid at resonance (I U..""I = 1) whilst delivering the same power to the 
load. The reduction in normalised peak current, occurring as RL is increased, indicates 
that the tank current wave-shape is becoming increasingly 'square'. Comparing the peak 
nonnalised series-inductor current at Rx=i between the 'standard' design, Figure 4.l4(a}, 
and the 'hannonic power transfer' design, Figure 4.21(a}, it can be seen that the peak 
current is =9% lower (ILsnorml =O.91). Similarly the 'hannonic power transfer' design has 
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=22% lower peak current stress at Rx= 1.2 and a =37% reduction at Rx=2. This implies 
that the 'harmonic power transfer' converter design will have improved part-load 
efficiency (over the load range Rx=I~2) compared to that of the 'standard' design. 
Alternatively designing the converter such that the nominal load occurs at the minimum 
normalised current could reduce stresses further at nominal load and enhance overall 
efficiency. Furthermore, by comparing the series capacitor stresses, from Figures 
4. 14(a) and 4.20(a), it can be seen that the series-capacitor voltage stress is 
approximately 70% lower at nominal load in the 'harmonic power transfer' converter 
design. From Figure 4.21(a) it can be seen that at Rx=2, the normalised current >1, 
hence, the harmonic power transfer is no longer able to compensate for the reduced 
power factor. The stress reduction at this load is therefore mainly due to the much 
reduced phase angle between switching voltage and series inductor current (23°) 
compared with (53°) for the 'standard' design, see Figures 4.21(d) and 4. 14(e), 
respectively. 
To verify the normalised stress reduction using an ideal SPICE model, the two designs 
have been generated around the input-/output-voltage and minimum load specifications 
provided in Table. 4.111. For the 'standard' design, where A=I and Gtr=l, the ideal 
components required were N=2, Ls=91.6uH, Cs=Cp=42.4nF and the 'harmonic power 
transfer' design where A=O.1 and Gtr=0.55 the components required are N=1.I, 
Ls=25.5uH, Cs =142.2nF and Cp =14.22nF. 
Table 4.V - SPICE simulation stress comparison between 
'standard' and 'harmonic power transfer' converter design 
RL(Q) Is (kHz) iLJ(A) Vel (V) 
A=I, Gtr=1 15 100 1.91 71.4 
'Standard' Design 30 117.4 1.60 51.1 
A=O.I, Gtr=0.55 15 100 1.72 21.1 
'Harmonic power transfer' Design 30 188.1 1.01 7.1 
It can be seen that the data in Table 4.V closely matches that predicted from the 
normalised analysis, when considering the percentage reductions and increases in 
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component stress and switching frequency respectively for the 'harmonic power transfer' 
design compared to that for the 'standard' design. 
To show the ability of harmonics to carry power, Table 4.VI provides the harmonic 
content when the output is regulated at Rx=1 and Rx=1.2 for the 'new' converter design, 
along with the proportion of power transferred to the load. In particular, it can be seen 
that for the 22.5,Q case, the 3rd harmonic transfers approximately 3% of the total output 
power, although, importantly, this corresponds to an effective reduction in the peak 
electrical stresses incurred due to j u of::::; 10%. 
Harmonic 
Table 4.VI - Harmonic content of 'harmonic power transfer' 
converter design at various loads 
RL(,Q) fu(A) ~(V) Phase CO) Real Power (W) 
Fundamental 15 1.83 22.9 6 20.9 
22.5 1.54 22.9 8.4 17.4 
3fO 15 0.17 7.64 25.4 0.59 
22.5 0.22 7.64 49.9 0.55 
5th 15 0.086 4.58 -50 0.13 
22.5 0.093 4.58 84.6 0.02 
% Power 
96.8% 
96.7% 
2.7% 
3.1% 
0.6% 
0.1% 
A consequence of reducIng the electrical stresses, however, IS that the SWItching 
bandwidth required to provide regulation over the whole load range also increases. 
Specifically, the 'standard' converter design required only == 20% increase in switching 
frequency to maintain the gain, whereas the 'harmonic power transfer' converter design 
requires == 90% increase in switching frequency over the same load range. This again 
indicates that utilising harmonics to carry power is more suited to applications were the 
load is expected to have limited variability. 
4.10 Simplifying the design equation 
By assuming large values of Gtr, an approximation to (4.22) can he found, 
L = (A+1)N2RL 
sapprox {2G
tr 
-1)n-2Ir 
(4.53) 
Figure 4.22 presents a contour plot demonstrating the accuracy of the approximation. 
For each contour, the approximation (4.53) provides results that are a given percentage 
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larger than those given by (4.22). The contours presented in the figure are 1 % ,2%,3%, 
... ,10%. The 10% contour being closest to the origin. Through use of both (4.53) and 
the contour plot, a very close approximation to (4.22) can be obtained. 
10 
B 
/1% Error 6 
Gtr 
4 
2 
o 2 4 6 B 10 
A 
Figure 4.22 - Contours demonstrating approximation accuracy for various Gtr's and 
A 's -Contour closest and furthest away from origin corresponding to 10% and 1 % 
error, respectively. 
Similarly, Figure 4.23 provides contours at 10%, 20%, 30%, ... , 100%, once again with 
the greatest error being closer to the origin. 
3 
2.5 
2 
Gtr 
~10%ErrOr 
100% Error 
o 2 4 6 B 10 
A 
Figure 4.23 - Contours demonstrating approximation accuracy for various Gtr's and 
A's -Contour closest and furthest away from origin corresponding to 100% and 10% 
error, respectively. 
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Since results from the approximation (4.53) are always larger than the 'exact' results 
obtained from (4.22), one can use equation (4.53) and, via the use of Figures 4.22 and 
4.23, rapidly compensate for the error. 
By way of example, when Gtr=l, A=2, (4.22) gives an exact required inductance of: 
L _ 0.247N2RL 
S - f,. (4.54) 
whilst the approximation (4.53) gives: 
L = 0.203 N 2 RL 
S IT (4.55) 
Now, from Figure 4.22, it can be seen that Gtr=l, A=2, corresponds to a contour slightly 
larger than 20%. Hence, scaling (4.55) by 1.2 gives: 
L = 0.243 N 2 RL 
S fr (4.56) 
which is within 2% of the value specified in (4.54). 
Generally, the exact design equation (4.22) is the more suitable for most applications. 
However, through use of Figures 4.22, 4.23 and (4.53), the designer may calculate the 
required La accurately and simply with a hand calculator. 
4.11 Rapid interactive design tool 
A graphical user interface (GUI) has been generated utilising the demonstrated analysis 
methodology. The high-speed tool is capable of providing a design, frequency response, 
and regulation behaviour, in less than one second when using a Pentium P4 2.8GHz, 
after converter specifications are provided. 
Figures 4.24 - 4.26 provides example screen shots of the GUI demonstrating its versatile 
functionality. Specifically, Figure 4.24 provides an example of the GUI operating in the 
'frequency response' mode. The 'frequency response' mode provides the following 
information as the switching frequency of the converter is varied over a specified range, 
viz. 
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• Output voltage 
• Phase shift between 
• Peak / RMS series inductor current 
• Peak / RMS transfonner primary current 
• Peak / RMS series capacitor voltage 
• Peak / RMS parallel capacitor voltage 
• Transfonner primary volt-seconds 
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Figure 4.24 - Screen shot of design GU] in 'frequency response' mode 
Included in the converter specifications are the power-factor (PF) and peak-peak output 
voltage ripple. The power factor scales the maximum output voltage to Vout / PF at the 
resonant frequency under minimum supply-voltage and load resistance conditions. The 
PF specification provides a useful way of ensuring operation above the resonant 
frequency at the minimum specified switching frequency. Note that, for converters with 
sufficiently sinusoidal series-inductor currents (high Q-factor) at the minimum 
switching frequency, minimum load resistance and desired output voltage, the phase 
angle between the switching voltage and series inductor current is approximately 
B:::: cos-t (PF) (above resonance); thereby justifying the use of the 'power factor' 
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tenninology. From the peak-peak output voltage ripple specification the user provides, 
the required output filter capacitance is recommended. 
Figure 4.25 provides an example of the aUI operating in the 'output-voltage regulation' 
mode. This mode provides the following information as load resistance is varied over a 
specified range. Note that several curves are provided for each, over the specified 
supply-voltage range, viz. 
• Required switching frequency 
• Required phase shift 
• Peak / RMS series inductor current 
• Peak / RMS transformer primary current 
• Peak / RMS series capacitor voltage 
• Peak / RMS parallel capacitor voltage 
• Transformer primary volt-seconds 
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Figure 4.25 - Screen shots of design GU! in 'output-voltage regulation' mode 
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Finally, Figure 4.26 provides a screen-shot of the 'wavefonn viewer'. The tool pennits a 
designer to view the shape of the current and voltage wavefonns present in the 
converter, once again under a regulation and frequency response mode of operation. 
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The 'wave fonn viewer' can be used in both 'frequency response' mode and 'output-
voltage regulation' mode. When in 'frequency response' mode, the designer may utilise 
the frequency, load resistance and supply voltage sliders and view the converter 
wavefonns at the specified operating point. When using the 'output-voltage regulation' 
mode, however, the tool calculates the required frequency to obtain the specified output 
voltage. The switching frequency slider is therefore inactive. Since the magnitude of the 
various signals within the converter may greatly vary, a signal scaling tool is also an 
inherent feature. 
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4.12 Conclusion 
This chapter has considered the nonnalised behaviour of the LCC capacitively-
smoothed converter characteristics, in terms of the tank gain at resonance and the 
parallel capacitance to series capacitance ratio. Design curves are derived and 
component value selection and related perfonnance is considered, including electrical 
stresses, switching frequency, phase shift, and tank gain at resonance, as the load is 
increased proportionally from the nomina1load and the converter gain regulated at its 
nominal level. The design curves demonstrate that the entire behaviour of the converter 
can be depicted graphically using the nonnalised model. Key features of the chapter 
have been: 
• an accurate relationship between the tank gain at resonance and the resonant 
frequency, as the load is varied, has been developed. 
• an alternative Q-factor expression based on energy stored in the resonant tank, 
and power dissipated in the load, is derived. 
• examples demonstrate how to simply alter the overall converter gain and 
switching frequency whilst maintaining the tank gain at resonance. 
• expressions giving the maximum theoretical switching bandwidth to regulate the 
converter gain from nominal load to open circuit, are provided. 
• an investigation into how the choice of nominal resonant tank gain and capacitor 
ratio affects part load efficiency, is given. 
• a high-speed GUI is developed. 
The presented methodology clearly defines the boundary between heavy and light 
loading conditions, in terms of nonnalised switching frequency or nonnalised load, and, 
as shown, is ideally suited for use in a graphical user interface. The underlying analysis 
has also identified operating regions where harmonics can transfer real power, thereby 
reducing peak current and component stresses. A design example has been provided and 
results compared with experimental measurements on a prototype converter 
demonstrating a high degree of correlation between theoretical and experimental 
performance characteristics. The design example also demonstrates how to select 
preferred component values and how the effects of rectifier voltage drop can be 
included in the design procedure. 
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Finally, it should be noted that although the analysis is derived for a bipolar input 
voltage, ultimately, the results are equally applicable to converters considered to have a 
uni-polar input by simply adding half the dc supply voltage to the steady-state series-
capacitor voltage waveforms. 
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Chapter 5 - Rapid analysis of LCC Inductively-
smoothed Resonant Converters via the Phasor 
Transform Method 
Chapters 3 and 4 have focused on generating alternative user-friendly and intuitive 
design and analysis methodologies for the LCC current- and capacitively-smoothed 
converter topologies, respectively. Here, tools for the high speed transient analysis of 
the LCC inductively-smoothed resonant converter, are explored. Specifically, through 
use of waveform envelope analysis, it is shown that the LCC inductively-smoothed 
resonant converter can be analysed transiently with a simulation time typically 100 
times faster than that obtained when using previously reported state-variable and 
network simulator methods. Moreover, the underlying principles form a central feature 
of the small-signal converter analysis [5.1] presented in Chapter 6, facilitating the 
development of a robust controller design methodology. 
5.1 Introduction 
Traditionally, the d-q axis transformation has been widely used for modelling and 
analysis of 3-phase machines and power systems. However, a similar but infrequently 
used phasor-transform technique also exists for single-phase systems based on the 
assumption that the signals are sinusoidal in nature but vary in amplitude, frequency and 
phase [5.2] - the same features that are characteristic of resonant converters operating 
near resonance with sufficiently high quality factor. 
The phasor-transform technique is now shown to be applicable to the LCC inductively-
smoothed resonant converter, see Figure 5.1, providing much lower transient simulation 
times when compared to other network simulator methods. 
I • 
...J 
L. C. 
"j 
I 
..Lvdc 
- -r v'" +. ...J v. vcpt Cp vC1t CI 
Figure 5.1- LCC inductively-smoothed resonant converter 
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5.2 Phasor transform 
A mathematical derivation follows, demonstrating how the component transfonnations 
from rotating(switching) to stationary(envelope) frame are obtained, see Figure 5.2. 
From [5.2], a sinusoidal voltage or current can be approximated by a sinusoid whose 
frequency and amplitude vary with time: 
, 
t J j f OJ. (t)dt x(t) = x(t)e 0 
(5.1) 
where x(t) is the complex envelope of x(t). Consider the differential equation governing 
the behaviour of an ideal inductor: 
v(t) = L d i(t) 
dt 
(5.2) 
Substituting (5.1) into (5.2) for current and voltage gives: 
, V(t)/! "',(I)dl J = L ~ {(I)/1 oW)'" J (5.3) 
and simplifying gives [5.3]: 
d i (I) -
v(/)=L--+ jL(lJs(/)i(/) 
dt 
(5.4) 
In a similar manner, capacitors and resistors are described by: 
- dV'(t). _ -
i(t) = C-;Jt+ jC(lJs(/)V(t) , v(t) = Ri(t) 
(5.5) 
More generally, therefore, the signal envelope x(t) can be expanded into its constituent 
real and imaginary components, donated by 'r' and 'i' subscripts, respectively. 
x(t) = x, (t) + jXj (t) 
For the inductor, substituting (5.6) into (5.4) gives: 
v,(t) + jvj(/) = L~(i,(t) + jij(t»)+ jL(lJs (t)(i, (t) + jij(t») 
dt 
Separating the real and imaginary components in (5.7) gives: 
d' (t) 
v,(t) = L l, - LaJs(t)ij(t) 
dt 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
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Similarly for the capacitor and resistor, 
dv (t) 
ir(t) = C r CaJs(t)vj(t) 
dt 
and 
(5.9) 
v r (t) = R ir (t) (5.10) 
v; (t) = R i; (t) 
For use in network simulators such as SPICE, for instance, the complex components can 
be eliminated through use of two coupled equivalent circuits, one describing the real 
domain and the other the imaginary domain [5.4]. Figure 5.2 demonstrates how to 
directly generate the coupled equivalent circuits from the original circuit diagram. 
Inductor Phasor transformed inductor 
-LOJit)ft(t) 
~ ~ Real 
LOJit)I,(t) 
~ Imaginary 
[note that the dIamond shaped components here are vanable voltage sources] 
(a) 
Capacitor Phasor transformed capacitor 
c c c 
---1 ~ 
4 4 4 
V(t) V,(t) VII) 
Real Imaginary 
(b) 
[note that the diamond shaped components here are variable current sources] 
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Resistor Phasor transfonned resistor 
R 
R l,(l~ I ~ I(l~ I ~ Real 
R 
Ill). I ~ Imaginary 
(c) 
Figure 5.2 - Phasor transformed components (a) inductor (b) capacitor (c) resistor 
5.3 Applying Phasor transform to LCC inductively-smoothed 
converter 
The rectifier in Figure 5.1 is not readily modelled using the phasor-transfonn, and 
requires the resonant tank and output filter to be modelled separately and then 
combined. This is justified since the output filter bandwidth is much lower than that of 
the resonant tank, and, as a result of the rectifier action, the filter effectively reacts only 
to envelope of the resonant tank wavefonns. From basic FMA, the resonant tank is 
modelled as in Figure 5.3-see [5.5]. 
L, CS 
Figure 5.3 -FMA of LCC Resonant tank 
After phasor-transfonning the components in Figure 5.3, through use of Figure 5.2, the 
coupled networks shown in Figure 5.4 are obtained. 
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hSI 
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 5.4 - Phasor transformed Lec resonant tank model 
(a) real circuit (b) imaginary circuit 
A state-space representation for both the real and imaginary circuits in Figure 5.4 are 
given by (5.11) and (5.12), respectively: 
-1 -1 (5.11) 
0 - 2 
[~:. ]= Ls Ls [~:. ]-W,(+ 0 ~F:. ]+ 0 1 nLs [;:J 0 0 1 0 0 Cs 1 VCPr VCPr 0 0 1 VCPt 0 1 Cp 0 0 
Cp 
-1 -1 (5.12) 0 -[iU • ] Ls Ls [~:}w,(+ 0 ~][~:. ]+ 0 0 [~:J ~CSt = 1 0 0 1 0 0 Cs 1 VCPt VCPt 0 0 1 VCPr 0 1 0 0 Cp 
Cp 
Both (5.11) and (5.12) can be readily expressed as a partitioned state-space equation: 
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0 -1 -1 0 0 
(S.13) 
-OJ, 
L, L, 
2 1 0 0 (., 0 0 0 -OJ, 0 I Ls, C, nL, 
VCs, 1 VCs, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -OJs -1 [~: ] Vcp, Cp Vcp, 0 0 = + Cp iLs, -1 -1 I Lsi OJs 0 0 0 0 0 0 liP/ Vcs/ Ls Ls VCs i 0 0 0 
VcP/ 0 OJs 0 0 0 Vcp/ 0 0 -1 Cs Cp 1 0 0 OJ, 0 0 
Cp 
x= ApTx+BpTu 
The wavefonn envelopes are extracted from the real and imaginary components using 
the output equation: 
I Ls, (S.14) 
[~:]= [~ 0 0 j 0 ~] VCs, Vcp, 1 0 0 j lLsi 0 1 0 0 
VCs/ 
Vcp, 
Finally, the output filter is described in state-variable fonn by: 
(S.lS) 
The voltages of the phasor-transfonned tank model and the output filter are coupled by 
noting that the average voltage presented to the output filter, via the rectifier, is given by 
(S.16) since VCp is assumed sinusoidal. 
(S.16) 
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Coupling of the currents is achieved by replacing the current source in Figure 5.3 by a 
time varying resistor, Figure 5.5, with the imaginary and real components of Itp given 
by: 
V. I = Cp, 
tp, R jilt 
V. I = CPi 
tp. R 
I filt 
(5.17) 
Figure 5.5 - Modelling output filter by a time varying load 
Since the transformer primary current is a squarewave, and the fundamental is used in 
the phasor-transformed model, the peak of the squarewave current is increased by the 
factor 417t. Notably, if the resonant tank current is not sufficient to support the output-
filter inductor current, the rectifier turns off and the parallel capacitor voltage remains 
constant. The two operating states are, therefore: 
otherwise 
The effective time-varying load resistance is now calculated from: 
'" Vcp 
Rfllt =-",-
Itp 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
From (5.17),(5.18) and (5.19) the transformer primary phasor currents are found 
algebraically: 
4Ir/ Vcp, 
'" 41L[ 41L/ VCP1 '" 41L[ 
(5.20) 
N1& Vcp for lIs >-- N1& Vep for lIs >--N1& N1& 
Itp, = 
otherwise 
Itpj = 
lIs Irs otherwise , j 
The model is therefore described by (5.13),(5.14),(5.15),(5.16),(5.20). 
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A further constraint is required to fully characterise the output filter behaviour for 
simulation purposes. The filter current may never go negative. It is therefore necessary 
to limit the output filter current to ~ 0 and to ensure no integral windup. This is achieved 
by ensuring that when that output-filter inductor current is zero, the derivative of the 
output-filter current is ~O. 
For use in 'signal-conservative' simulation packages, the integrator shown in Figure 5.6 
can be used in place of the output-filter current integrator to ensure that the filter current 
never falls below OA and prevents integral windup. 
Input 
r------+lA C 
L-+-+--F-+--+IB 
Saturate 
output;:e Signal router 
ifC>O Q=A, 
else Q=B 
I 
S 
~--,-_Ou_ tput 
Figure 5.6 - Integrator model to prevent negative filter current and integral windup 
5.4 Results 
As with classical FMA, the phasor-transform method can be used to rapidly obtain the 
frequency response of a converter. An example design with parameters is given in 
Table 5.1. A comparison of results with those from a non-linear state-variable model 
[5.5] and FMA are given in Figure 5.7, from where it can be seen that the phasor-
transform method provides commensurate accuracy with FMA. 
Table S.I Component values 
Input voltage Vdc IOOV 
Load resistance RL 100 
Series tank inductor Ls 8Jili 
Series tank capacitor Cs 620nF 
Parallel tank capacitor Cp 620nF 
Transformer turns ratio N: 1 1 : 1 
Filter inductor Lf ImH 
Filter capacitor Cf 20flF 
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I - State-variable 2.5 - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - FMA 
: - Phasor transform 
2 ---------~--------- I---------~---------
~ 1.5 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
---------r--------
I 
I 
I 
I 
--------,---------
I 
I 
1 ---------,------- -------,---------
I 
I 
0.5 
50 f kHz 100 
s' 
I 
I 
_____ ...1 ________ _ 
150 200 
Figure 5.7- Steady-State model comparison (all curves computed through use of 
Simulink) [Note: Go is the effective DC voltage gain of the resonant tank] 
A key advantage of the presented phasor-transfonn methodology, however, is that it 
also readily allows transient solutions to be rapidly obtained. By way of example, 
Figure 5.8 shows the input/output voltage ratio from both the phasor-transfonn model, 
and the non-linear state-variable model, when subjected to turn-on transients at various 
switching frequencies. It can be seen that a high degree of correlation exists between 
the results indicating that the phasor-transform accurately captures the dynamic 
behaviour of the converter. 
2.5 
2 
~ 1.5 - -
·0 
(!) 1 -
0.5 -
00 0.5 
- State-variable 
-- Phasor transform 
I I I 
-----T------- ------- -------
I 
I 
1 1.5 
Time, ms 
2 2.5 
Figure 5.8 - Dynamic response comparison between state-variable 
and phasor-transformed model (all curves computed through use ofSimulink) 
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Now, to provide a comparison of computation requirements, the switching frequency 
exciting the converter is varied in a sinusoidal manner, as described by the equation, 
a;.(t)=21l(120xJ(l+ IOxJ(lsin(21rIOxlrft», and applied to both the phasor-transfonn 
and non-linear state-variable models. Figure 5.9 shows the resulting output voltage from 
each model, from where it can be seen that commensurate accuracy is obtained. 
However, notably, to provide comparable accuracy to SPICE simulation results, the 
sample-time step of the state-variable model was required to be set no greater than IOns, 
whilst the commensurate results from the phasor-transfonn model were readily obtained 
using a sample time of 1.4J..lS, thereby significantly reducing the overall simulation time. 
This advantage is a direct consequence of only modelling the envelope behaviour. 
90~------~----~~--------------~ 
o State-variable 
80 Phasor transform 
70 
> ~ 60 Q) 
0) 
.! 50 
o ~ 40 
:::J 
a. 
:; 30 
o 
20 
0.5 1 1.5 
Time, ms 
2 
Figure 5.9 - Dynamic response of state-variable and phasor-transform 
model under varying switching frequency conditions 
(both curves computed through use of Simulink) 
For completeness, a comparison of results of the series inductor current, is given in 
Figure 5.10, from which it is demonstrated that the phasor-transfonn method accurately 
captures the envelope of the high-frequency tank wavefonns, as required. 
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100 
80 
<t:: 60 
-c: 
<1) 40 '-
'-
::J (,) 
20 '-0 
-(,) 0 ::J 
'0 
.5 
-20 II) 
<1) 
·c 
-40 <1) 
CI) 
-60 
-80 
0 0.5 
- State-variable 
- Phasor transform 
1 
Time. ms 
1.5 2 
Figure 5.10 - State-variable response compared with phasor-transform envelope under 
varying switching frequency conditions 
(all curves computed through use ofSimulink) 
5.5 Discretisation of the Phasor transform model 
Further increase in simulation speed may be obtained through discretisation of both the 
phasor transform tank model and output filter model. 
For both the resonant tank and output filter model a discrete-time model with the 
following form is required: 
w(k + 1) = CI> w(k) + ruCk) 
y(k) = H w(k) + J u(k) 
(5.21) 
To maintain accuracy, the bilinear transform is utilised to transform the continuous-time 
state-variable model to discrete-time. 
2 z-1 
s=---
T z+1 
(5.22) 
To transform from the continuous-time state-space form (5.23) to the discrete-time 
state-space form (5.21) utilizing the bilinear transform (5.22), requires use of the 
equations in (5.24), [5.6]. 
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x=Ax+Bu 
y=Cx+Du 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
At each sampling time, it is necessary to re-evaluate the discrete-time model for both 
the phasor-transformed resonant tank model and output-filter model since the switching 
frequency and load varies, respectively. Figure 5.11 provides a comparison between 
both the continuous-time model simulated with a fixed step of IJ..lS and the discrete-time 
model sampled at 1 J..lS intervals. Note how both curves are virtually identical. 
90~----~------~~-------------. 
80 
70 
>- 60 
8, 
~ 50 
o ~ 40 
:::l 
0-
'5 30 
o 
20 
0.5 1 
Time, rns 
1.5 2 
Figure 5.11 - Continuous-time model response compared with discrete-time model 
response under varying switchingfrequency conditions 
(all curves computed through use ofSimulink) 
To compare model speed, an ode3 solver was utilised for the continuous-time model 
since this was found to be the fastest solver resulting in an equivalent performance with 
SPICE. The continuous-time model was found to take 1.5xlonger than that of the 
discrete-time model, therby demonstrating that the discrete-time model is ",,50% faster. 
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5.6 Conclusion 
The phasor-transfonn has been presented as a means of rapidly obtaining the transient 
characteristics of the LCC resonant converter. It has been shown that sample times at 
least two orders of magnitude longer than state-variable techniques can often be 
employed, at the expense of only obtaining the envelopes of the high-frequency tank 
wavefonns. Nevertheless, this presents a significant advantage to the designer of 
resonant converters as it ameliorates the protracted simulation times that are 
characteristic of iterative design procedures. Finally, although the LCC converter 
variant has been presented as an example, it should be noted that the method is 
ultimately applicable to other resonant converter topologies. 
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Chapter 6 - Power-factor Control of the LCC 
Inductively-smoothed Resonant Converter 
To this point, the thesis has reported on, and addressed problems in the analysis and 
design of resonant converters. Ultimately, however, most converters to be practically 
useful, require some form of closed loop control to facilitate good voltage or current 
regulation. An improved strategy for the control of LCC inductively-smoothed resonant 
converters is therefore now formulated [6.1], based on varying the phase-angle between 
the fundamental of the input voltage and current. Unlike other commonly employed 
control methodologies, the proposed technique is shown to provide a convenient, linear 
system input-output characteristic suitable for the design of regulators. Put simply, the 
method is shown to have a similar impact as being able to vary the DC-link supply 
voltage, in terms of output-voltage/current control. The LCC converter variant is used as 
an application focus for demonstrating the presented techniques, with simulation and 
experimental measurements from a prototype converter being used to show the practical 
benefits. 3rd -order small and large-signal models are developed, based on the results of 
Chapter 5, and employed in the formulation of robust output-voltage and output-current 
control schemes. Notably, the presented techniques are ultimately generic and readily 
applicable to other resonant converter variants. 
6.1 Introduction 
It is well established that resonant converter-based supplies are advantageous in terms 
of size and efficiency [6.2-6.3] compared to hard-switched counterparts. One of the 
main impediments to their use, however, is the lack of design techniques to provide 
simple yet robust control. This is primarily due to the highly non-linear dynamic 
characteristics that are normally associated with such systems. Here then, a novel 
control strategy is proposed that approximately linearises the behaviour of the converter 
such that well-known control techniques can be readily applied. Although other 
methods have been previously reported [6.4-6.5] that aim to linearise the converter's 
behaviour, the mechanism presented here provides a convenient and cohesive 
framework that is very widely applicable. To focus the development, the LCC 
inductively-smoothed converter variant, shown in Figure 6.1, is used as an example. 
126 
, 
, 
Is 
..LVdc 
Figure 6.1 - Lee Inductively-smoothed resonant converter 
6.2 Equivalence of power-factor and supply voltage control 
During nonnal operation, the resonant tank is excited above the resonant frequency by 
an applied square-wave voltage, Vs, that results in an approximately sinusoidal series 
inductor current, Iu , see Figure 6.2(a). The fundamental component of the square-wave 
is also shown, and can be sub-divided into two components, one in phase with the 
resonant current, Iu , and one in quadrature, Figure 6.2(b). 
The following identity can be used to derive the magnitude of the switching voltage 
component that is in-phase with the series inductor current, 
sin(A + B) = sin(A) cos(B) + cos(A) sin(B) (6.1) 
The switching voltage can be approximated by its fundamental component as follows: 
v = Vdc sgn(sin(m t» == 2Vdc sin(m t) 
$ 2 s 1t s 
(6.2) 
with the series inductor current assumed to be a sinusoid: 
(6.3) 
Using the identity (6.1) the fundamental component of the excitation voltage can be 
re-expressed as: 
(6.4) 
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Figure 6.2 - (a) Switching voltage and resonant tank current 
(b) phase components of switching voltage wrt. resonant tank current 
(Curves generated through the use of Simulink) 
To maintain the real power flow into the converter, assuming an equivalent square-wave 
switching voltage in-phase with the series inductor current, the 'equivalent' square-
wave is approximated to: 
v., = V; cos{ 8) sgn(sin( ltV - 8» = V dc;F sgn(sin( ltV - 8» 
where the electrical power-factor PF=cos(8) 
(6.5) 
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It can now be seen that varying the instantaneous power-factor (PF) is equivalent to 
varying the instantaneous supply-voltage, from a fundamental mode approximation 
(FMA) perspective-that is, the current waveform is assumed sinusoidal. When 
deriving a small-signal model, this allows the converter to be considered as being 
excited at the resonant frequency whilst varying the power factor-in this case, power-
factor can be included in the model as an effective supply-voltage scaling factor, and 
therefore does not alter the model structure. 
6.3 Small-signal analysis 
The phasor-transformed large-signal model presented in Chapter 5 is now extended to 
provide a small-signal model to facilitate power-factor control. For convenience, it is 
assumed that the converter is switched at resonance (i.e a constant switching frequency 
for a given load resistance) with a controllable supply voltage, to mimic the effects of 
power-factor control. [Note that as the power factor is controlled, the switching 
frequency of the converter will indeed vary. It is not necessary however to model the 
varying in frequency, since the effects have already been modelled by the power factor 
i.e as a reduction in supply voltage] 
Equation (5.13) is modified such that power factor becomes the input, giving: 
0 
-1 -1 0 0 
(6.6) 
OJs Ls Ls 2Vdc 1 0 0 
iu 
0 0 0 OJs 0 lu 
r Cs r fILs 
Ver 1 Ver 0 0 0 [~;] r 0 0 0 0 OJs r -1 VCPr Cp VCPr 0 0 = + Cp i UI -1 -1 lUI 
-OJs 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Veri Ls Ls Veri 0 0 0 
VCPI 0 0 
1 0 0 VCPI -1 -OJs 0 0 Cs Cp 1 0 0 -OJs 0 0 Cp 
The equations underpinning the phasor-transformed model (6.6) (5.14) (5.15) (5.16) 
(5.20) are linearised about the resonant frequency, and (5.16) is re-expressed as follows: 
A 41LJ [note that at resonance I Ls ~ --]. 
Nn 
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v _ 2 ~VCP, 2 + VCPi 2 
1 - Nt( 
(6.7 
For a generic variable X(t), the steady-state and small-signal components are separated 
as follows: 
(6.8) 
where Xoand ax are the steady-state and small-signal components, respectively. Using 
this, (6.7) can be written as: 
v = 2 ~(Vcp,o + ~v CPr Y + (VCP/o + ~V CPi r 
1 Nlr 
(6.9) 
and linearising about a steady-state operating point gives: 
(6.10) 
The transfonner primary currents (6.20) are also modified accordingly: 
I = 4(ILlo + M L1 ) (vcp,o + L\vcpJ 
tp, Nt( ~(VcP,o + L\vcp, r + (VcP/o + L\vcp) 
(6. 11 a: 
4(ILfo +&LI) (VCAO +L\VCA ) 
Itp, NH ~{Vcp,.o +~vcp,. r + (VCAO +L\VCA r 
(6.11b: 
Linearising (6.11) about the steady-state operating point gives: 
41 V 2 L\v 
A • Llo CPiO CPr 
ul -tp, - I 2 2)(3/2) 
N 1f\y Cp,o + V CPiO 
(6. 12a: 
(6.12b 
To develop the small-signal model, expressions for the steady-state components VCp,o' 
V.C and ILfc need to be derived. From (6.7), the steady-state output inductor current 
PiO 0 
is simply written: 
(6.13 
with the transfonner primary current components, from (5.20) and (6.13), becoming: 
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(6.14a: 
(6.14b: 
Steady-state conditions are obtained by equating the time derivatives in (6.6) to zero. 
Equation (6.14) is used to replace the Itp components, thereby giving: 
(6.1Saj 
· 1 V. =0=-1 +m V CsrO C LsrO S CSiO 
S 
(6.1Sb] 
(6.1Sc) 
· 1 1 1 =O=--V --V -m1 Ls,O L Cs,o L Cp,O S LsrO 
S S 
(6.lSd) 
· 1 V- =0=-1 -0) V-
CSIO C lsi 0 S CSrO 
S 
(6.1Se) 
· 1 1 ( 8Vcpo J V. =0=-1 -mV -_ I 
CPIO C LsiO S CPrO C N 2 1[2 R 
P P L 
(6.1 Sf) 
As previously shown, the power factor, in steady-state, does not alter the small-signal 
analysis. Consequently, it can be assumed that PF=] (Le. operation at resonance) to 
simplify the analysis. At resonance, therefore, I Ls
w 
= 0, since all the series-inductor 
current is real. From (6.1Se) this also implies that VCs = O. Substituting ILs = o and 
rO 10 
V Cs
rO 
= 0 into equation (6.1Sa) now allows the calculation of Vcp,o 
(6.16) 
Now, the design equations for the LCC inductively-smoothed resonant converter, based 
on FMA, from Chapter 3, can be utilised to simplify the analysis. Specifically it is 
shown that, at resonance, the output voltage of the converter is given by: 
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v = VdcGtr 
o N 
(6.17) 
where Gtr is the voltage gain of the resonant tank and N is transfonner turns ratio (when 
expressed as N: 1), and the steady-state output-filter current is given by: 
I - Vdc Gtr 
Llo - NR 
L 
(6.18) 
Equating (6.13) and (6.18), eliminating VCPro via use of (6.16), and solving for VCP10 
ultimately gives: 
(6.19) 
Note that two solutions exist for (6.19), having opposing polarities. The solution 
presented in (6.19) is selected such that the phase of VCp w.r.t ILs, is negative i.e 
arctan(V
cp,o / VCPro ) < 0 . 
In Chapter 3, it is also shown that, from a given converter specification, the resonant 
tank components can be chosen as follows: 
(6.20a) 
(6.20b) 
(6.20c) 
where A =CplCs, and (j)r is the resonant frequency. These equations will be used to 
simpify the remaining analysis. Substituting (6.16) and (6.19), into (6.lSc), and 
eliminating Cp in (6.1Sc) via (6.20a) gives: 
(6.21) 
Eliminating Cs in (6.15b) via (6.20b), substituting in (6.21) and solving for V,... then 
'""'10 
gives: 
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(6.22) 
Since the steady-state conditions are all now known (at PF=I) the small-signal 
equations expressed in (6.10), (6.12) can be determined: 
(6.23) 
(6.24a) 
(6.24b) 
The resulting state-space small-signal model can now be written from (5.15), 
(6.6),(6.20),(6.23) and (6.24) giving (6.25): 
0 -IlL s -11 Ls OJr 0 0 0 0 
lICs 0 0 0 OJr 0 0 0 
lICp 0 K33 0 0 (lVr + K 36 ) K37 0 
-OJr 0 0 0 -IlLs -IlLs 0 0 (6.25) A= 0 - ())r 0 lICs 0 0 0 0 
0 0 (- ())r + K 63 ) 1/Cp 0 K66 K67 0 
0 0 K73 0 0 K76 0 -IlL, 
0 0 0 0 0 0 lie, -1/(C,RL ) 
B = [2Vdc 1(7&Ls ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0] C = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1] 
x = [MIs 
r 
dVcs r dVcPr MIs I dVCst dVcPt MI/ dVo t 
x=A.x+B.u 
y=C.x 
where y=dVo 
u=MF 
and, 
K =_ 16mr 
36 G 2 4 
tr K 
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To use the model, (6.25), the converter tank gain and resonant frequency must first be 
calculated. These are obtained by solving (6.20) for A=CpI'Cs, Gtr and (JJr. For instance, 
to calculate Gtr, equate the (JJr term in both (6.20a) and (6.20c), and solve for Gtr• 
6.4 Realisation of a Power-factor controller 
A key factor for providing good self-oscillating control of the power factor is 
determining when changes of polarity of the series-inductor current occur - for 
simplicity, the series-inductor voltage is measured, integrated (through use of low pass 
filter with relatively low break frequency), and fed into a low-offset comparator, as 
shown in Figure 6.3. 
R 
sgn(hJ 
c 
LM361N 
Figure 6.3 - Series inductor current zero-crossing detection 
via series inductor voltage integration 
Equation (6.43) is used to choose the values of C and R in the low-pass filter. The time-
constant (CR) of the lower-pass filter is chosen such that at the lowest switching 
frequency, the phase shift (), closely approximates -7tl2 and that the filter gain G is 
sufficiently small such that the voltage applied across the comparator is within the limits 
of its specifications at all times (for instance ±5V). 
8 = -tan -1 (2tr/CR) == _ H 
2 
G= 1 
~1 + (21t/ CR f 
(6.26) 
Having obtained the polarity of the current, an FPGA is used to generate the required 
switching signals based on the demanded power-factor. Figure 6.4 demonstrates the 
required functionality of the FPGA delay mechanism. A background process on the 
FPGA measures the period (Tp) of the current waveform. At time tl a rising edge on 
sgn(/Ls) is detected, after a delay time (T tJ), at time t2 the FPGA forces a falling-edge on 
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the switching voltage. Similarly, the opposite occurs when a falling edge sgn(ILs) is 
detected, and after the delay Td, the FPGA forces a rising-edge on the switching voltage. 
1 - - - - - .,.....--+, ---:~ ----. Current wavefonn 
_ : /' -, - Switching voltage 
c: , I \ ' Q) I , \ I 
t: 1/', I 
~ 0.5 ----- -----1:------ -Y--1----- -----1 
~ t!:. \ : / 
111 1/ ,T d ~ t3\ ,T d t~ - - -f' _ 
>
0 0 ----- ---j, ~ ---, ' 
,1 I , I ,'. 
"0 II ' \ ' JI Q) /1 I , I I 
.SQ f I I T \1 I I ~ -0.5 ----- -1-1--:------ --P---\,----- -It-
t: '\ I!, ',\, I· 
Zo " I , I I I : \ ' 
-1 \. l ______ : ___ - - _L...._....,...' ......;\.~-'~I _ ____ _ 
o 5 T' 10 Ime, us 15 
Figure 6.4 - FPGA delay methodology 
Delaying the 'edges' in the proposed manner reduces the delays necessary by the FPGA 
and, secondly, ensures that the duty cycle of the current-waveform is maintained. 
The required delay-time Td is calculated from the power-factor (PF) and the period Tp as 
follows: 
T = Tp (1- cos-1 (PF)) 
d 2 1[ 
(6.27) 
Since the FPGA, in fact, measures the number of clock-cycles across the period np , and 
delays the signal by nd samples, (6.27) can be re-written as: 
I( cos-1 (PF)) 1 I n = Kn where K =- 1- and -~K~-
d p 2 1[ 4 2 
(6.28) 
For a given PF, the delay factor K is obtained through use of a look-up table. 
Additional features to the FPGA based power-factor controller include a user selectable 
dead-time between high and low gate-drive signals and a propagation delay 
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compensation feature that reduces the calculated delay by a fixed number of clock 
cycles. 
The functionality of the power factor controller, and the FPGA with interface board, is 
depicted in Figure 6.5. 
Clock 
~ 
Clock Clock 
sgn(ILJ f Measure 
np ~ ~ Period 
Hi gh-side 
X nd Switching r-+ 
Edge-delay ~ Signal Lo Generation 
PF K sgn(ILJ-' r-+ 
...... Lookup 
w-side 
f t 
Delay reduce - Dead-tzme 
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 6.5 - FPGA based Power-factor controller (a) block diagram (b) photo 
See Appendix E for FPGA code details. 
Note that although a Spartan-3 demonstration board was chosen for simplicity, very 
little ofthe FPGA is actually utilised. 
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6.5 Steady-state behaviour of the power-factor control scheme 
For a converter specified by: Vdc= 18, Ls=13.6)..1H, Cs=220nF, Cp=130nF, N=l , L.r=24)..1H, 
C.r=220)..1F (see section 3.8 for design specifications), Figure 6.6 provides results from 
experimental measurements of the steady-state output voltage, as the power-factor is 
varied through use of the power-factor controller, for loads varying from 100. to 200 in 
20 increments. [Note that 256 linearly spaced power factor points are used for each 
load] 
20 
5 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
Power factor 
Figure 6.6 - Steady-state output voltage across various loads 
at specified power-factors 
From the results of Figure 6.6 it can clearly be seen that, at steady-state, the output 
voltage can be linearly controlled through appropriate power-factor control. 
6.6 Experimental verification of the presented small signal analysis 
methodology 
Figure 6.7 shows experimental measurements of the small-signal frequency response of 
the converter along with those from the proposed analysis (6.25). The power factor is 
perturbed around PFbiQS=O.75 through use of the self-oscillating power-factor controller 
considered previously. A note about the scaling is in order here. When RL=lOo., the 
converter gain at resonance is 0.674, hence, with the specified input voltage, 
Vout=12.1 V, implying a steady-state gain of +21.7dB at OHz between PF and Vout. 
Similarly, when RL=20n, the converter gain at resonance is 1.26, hence, with the 
specified input voltage, Vout=22.7V, implying a steady-state gain of +27.1dB at OHz 
between PF and Vout. It can be seen that, in general, very good agreement between the 
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results exists. Moreover, from Figure 6.8, it can also be seen that both the simulated and 
experimental output voltage dynamics closely follow a scaled version of the input 
power factor, thereby further demonstrating the controller's linear behaviour, and, 
although the underlying state-variable model is 8th order, the system is dominantly 3rd 
order. Furthermore, since the small-signal response is found to be constant across the 
full steady-state power-factor range, the small-signal response can also be considered to 
provide a good approximation of the large-signal behaviour. 
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Figure 6.7 - Small-signal frequency response comparison between proposed analysis 
and experimental results for 100. load (a-b) and 200. load (c-d) . [Note that when the 
perturbation in power factor is above 2kHz, the phase response measurements become 
inaccurate as a result of the signal-level becoming comparable in amplitude with noise 
and output-voltage ripple}. 
Third order approximations for: 
d G() -0.0072S 3+5.0437xI03S2 -2.4286xI09S+1.0087x1015 
100 loa ~ s = S3 + 2.4732 X 105S2 + 1.1960 x10 ll S + 8.3174 xlO13 
I d G() - 0.0041S 3+738.7S2 - 3.3788xI08S+3.9480xI013 200 oa ~ s = --:--------:;--;:--------::;:-------.,-:-S3 + 3.3494 X 104S2 + 7.0662 X 1010 S + 1.7524 X 1013 
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Table 6.1 - Open loop gain and phase margins 
Gain Margin Phase Margin 
10 n load 28.29dB 92.57 
20 o load 16.67dB 92.12 
The controller must be desIgned for the higher load resIstance smce the open-loop gain 
margin reduces with increasing load resistance. 
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'0 
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Tlme,mS 
(b) 
Figure 6.8 -For a perturbed step change in power factor from PF=0.8 to 0.3 
(PF = 0.25 sgn(sin(150m)) + 0.2sin(900m) + 0.55 ) when RL=10Q (a) provides a 
comparison between the Full-order model and third-order model (b)provides a 
comparison between the experimental and small-signal model response. Note that the 
power factor is scaled by 12.1 V since when the power-factor is unity the theoretical 
ideal output-voltage of the converter is 12.1 V 
Note that the full order model and third order model overlay each other in Figure 6.8(a). 
Additionally differences between the third order model and experimental data in Figure 
6.8(b) are a result of converter parasitics. 
6.7 Supply-voltage disturbance rejection via feed-forward control 
To demonstrate the supply voltage disturbance rejection properties, the converter 
(detailed in section 6.5) is initially excited such that the power factor is controlled to be 
PF=0.79. Then, intermittently, the product VdcPF is controlled to be maintained at 
VdcPF=14.2 through use of feed-forward action, see Figure 6.9. With a DC supply 
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voltage of 18V both strategies provide Vout=9V output when applied across a IOn load. 
Figure 6.10 shows the ability of the latter method to provide improved regulation 
characteristics when Vdc = 18+2sin{2nlOOt)-the choice of 100Hz disturbance reflecting 
the use of a full-bridge mains rectifier. In particular, it can be seen that during constant 
power-factor operation, the peak-peak output voltage ripple (1.66V) is much larger than 
that obtained when utilising feed-forward control action (0.26V), thereby demonstrating 
the potential for improving regulation performance. 
M ed easur 
input voltage 
+ Power factor Desired effective input voltage 
Saturation 
071 
Figure 6.9 - Supply voltage disturbance rejection viafeed-forward control 
25 ~------~------~------------~ 
- Supply voltage 
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-;g 10 
- Output voltage 
4 .. .. .. 
5 Constant power-factor Constant PF.V de product 
0.05 0.1 
Time, s 
0.15 0.2 
Figure 6.10 - Supply-voltage rejection with and without feed-forward action 
6.8 Modelling the power-factor controller characteristics 
To investigate the behaviour of the converter under power-factor control, a SIMULINK 
based compensator is developed. Figure 6.11 provides the top-level power-factor 
controller structure. 
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Pow er Factor cos-1 (PF) 
~ 1- Required 1[ 
X Delay 
Calculate 
Excitation 
ILl Variable Voltage 
r Period Delay r 
V ~c sgn(I Ls) 
Figure 6.11 - Power factor controller 
The function of the power-factor controller is essentially to force a specific phase shift 
between the generated excitation voltage and measured current-waveform. The amount 
of phase shift being a function of the demanded power-factor. 
6.9 Closed-loop output voltage regulation 
When power factor control is combined with the described feed-forward action (giving 
the equivalence of input voltage control) the approximate large-signal model (6.25) 
requires minor modification. Specifically, the supply voltage in (6.25) is removed from 
the B matrix and included in the input u, giving: 
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0 -lILs -II Ls (j)r 0 0 
I/Cs 0 0 0 (j)r 0 
lICp 0 K33 0 0 {(j)r + K 36 ) 
- (j)r 0 0 0 -II Ls -lIL 
A= s 0 - (j)r 0 lICs 0 0 
0 0 {-(j)r +K6J lICp 0 K66 
0 0 K73 0 0 K76 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
B = [2 /(11Ls ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0] C = [0 0 0 0 0 0 
x=[MLs r L\Vcs r L\VCPr MLs I L\Vcs I L\Vcp; ML! 
x=A.x+B.u 
y=C.x 
where and, 
K =_ 16aJr 
36 G 2 4 
tr It 
0 0 
0 0 
K37 0 
0 0 (6.29) 
0 0 
K67 0 
0 -11 Lf 
lICf -I/(CfRJ 
0 1] 
L\Vo r 
For output voltage control, with feed-forward mechanism described in section 6.7, the 
overall system will take a fonn similar to that shown in Figure 6.12. 
Desired 
effective 
r--_---.,supply 
PI vOltage;/, 
Output-voltage 
Controller • 
Reference-voltage Measured supply-voltage 
Figure 6.12 - Closed loop output voltage regulation 
utilising feed-forward action. 
For stability, the loop-gain must never exceed unity magnitude when the phase shift 
crosses -180°, for all possible load conditions. 
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The loop-gain is found from: 
L(s) = G(s)F(s) (6.30) 
where G(s) is the third-order reduced model of the converter and F(s)is the controller 
model. 
The converter will regulate the output voltage across a load ranging from 10'sn to 
lOOn. For robustness, the controller gains are selected such that the converter remains 
stable with a phase margin >20°, with an applied load of lOOn. 
Table 6.11 - Controller gains and associated 1000 load GainlPhase Margins 
Controller Gains 
Kj=lxlrf Kp=2 
Kj=lxlrf Kp=10 
Kj=lOxlri Kp=2 
Kj=lOxlri Kp=lO 
GainlPhase Margins 
GM=9.25 PM=57.4° 
GM=1.85 PM=88.8° 
GM=9.24 PM=20.3° 
GM=1.85 PM=71.8° 
See section 6.6 for the open loop gain and phase margins. Note that the higher order 
poles in the higher order model have insignificant loop gain compared to the lower 3 
poles hence, the 3rd order model is sufficient for closed-loop controller design. 
Before utilising the model presented in (6.29) for controller design purposes, the 
behaviour of the proposed model is compared in closed loop with that of the actual 
system (PLEeS component based simulation) under identical closed loop control to a 
moving output voltage demand. Ideally the behaviour of the proposed model and the 
actual system under identical control are the same. Figure 6.13 provides the comparison 
when a PI controller (Kp=2, K;=le3) is used to regulate the output voltage to a moving 
voltage reference. From the figure, it can be seen that both the converter (a PLEeS 
model) and the proposed model, behave very similarly in closed loop, thus justifying the 
use of the model for controller design purposes. 
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Figure 6.13 - Behavioural comparison between closed loop PLECS converter model 
and proposed model under varying output demand conditions. 
Implementing the control gains in Table 6.11 on the prototype converter, and stepping 
the load between Ion and 20n, at 20Hz through use of an electronic load, whilst 
regulating the output-voltage at 9V gives the responses presented in Figures 6.14 and 
6.15, for the two cases, respectively. 
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Figure 6.14 - Closed loop output-voltage regulation waveforms 
(a) Kp=2 Ki=1x1rf (b) Kp=2 Ki=10x1rf 
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Figure 6.15 - Closed loop output-voltage regulation waveforms 
(a) Kp=10 K;=l x1rY (b) Kp=10 K;=10x1rY 
It can be seen that the output-voltage regulation is being obtained, in each case, in 
response to the relatively aggressive disturbance stimuli. 
The converter can also be operated as a constant-source by feeding back a measurement 
of output current, see Figure 6.16. 
Demand 
current 
Controller Power 
factor 
FPGA Gate 
signals 
Resonant Ou ut 
converter current 
Figure 6.16 - Closed loop current regulation block diagram 
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By way of example, for a demand current of O.75A, resulting closed loop responses are 
shown in Figure 6.17. Controller gains of Kp=15 K j =2.5x1rY and Kp=l K j =2.5x1rY are 
used, respectively, in Figures 6.l7(a) and 6.l7(b). Again, it can be seen that regulation 
is clearly evident in response to the aggressive stimuli. However, notably, significant 
overshoot is present. This is a common feature of such systems and is a consequence of 
the power flow to the output filter being uni-directional-the controller does not have 
the capability to remove stored energy, and relies on the load depleting the charge on 
the output filter capacitor. 
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Figure 6.17 - Closed loop experimental output current control 
(a) Kp=15 K i=2.5x1rY (b) Kp=l K=2.5x1rY 
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6.10 Alternative switching technique 
Two alternative switching techniques are shown m Figure 6.18, each having the 
advantage that a switching event occurs on a zero-current crossing point, thereby 
facilitating reduced switching losses. 
When employing the fixed falling-edge method, shown in Figure 6.18(a), the magnitude 
of the fundamental of the voltage, normalised to that for a duty-cycle of 50% is: 
G, (a) = cos(;) (6.31) 
where a is the phase-angle between the rising-edge of the switching voltage and the 
rising zero-crossing of the sinusoidal current (i.e when a = 0 and a = 1& , the switching-
waveform is, respectively, square wave and DC ). 
The fundamental of the switching-voltage is, in general, out of phase with the sinusoidal 
current. The fraction of switching voltage component that can be considered as being in-
phase with the current-waveform, is: 
G, (a) = cos( ;) 
[note that ~ is the phase difference between the fundamental of the 
switching voltage and current waveform] 
(6.32) 
The overall switching-voltage component that is in-phase with the sinusoidal current-
waveform, normalised to the condition when the converter is switched with a 50% duty 
cycle, at the resonant frequency, is: 
(6.33) 
The time Td is therefore calculated as follows: 
= T (.!._ cos -1 (G)] 
Td p 2 1& 
(6.34) 
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Similarly: 
( I COS-
I (G)J 1 
nd = Knp where K= -- and O~K~-, O~G~1 
2 1'( 2 
(6.35) 
When employing the flxed rising-edge method, as shown in Figure 6.18(b), a similar 
mathematical treatment can be performed, leading to: 
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Figure 6.18 - Alternative self-oscillating switching strategies - series inductor current 
zero-crossing fIXed (a) falling-edge (b) rising-edge (c) practical implementation of 
rising-edge strategy - notice that the delay time between the zero-crossing of the 
current waveform and rising edge of the excitation voltage is approximately 1 DOns, 
inSignificant compared to the switching period of approximately 6.3uS 
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Note that the zero current detection method has been presented in section 6.4, see Figure 
6.3 . 
From Figure 6.18 it can be seen that the current waveforms are asymmetric about the 
positive and negative half-cycles, and are therefore not sinusoidal, which was the 
underlying assumption for the analysis. Simulation studies have shown that, generally, 
(6.35) and (6.36) do not provide a sufficiently accurate linearisation mechanism for the 
respective switching strategies. Nevertheless, the resulting behaviour for each is found 
to be similar. 
The fixed rising-edge strategy is therefore tested without the use of any linearisation 
equation (6.36), thereby eliminating the need for a look-up table within the FPGA, and 
the delay time Td is simply calculated as follows: 
G Td =T-
p 2 
giving: 
(6.37) 
(6.38) 
i.e when G= 1, the delay time Td is half a period, giving a square-wave switching 
voltage in phase with the current waveform. When G=O, no switching occurs and the 
input voltage is clamped to OV. 
Figure 6.19 compares the converter output voltage for various loads as the control input 
is varied, during power-factor and fixed rising-edge control, with nd in the latter case 
described by (6.38). 
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Figure 6.19 - Comparison between control input and output-voltage/or two different 
loads under power-factor control and the alternative fixed rising-edge control 
From Figure 6.19 the fixed-edge methodology can be shown to provide approximately 
linear behaviour. The large-signal model for power-factor control, approximated by the 
small-signal model presented in section 6.3, may therefore provide a reasonable large-
signal model for the fixed rising-edge control scheme. 
Figure 6.20 compares the converter output-voltage and control-input for both power-
factor control and fixed-edge control (with no lookup table). Both methods result in 
similar output-voltage waveform characteristics, and, for control purposes the power-
factor large-signal model may be sufficient. 
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Figure 6.20 - Output voltage as control signal is varied/or both power-factor and 
fixed edge control with an applied 100. load 
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Closing the loop with a Kp=30 and K j =lxlO-3, and comparing the converter output 
voltage for both methodologies as the output-voltage reference is varied provides the 
responses shown in Figure 6.21. 
Comparing Figure 6.21(a) with Figure 6.21 (b) it can be seen that the output-voltage fall-
time, for the case of the 50n load, is much slower than that applied across the Ion load, 
demonstrating the load dependent control dynamics discussed previously. Conversely, 
the output-voltage rise-time for the 50n load case is much faster. This is a consequence 
of the controller demanding a transiently higher voltage than the desired lOV, with the 
converter capable of developing approximately 50V at resonance with a 50n load. 
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Figure 6.21 - Closed loop output voltage regulation (a) 100. load (b) 500. load. 
The reference voltage is stepped between 8 and lOVat 100Hz 
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Now including a sinusoidal perturbation in the square reference voltage demand signal, 
utilising the same feedback as in Figure 6.21 , results in the response: 
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Figure 6.22 - Closed loop output voltage regulation (a) 100. load (b) 500. load. 
The reference voltage is stepped between 8 and 10Vat 100Hz 
with a 1kHz 0.5 V amplitude perturbation 
As in Figure 6.21(a), the demand and output-voltages are very similar when the demand 
is less than 9V, and less so when higher voltages are demanded. 
Of note, the use of the 'fixed rising-edge methodology' provides some merit since the 
qualities of a much smaller RMS series-inductor current, and a reduced switching 
bandwidth-both of which act to improve efficiency. This is demonstrated in Figure 
6.23 where the RMS series-inductor current and switching frequency, are shown for 
both control methodologies. 
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Figure 6.23 - Simulated RMS series-inductor current and switching frequency for an 
applied load of (a) 10. (b) 100. (c) 500. across a range of output voltages when utilising 
power-factor and fixed-edge (no lookup table) control. 
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Figure 6.24 compares the prototype's (without synchronous rectification) closed-loop 
converter efficiency as the output current is regulated at 1 A over a range of applied 
loads, utilising both the power-factor ('square wave') and fixed rising-edge control 
methodologies. From the results it can be seen that utilisation of the 'fixed edge' 
scheme provides a higher efficiency solution as a consequence of switching events 
occurring at a zero-current crossing, reduced RMS series-inductor current (as a result of 
the reduced excitation waveform duty-cycle), and switching close to resonance across 
the entire output-voltage range (since the system is forced to commutate in phase with 
the resonant current). 
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Figure 6.24 - Efficiency comparison between power-factor andfzxed rising-edge (no 
lookup table) control when output current is regulated at lA across a wide load range 
[Note that input and output power is measured through current and voltage 
measurements (via Fluke multimeters) on the input and output side of the converter - to 
compensate for losses due to gate driving O. 7W is subtracted from the input power} 
From Figure 6.24 it is evident that the fixed edge scheme provides improved efficiency 
as a result of switching events occurring at a zero-current crossing, a reduced RMS 
series-inductor current (as a result of the reduced excitation waveform duty-cycle), and 
a reduced switching frequency (since the system is forced to commutate in phase with 
the resonant current). 
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6.12 Conclusion 
A control strategy for the LCC inductively-smoothed resonant converter is presented. 
The methodology is advantageous in that it initially linearises the steady-state input-to-
output conversion ratio and, secondly, the large-signal converter dynamics become 
predominantly 3rd order. At present, no other reported control methodology can boast 
such simple linear behaviour. Through the well-defined behaviour of the power-factor 
controlled converter, the design of an additional controller to obtain closed-loop output-
. 
voltage/current control, is greatly simplified, allowing robust and/or well documented 
adaptive control methods to be applied. This, therefore, addresses one of the main 
drawbacks for the use of resonant converters viz. the lack of literature on robust control 
of such systems. A further switching scheme is also proposed with reduced switching 
bandwidth, RMS series-inductor current, and approximately similar large signal 
behaviour to that of a power-factor controlled converter. 
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Chapter 7 - Observer-based Output Voltage Regulation 
of Resonant Converters 
A novel control strategy has been developed in Chapter 6 such that traditional linear 
control techniques can be readily applied to resonant converters. Here, the control of 
resonant converters from an alternative perspective is explored. Specifically, the 
application of an observer-based control scheme is investigated [7.1-7.2]. A control 
methodology is proposed that allows for the elimination of isolated feedback sensors, 
thereby reducing complexity and cost, facilitating the use of feed-forward control action 
to accommodate the effects of output load variations, and the detection of output short-
circuit fault conditions. Both simulated results and measurements from a prototype 
converter, are included, to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed techniques for 
enhanced regulation and disturbance rejection dynamics when the converter is subjected 
to transient load changes. Although 3rd order converters are specifically considered, 
ultimately, the proposed techniques are again applicable to a wide range of other 
resonant converter topologies. 
7.1 Introduction 
Classically, in order to regulate the output of a power supply, the voltage (or current) is 
measured and employed in a feedback control loop to provide an output that is 
insensitive to changes in the load or primary supply. However, for reasons of safety, 
electromagnetic compatibility and electromagnetic interference suppression, some form 
of signal isolation is normally required between the sensed converter output, and the 
control circuitry, that can constitute a significant proportion of the component and 
production costs. 
An alternative approach, proposed here, is to employ a state-observer to estimate the 
(nominally) isolated output of a converter, from a model of the dominant system 
dynamics and measurements of the non-isolated voltages and currents [7.3-7.4]. 
Previously, similar techniques have been reported [7.4] to estimate the inductor current 
from the measured inductor voltage, for incorporation within the current-mode control-
loop of a buck converter. A feature of such state-estimators, however, is that their 
dynamics are assumed to have a much greater bandwidth than the dominant dynamics 
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of the converter and input/load disturbances, thereby enabling the observed estimates to 
be employed directly as part of a closed-loop feedback system. Thus, the effects of 
exogenous disturbances can be accommodated without the dynamics of the observer 
contributing significantly to the resulting closed-loop system response. 
The dominant output dynamics of classical, hard-switched converters are, for the most 
part, governed by the time constant of the output filter, with the average values of the 
non-isolated voltages and currents being employed for the calculation of observer 
estimates. This has significant practical advantages for the digital implementation of the 
observer since comparatively low sample rates can be employed, thereby facilitating the 
use of low cost digital processing hardware. 
For resonant converters, however, where high switching frequencies (typically, in the 
range 100kHz to 2.6MHz) are employed to excite a tank circuit close to its resonant 
frequency, in order to facilitate low-loss switching of the power devices, the 
(nominally) non-isolated voltages and currents, which are of interest for use in observer 
calculations, vary sinusoidally at the switching frequency. This, therefore, precludes the 
direct use of the relatively basic sensing/signal-processing circuitry employed when 
implementing observers for hard-switched converter counterparts. A method of 
addressing this problem is to employ a classical Luenberger observer for output voltage 
estimation by assuming that the dominant dynamics of the converter, for control 
purposes, are governed by the output filter, and that the envelopes of the high-frequency 
tank voltages and currents contain sufficient information to accurately predict the output 
voltage. Whilst the underlying principles of this technique have been previously 
reported in [7.5], along with experimental validation, it is constrained to a treatment of 
the much simpler capacitively-smoothed converter (without a filter inductor), and the 
linear state-estimation scheme considered was only able to accommodate constant load 
operation. 
Here then, the application of an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), is proposed, to 
simultaneously estimate both the output-voltage and the output-load, RL of the more 
complex 3rd-order LCC inductively-smoothed resonant converter, shown in Figure 7.1, 
from measurements of the non-isolated tank voltages and currents. The resulting 
estimates are subsequently employed as part of a closed-loop control scheme for output 
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voltage regulation. Furthermore, the addition of a feed-forward control element is 
shown to enhance the disturbance rejection perfonnance of the converter when subject 
to transient load changes, by utilising the observed estimate of RL• 
[---'I~-'-------"'ri"l f"c~-""""r~~"l 
~~c=~, " ~~~,~~ 
1. __ ........................... ):.= .................. . 
Vcs vCpt 
vrcpt 
Figure 7.1 - 3rd -order Lee inductively-smoothed resonant converter 
(including parasitic elements) 
The bandwidth of the realised EKF is designed to be much higher than that of the output 
filter and the resulting closed-loop perfonnance is therefore commensurate to that 
obtained when utilising a controller based on isolated feedback. 
The classical structure of a closed-loop regulated, isolated power supply, is shown in 
Figure 7.2(a), whilst the structure of the proposed observer-based scheme, is shown in 
Figure 7 .2(b). 
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Figure 7.2 - Closed-loop feedback regulation schemes including Voltage Controlled 
Oscillator (VCO) (aJ classical converter with isolatedfeedback sensors, and (b) 
proposed observer-based converter with feed-forward to enhance load disturbance 
rejection performance 
7.2 Prototype converter 
To provide a focus to the investigation, a prototype converter has been designed to meet 
the specifications given in Table 7.1, using the design procedure for 3rd-order LCC 
resonant converters described in [7.6-7.8]. Note that the design procedures presented in 
this thesis, see chapters 3 & 4, were developed after the work presented in this chapter, 
hence an alternative design methodology is utilised. Measured component values for the 
converter are summarised in Table 7.n, and the frequency response characteristics of 
the converter, for the specified load conditions, are given in Figure 7.3. For 
completeness, results obtained from SPICE simulations of the converter, under steady-
state operation, and including the effects of parasitic elements in the circuit, are also 
included in Figure 7.3. 
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Table 7.1 
Prototype LCC resonant converter specification 
Input voltage range Vdc 36~42V 
Output voltage Vo l2V 
Load RL 8~40Q 
Nominal switching frequency Is 150kHz 
Table 7.11 
Measured component values of prototype LCC resonant converter 
Series tank inductor 
Series tank capacitor 
Parallel tank capacitor 
Transformer turns ratio 
Filter inductor (current o/p) 
Filter capacitor 
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Figure 7.3 - Comparison of experimental and SPIC;:O simulatedfrequency response of 
prototype 3rd order LCC inductively-smoothed resonant converter 
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7.3 Sensing of primary-side variables 
As previously described, the adoption of a resonant tank as the primary power transfer 
mechanism in resonant converters significantly complicates the use of digital observer 
schemes, since the resonant tank voltages and currents vary cyclically at the switching 
frequency (typically > lOOkHz}-Figure 7.4 shows typical voltage and current 
wavefonns. Moreover, as seen, the waveforms are not necessarily sinusoidal, or 
rectangular, due to the action of the rectifier and output filter, see Chapters 3 and 4 
[7.8]. As noted in [7.2- 7.3], after start-up, the transient behaviour of the tank voltages 
and currents are influenced, to a great extent, by the transient characteristics of the 
output filter and load. In this case, it is the 'envelopes' of the primary-side voltages and 
currents that are of key importance, and the bandwidth of the envelopes is dictated by 
the output filter bandwidth, which, by its very nature, is much lower than the resonant 
frequency of the tank. Consequently, by measuring the relatively low frequency 
'behavioural' characteristics of the tank voltages and currents, a discrete-time 
observer/control scheme need only employ sampling frequencies that are commensurate 
with those of classical hard-switched power converters, thereby allowing the use of 
similar computational and interface hardware. 
Specifically, for the converter under consideration, the variables of interest are ltp and 
V Cp (see Figure 7.1), which are measured via the use of a low-cost current sense resistor 
and a potential divider network, respectively. 
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7.4 Dynamic model of inductively-smoothed converter 
As discussed, since the dynamics of the output filter stage are, in general, of much 
lower bandwidth than those of the resonant tank, measurements from the non-isolated 
side of the converter are rectified, and averaged, prior to being processed by the 
observer. From Figure 7.1, and the application of basic network theory, the output filter 
dynamics are given by: 
-1 1 
[~:]= C~~L C; [~:]+ L [~]V, 
Lf (7.1) 
y=[o l{~:] 
where Vt is considered to be the cycle-by-cyc1e mean of the voltage presented to the 
filter inductor. It should be noted, that, whilst Vt is shown as an isolated variable, in 
Figure 7.1, its envelope is obtained from taking the absolute value, averaging, and 
appropriately scaling the parallel capacitor voltage, Vcp, which is a non-isolated 
variable, as required-see also Figure 7.2(b). Note that the output-filter capacitance is 
assumed constant i.e the load does not provide significant additional reactive 
component. 
For the EKF to accurately predict the output voltage when subject to load variations, RL 
must also be an observed quantity. Under the assumption that the load resistance 
changes relatively slowly, i.e. dRddt=O, the model (7.1) is augmented with a new state, 
a=IIRL as follows: , 
-a 1 0 -
[V~ ] Cf Cf [~]+ ;, mv/ i: = -1 0 0 Lf 
0 0 0 (7.2) 
y=[O 1 [v~ ] 0] I; 
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Since V Cf is effectively the output voltage, and a is an estimation of the load, an 
observer scheme to estimate the states of (7.2) provides sufficient infonnation for 
closed-loop control purposes. 
For a fixed load, the dynamics matrix is a constant, allowing linear observer principles 
to be applied, as in [7.5]. However, to accommodate variations in the load, (7.2) must be 
used, which is non-linear, and requires the adoption of non-linear state observer 
techniques. A further complication is that the representation in (7.2) does not provide a 
fully observable realisation for fixed values of RL • However, by noting that both V Cfand 
a are dependent on RL, an alternative, observable fonnulation is readily obtained at the 
expense of introducing an additional term in the dynamics matrix: 
-a 
2Cf 
-1 
1 
Cf 
0 
0 
-VCf 
2Cf 
0 (7.3) 
0 
Applying the Euler transfonnation, an equivalent discrete-time model of (7.3) is 
obtained (7.4), where the square bracketed terms denote discrete-time states: 
x[k+ 1] = Adx[k] + BdU[k] where, 
1- a1.T !!:.T - V Cf!!:.T 
2Cj Cf 2Cf 
,Bd =_1 [:T] Ad= -!!:.T 1 0 
Lf Lf 0 
0 0 1 
(7.4) 
For the inductively-smoothed converter, the discrete-time output equation is given by: 
(7.5) 
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7.S Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) 
The EKF is an extension of the well-known Kalman Filter (KF) [7.9], and has evolved 
specifically for systems described by non-linear equations. Although no formal stability 
and tuning procedures are available for initialising the EKF, its use is, nevertheless, 
widespread, in the hope that some of the optimal properties attributed to the KF, for 
linear systems, can be transferred to non-linear systems. 
Since the underlying predictor-corrector principles of the EKF, are well documented 
[7.10-7.13], only the algorithmic structure of the EKF is summarised here, for 
completeness, in Figure 7.5, where the 'Kalman gain', K, is updated during each 
sampling period to minimise the error covariance between the system states and the 
estimator states, from a knowledge of the measured input and output data. 
~~_. __ ... J_"-L ___ j_._ .. ~:.~_t:~ ___ !. ___ .l_z_HL_:_.~_(~ __ J ____ : .. '-~~~/:..~.t_ 
Initial estimate of £0/0 ,the error covariance p.,Q and R ,and the coupling matrix r 
1 J, I 
Prediction Correction 
Determine new system matrices Determine Kalman gain 
Ad, Bd K k +1 = Pk+I,tCd T[CdPk+I,tCd T + Rrl 
Determine state Employ correction on prediction of states 
Xk+llk = AdXklk + Bduk Xk+lIk+1 = Xk+llk +Kk+I(Zk+1 -CdXk+llk) 
Determine Error Covariance Determine error covariance 
T Q T P k+11k = AdPklkAd + r r Pk+llk+1 =[I-Kk+ICd]Pk+llk 
I f 
Figure 7.5 - Structure of the EKF (z is the vector of measured outputs) 
7.6 Simulated and measured results 
For comparison purposes, a Luenberger observer designed to be operated with a fixed 
load, as described in [7.5], is also considered, in order to clearly highlight the benefits of 
the proposed EKF solution. The discrete-time eigenvalues of the linear Luenberger 
observer, which govern the estimation error-convergence dynamics, are designed for a 
constant output load of 1611 and are assigned to be 1..=[-0.75,0.75] which were found to 
provide the best error-convergence dynamics. Both the EKF and classical Luenberger 
observers are realised using a sampling frequency of 1 kHz. 
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Due to the lack of fonnal tuning procedures, initial values for the EKF covariance 
matrices are detennined empirically (as is commonplace), from simulation studies, 
giving rise to the following initial conditions: 
rQrT =[~ ~ ~ 1 
o 0 lxlO-2 
R=O.l (7.6) 
p. =lXlO-{~ o 0] 1 0 
o 1 
A simulation study is undertaken using the converter model and observers described 
above, simulated to steady-state, giving an output voltage of 12V with a 160 load, and 
subsequently subjected to transient load variations of between 160-+80-+160 at 
150ms intervals, whilst maintaining a constant switching frequency. The estimated RL 
resulting from the EKF during the transient load change, is shown in Figure 7.6(a), and 
demonstrates excellent state convergence. Notably, the EKF load estimation provides a 
faster response time to that generated by utilising the absolute average sensor 
measurements directly (JI VCp / ltp), tenned 'Calculated' in Figure 7.6(b). When 
calculating the load directly from the sensor measurements, the load estimation has a 
slower response due to the presence of the output filter. The output filter inductor, Lj, 
reduces the instantaneous effects of any change in load resistance upon the load current, 
thereby having a 'delayed' effect on VCp. The net result is a relatively slow calculation 
of RL from measurements. The EKF, however, employs a model of the output filter 
along with measurements to provide a more rapid estimate. 
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Figure 7.6 - Simulation results comparing applied load and (a) EKF observed 
(b) Calculated load resistance (N2 VCpl l ip) 
Figure 7.7 compares measurements of output voltage from the prototype converter with 
estimates from both the EKF and Luenberger observers, from which, it can be seen that 
the EKF observer provides superior performance to the Luenberger observer, in all 
respects. In particular, when the load resistance deviates from the nominal 16Q design 
value, which was assumed for the design of Luenberger, the accuracy of the output 
voltage estimate deteriorates markedly, whilst the EKF observer, which incorporates the 
observed value of RL, does not suffer such degradation. 
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Figure 7. 7 - Simulation study comparing measured output voltage with 
(aJ EKF and (b) Luenberger observed output voltage 
[Note that the term measured here refers to the simulated actual output voltage of the 
converter, as opposed to the simulated estimator output voltage) 
From a practical perspective, in order to ensure that the observers accurately estimate 
the output voltage and load resistance, consideration must also be given to the effects of 
additional parasitic elements in the circuit, Figure 7.1, since they can significantly 
influence the operation of the resonant tank [7.7,7.14]. Typically, for low-voltage 
converters, it is necessary to at least account for the diode forward voltage and filter 
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parasitics. In this case, an on-state voltage of O.74V and a lumped 1.28(1 output filter 
inductor resistance, is assumed, which, together with a knowledge of the estimated 
output current, allows the output voltage estimate to be appropriately modified without 
further complicating the EKF and Luenberger observer implementations. 
Since the noise present in the practical system is substantially larger, the initial noise 
and covariance matrices are subsequently modified to be: 
[IXIO-' 0 lx~o-,l rQrT = 0 0.1 0 0 
R=O.1 (7.7) 
p. =IXIO-'[~ 0 ~l 1 0 
This has the detrimental effect of reducing the EKF estimation dynamics as can be seen 
in Figures 7.8 & 7.9, compare with Figures 7.7 & 7.6 respectively. 
Figure 7.8 compares the estimated output voltage from the EKF and Luenberger 
observers, with measurements from the prototype converter, from which it will be seen 
that the Luenberger observer again fails to accurately predict the output voltage when 
the load resistance varies from the nominal value of 16(1. The EKF observer, 
conversely, maintains its accuracy throughout, a consequence of the ability to accurately 
estimate the changing load resistance in real time, shown in Figure .7.9(a). Furthermore, 
it can be seen that utilising the sensor measurements to directly estimate load resistance 
(N VCp /Itp) again provides relatively poor results that are corrupted by noise, Figure 
7.9(b). The noise is a consequence of aliasing due to sampling the absolute value of the 
averaged quantities that contain remnant high frequency ripple components. 
Note that the delay between measured and EKF estimated output voltage in Figure 7.8 
can cause significant control difficulties. As a result of the noise present in the system, 
the EKF must compromise between accuracy of output voltage and accuracy of load 
estimate. The EKF in Figure 7.8 is tuned for fast load estimation. 
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Figure 7.8 - Experimental result showing a comparison of measured and 
(a) EKF (b) Luenberger observed output voltage 
[Note that the term measured here now refers to the practically measured output 
voltage of the converter, as opposed to the practically measured 
estimator output voltage) 
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Figure 7.9 - Experimental results comparing applied and (aJ EKF based observed 
(b) Calculated load resistance (N2 VCplltp) 
In order to appraise the steady-state perfonnance of the EKF based observer the 
converter is operated over an extended output-voltage range, from 5V to 13V, and an 
extended load range, from 80 to 32Q, at 1 V and 80 intervals, respectively. Figure 7.10 
shows the resulting error between the estimated and measured load resistance, for 
various output voltage levels, from which it will be seen that the prediction errors are 
<12%. Moreover, estimates of output voltage were <2% of that measured at the output 
for all operating conditions. 
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Figure 7.10 - Steady-state error of load resistance estimation 
7.7 Short-circuit detection 
A convenient attribute of the series-parallel loaded converter topology is that it 
possesses the output short-circuit characteristics of the series resonant converter, in that 
the resonant frequency reduces with increasing load. Thus, the use of a non-linear state-
estimation scheme, as presented, provides the additional advantage of enabling an 
output short-circuit condition to be detected without the need for additional sensors, 
thereby facilitating remedial action to be taken to prevent catastrophic failure of the 
converter. By way of example, estimates of RL from the EKF observer, in response to a 
sudden short-circuit at the output of the prototype converter, are shown in Figure 7.11, 
where, a resistance of OQ indicates a short-circuit at the output. The steady-state error of 
O.5Q in the load estimation during short-circuit, is a result of the lumped parasitic model 
becoming less accurate during this mode of operation. The rise- and fall-times of == 
15ms and 18ms, respectively, demonstrate that such faults can be rapidly detected to 
allow remedial action to be taken, such as increasing the switching frequency [7.15] or 
using harmonic excitation of the tank [7.16]. However, whilst some degree of control of 
the estimate convergence may be obtained by varying element (3,3) of rQr T (see 
(7.6)), the trade-off for this additional bandwidth is increased susceptibility to 
measurement noise. In particular, decreasing element (3,3) indicates more noise is 
present on the measured signal (voltage) and more emphasis should be placed on the 
system model and states for corrective action. 
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Figure 7.11 - Comparison of actual, and EKF observed, load resistance 
during transient short-circuit of the output 
7.8 Closed-loop regulation 
To benefit from the application of state-observers, the resulting estimates must facilitate 
closed-loop regulation of the converter to provide a stable output. Thus, the prototype 
converter is used to provide a regulated closed-loop output of 12V, and its dynamic 
performance evaluated by subjecting it to sudden changes in load between 80 and 400, 
at 150ms intervals. A basic proportional-plus-integral (P+I) scheme is implemented to 
provide nominal regulation, see Figure 7.2 for a block diagram of the closed loop 
system. Additionally, the control action is augmented by feeding forward a proportion 
of the estimated load resistance from the EKF observer, thereby effectively 
implementing a composite feed-backlfeed-forward control scheme, as illustrated in 
Figure 7.2(b). 
The load resistance estimates, from the EKF, are shown in Figure 7.12, which are seen 
to correlate extremely well with measured values, albeit with increased noise sensitivity 
to 20% pk-pk, as converter operation tends to the open-circuit condition. 
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Figure 7.13 - Closed-loop regulation performance of converter under sudden load 
changes, both with and without feed-forward of estimated load resistance 
The corresponding regulation perfonnance of the converter, when subject to the load 
variations, is shown in Figure 7.13, where the benefit of incorporating a proportion of 
the EKF estimated load resistance, into the control action (giving a feed-forward 
contribution), is evident. ill particular, it can be seen that the feed-forward action can 
enhance the transient response with regard to both damping (reduces peak under-/over-
shoot) and settling time. Note however that a much lower bandwidth controller is used 
hence the large overshoot and large time base. The results presented are simply proof of 
principle. It is also interesting to note the effect of the feed-forward action on the 
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primary side transfonner current, Figure 7.14, in that the current envelope has a much 
smaller rise time, and marginally smaller fall time when feed-forward action is utilised. 
This is consistent with the improved output voltage regulation perfonnance shown 
previously in Figure 7.13. Moreover, the noise on the measurements is a consequence 
of feed-forward action of the controller, resulting from the use of estimates of load 
resistance, from the EKF, and which, from Figure 7.12, can be seen to be more noise 
prone for high resistance estimates. 
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7.9 Conclusion 
The application of a discrete-time EKF to estimate the output voltage of a 3rd-order 
LCC converter which is subject to variable load conditions, has been proposed, and 
demonstrated. Although resonant converters operate at high-switching frequencies, it 
has been shown that a digital observer/controller can be implemented using relatively 
low sample rates by utilising measurements of non-isolated peak- and averaged- values 
of the resonant circuit currents and voltages. 
Measurements from a prototype converter show that the proposed EKF observer can 
provide accurate estimates of the output voltage, and load resistance, over a wide 
operating envelope. Moreover, perfonnance comparisons, based on measurements from 
the proposed EKF state-estimation scheme and those from a classical linear Luenberger-
type observer, show that the EKF observer provides significant perfonnance benefits. In 
addition, it has been shown that the added flexibility afforded by incorporating 
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estimates of the load into a closed-loop control scheme, by virtue of using feedforward 
control action, can significantly improve the settling time and damping of the output 
voltage when the converter is subject to load transients. 
Although an EKF based estimation scheme has been demonstrated to have useful 
properties, alternative estimation schemes should be investigated since there is much 
room for improved dynamics and enhanced noise immunity. 
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Chapter 8 - Conclusions and Future work 
8.1 Conclusions 
This thesis has developed techniques for the design, analysis and control of LeC 
resonant converters. Specifically, Chapter 3 has considered the design of LeC 
inductively-smoothed resonant converters by extending the underlying principles of 
classical FMA. The resulting design process provides simple equations relating 
component values to design specifications. Of note, is that the analysis demonstrates 
that the output-current of the converter tends to a constant value as the load resistance is 
increased and the converter switched at the resonant frequency - a very useful 
characteristic for current-source applications such as aluminium anodising, for instance. 
Chapter 4 focuses on the design and analysis of the LeC capacitively-smoothed variant. 
Using a state-plane analysis technique, a generalised set of equations relates the 
behavioural characteristics of the converter to the tank gain at the resonant frequency 
and the resonant tank capacitor ratio. Converters with similar tank gain at the resonant 
frequency and capacitor ratio are then shown to behave identically, from a steady-state 
normalised perspective, allowing a number of design curves to be derived for 
component value selection, electrical stresses, and switching frequency requirements as 
the load is varied and the converter gain regulated at a nominal level. Both design 
methodologies provide considerable new insight into the behaviour of resonant 
converters, and greatly simplify their design. For instance, it was demonstrated how to 
select preferred component values with minimum impact on the converter behaviour. 
Chapter 5 considers the high speed transient analysis of LeC inductively-smoothed 
resonant converters. The method is shown to provide simulation results a l00x faster 
than for component based integration methods such as SPICE, at the expense of 
providing only the waveform envelopes. By reducing the protracted simulation times, 
such techniques greatly aid the designer during an iterative design process. Chapter 6 
extends the transient analysis technique presented in Chapter 5, to provide a novel 
control methodology that linearises the overall resonant converter behaviour. This 
addresses one of the main drawbacks for the use of resonant converters viz. the lack of 
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literature and tools for the simple, robust control of such systems. Chapter 7, 
alternatively, considered control of resonant converters when the cost of isolated sensors 
are prohibitive, thereby requiring observer based techniques to be realised. It was shown 
that the output resistance and output filter states can be quickly estimated whilst using 
low sampling rates, allowing for cost effective control methods to be applied. 
8.2 Future work 
A number of key ideas for future research have been identified. For instance, the LCC 
capacitively-smoothed analysis, presented in Chapter 4, could be developed into a 
constrained optimisation problem. As an example, it would be useful to obtain the 
'minimum cost' solution for given power specifications. Alternatively, when considering 
equation (4.6), if it were possible to maintain the frRLC p product, the tank gain at the 
resonant frequency (Gtr) would remain constant. Although this may appear unfeasible, 
as discussed within the literature review (Chapter 2) some authors have indeed varied 
the components in the resonant tank via use of voltage-controlled capacitors or current-
controlled inductors. If the converter could be switched continuously at the resonant 
frequency, with all regulation control achievable through resonant tank component 
control, part-load efficiencies could be greatly enhanced since power flow from source 
to tank at resonance would be purely real (no circulating currents). Additionally, the 
power-factor control technique, presented in Chapter 6, requires further analysis for 
alternative converter topologies. The LeC inductively-smoothed converter was shown 
to behave in a predominately 3rd order dynamic manner under the power-factor control 
scheme. Since the capacitively-smoothed converter topology consists of one less 
reactive component in the output-filter, it would be useful to know whether the order of 
the dynamics would reduce likewise, or indeed increase. Within Chapter 6, alternative 
switching schemes were provided. The fixed rising edge scheme appeared to offer 
significant promise for the minimisation of converter losses by reducing converter 
bandwidth and through additional ZCS. The technique, however, has reduced linearity 
when compared to the power-factor control scheme. If, however, IV.r(t)Iu(t)dtcould 
be calculated in real-time, the power-flow into the converter could be accurately 
controlled, thereby allowing simple linearization procedures to be applied. Although 
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obtaining the time integral may appear unreasonable, if the supply-voltage is assumed to 
vary slowly compared to the switching frequency, it may be removed from the integral, 
and the voltage across the series-capacitor provides the required information. Chapter 6 
also provided further insight into the limitations of the uni-directional power flow from 
tank to output-filter. Output-voltage regulation dynamics for the inductively-smoothed 
topology could be greatly enhanced via the use of a bi-directional rectifier. The work in 
Chapter 7 could be developed by considering alternative estimator schemes and their 
relative merits. Other more general ideas should also be considered, for instance, 
performing an analysis such as that provided in Chapter 4, for the change of converter 
states over a given switching period, thus allowing for a high sped transient solution to 
be obtained. A mixed s-z description of the converter may also enable the development 
ofan alternative analysis methodology [8.1]. 
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Appendix A - Analysis of LCC Capacitively-smoothed 
resonant converter during heavy loading operation 
Equations (4.38),(4.39) can be solved simultaneously to give: 
Q _ Vdc Go{2Go - fJ2Gtr -1)-1) 
Ml - 4/, /, N 2 R 
r m L 
(AI) 
(A2) 
Since all the tank current flows through Cs: 
1 
Vro_ (tM4 )=-Ves (O)=Ves (0)+-{-QMl+QM2+QM3) 
""'M4 M2 M2 C 
s 
(A3) 
An expression for Ves at the start ofM2 can be obtained from (4.6), (4.7), (4.39), (AI), 
(A.2), (A.3) as follows: 
V. (0)= -AVdc Go{I+{2Gtr -l)fm) 
Crll2 (2G tr -1 )fm (A.4) 
An expression for ILs during Ml is determined by noting that Ce = Cs, since the VCr is 
clamped, see Figure 4.9(a), 
ILlIII(t)=jMlsin(~ 1 (f-fMll]=jMlsin(~ A (f-fMl l ] LsCe LsCp (A5) 
At the end ofMI, VLs is given by: 
V (0) = L diuAlI (tM!) = Vdc + NV - v: (o) 
14112 s dt 2 0 CrAiZ (A6) 
Substituting (4.36), (A4) into (A6) and solving for the derivative gives: 
dl LlII2 (0) Vdc VdcGo AVdcGo {I + (2Gtr -1)fm) 
-.::..::...-- = - + --+ -=.........;"-;'----'----7-----'-~ 
dt 2Ls Ls Ls (2Gtr -l)fm 
(A7) 
Equating the derivative in (A.7) with the time derivative in (A.5), at t=tMI, and solving 
for j Ml gives: 
(A8) 
It is now possible to calculate the time spent in Ml (tMI). Substituting (4.6), (AI), 
(A.5), (A.8) into (4.1) and solving for tMI gives: 
1 Ls 2Gtr -1 -l( fm{2Gtr -IXl+2Go)+4AGo 2 J 
tMI = 2N RLAfr cos fm{2Gtr -lXl+2{A+l)Go)+2AGo 
(A.9) 
Substituting (A.8),(A.9) into (A.5) gives Irs during MI. 
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The tank current during M2 is now derived by noting that during M2 Ce is the series 
combination of Cs and Cp , see Figure 4.9(b). The tank current then takes the fonn: 
" '(frfJ A .(~+IJ 1LrJll (t) = 1M2 sm t -- = 1M2 sm t --LsCe LsCp (A.I0) 
Equating the time derivative of (A. 1 0) at t=O to (A.7), and solving for j M2 provides: 
j = Vdc {fm{2Gtr -IXI + 2(A + I)GJ+ 2AGJ = j ~ A (All) 
M2 4fmN~RJA+I)Lsfr(2Gtr -1) MI A+l 
and, substituting (4.6),( 4.39),(A.I O),(AII) into (4.1) and solving for 1M2 gives: 
1 Ls 2Gtr -1 ( -1(fm{2Gtr -lX-l+2(1+A)Go)-2AGo JJ 
tM2 = 2N RL(A+l)fr 1l'-COS fm{2G
tr 
-IXl+2{A+l)GJ+2AG
o 
(A12) 
1Ls at the end of M2 is obtained by substituting (4.6),(A.ll ),(A12) into (AIO) (i.e t 
=tM2)' 
I LrJl3 (0) = ;; (A 13) 
The derivative of ILs at the end of M2 is obtained by substituting (4.6),(A.ll),(A.12) 
into the time derivative of (AI 0) (i.e t =tM2)' 
dILrJl3 (0) _ Vdc {fm{2Gtr -lXI-2(A+l)GJ+2AGJ 
dt - 2Ls(2Gtr -I)fm 
(A.14) 
During M3, Ce = Cs see Figure 4.9(c), and, by application of Laplace transfonns, the 
tank current during M3 will have the following fonn: 
I LrJl3 (t) = j M3 co{t~ 1 +;J = j M3 cos(t~ A +;J LsCe LsCp 
L C (dI UM3 (0))2 
" s P dt 
where 1M3 = Iu (0) 1 + 2 Al3 A I (0) 
uAl3 
(A.1S) 
= _tan-l ( 1 {L,Cp dJ"., (OlJ 
; I LrAl3 (0) A dt 
dI (0) 
where I Ls (0) , LrAl3 are the initial conditions of the mode and have been 
Al3 dt 
calculated in (A.13),(A.I4) respectively. Substituting (4.6),(A.13),(A.14) into (A.1S) 
provides the expression for 1Ls during M3. 
The magnitude of IL (t) is as follows: Al3 
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Substituting (4.6),(A.2),(A.13),(A.14),(A.15),(A.16) into (4.1) and solving for tM3 
finally provides the time spent in M3: 
1 
tM3 = -2N- '-~-"----"-I 
sin -1 --;=======f.;;::J .... 2G:?tr=-==1 X ...... -=I=+=2G=o==)+=4=G=o 2=A= __ 
...---r-~I fm 2 (2Gtr -1) 4{A+l)Go2 +4{A+l}Go -8Go +1 
... + fm{2Gtr -1)4GoA{2{A -1}Go + 1)+4A2Go2 (A.I7) 
-1(.[i(Jm{2Gtr -IX-l+2{I+A)GJ-2AGJJ 
... -tan 4~fJ2Gtr -1)AG)2AGo + fJ2Gtr -t» 
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Appendix B - Analysis of LCC Capacitively-smoothed 
resonant converter during light loading operation 
Equations (4.40),(4.41) can be solved simultaneously to give the following: 
Q = VdcGJ2Go - fm (2Gtr -1)+ 1) Ml 4 # # N 2R J,J m L 
Q - VdcGo 
M2 = 2# # N 2R 
JmJ, L 
Q _ VdcGJ2Go + fm (2Gtr -1)+ I) 
M3 - 4# # N 2R 
J,Jm L 
(B.I) 
(B.2) 
(B.3) 
Since all the tank current flows though Cs. the change in V Cs during the positive half-
cycle of the tank current is: 
1 
VCSMS (tMS ) = -Vcs3 (0) = VCSM3 (O)+C{-QMI -QM2 +QM3) 
s 
(B.4) 
VCr at the start ofM3 follows from (4.6),(4. 7),(B.I ),(B.2),(B.3),(B.4): 
v. (0) = -AVdcGo{I+{2Gtr -I)fJ 
CJM3 (2G tr -I )fm (B.S) 
Notably, this is the same for V Cs at the start of M2 for operation under heavy loading 
(B.4). 
During M2, Ce = Cs, see Figure 4.11 (b), and: 
Iii" (I) = fM' 8m( ~ L,~p (HM,)J (B.6) 
At the end ofM2, VLs is given by: 
V (t
M2
) = L dlLsM2 (tM2 ) = Vdc + NV - V,,_ (0) (B.7) 
UM2 s dt 2 0 '-'".v 3 
Substituting (4.36),(B.5)into (B. 7) and solving for the derivative gives: 
dIuM2(tM2) Vdc VdcGo AVdc Go(I+(2Gtr -I)fm) 
=-+--+ ( ) (B.8) dt 2Ls Ls Ls 2Gtr -I fm 
Equating the derivative of (B.6) at t=tM2 with (B.g) and solving for j M2 provides: 
A Vdc (f)2Gtr -IXI+2(A+I)GJ+2AGJ 
1M2 = 
4fmN.JRLALsf,{2Gtr -1) (B.9) 
Again, this is the same result as for j MI during heavily loaded operation. 
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The time spent in M2 (1M2) can be obtained by substituting (4.6),(B.2),(B.6),(B.9) into 
(4.1) and solving for tM2: 
t =- cos 1 Ls 2Gtr -1 -1(fm{2Gtr -IXl+2{A+l)GJ-2AGoJ 
M2 2N RLAfr fm{2Gtr -IXl+2{A+l)Go)+2AGo 
(B.IO) 
Substituting (B.9),(B.I 0) into (B.6) also gives lLs during M2. 
lLs at the start of M2 is now be calculated by substituting (4.6),(8.9),(8.10) into (8.6) 
and evaluating at t=O, giving: 
(B.11) 
The derivative at the start of M2 is similarly found by substituting (4.6),(B.9},(B.l O) 
into the derivative of (B.6) and evaluating at t=O. 
dl UJl2 (0) = Vdc (fm(2Gtr -1)(2Go{1 + A)+ I) - 2GoA) = dl UJlI (tMI ) 
dt 2fm(2Gtr -I)Ls dt 
(B.12) 
lLs during M3 is obtained by noting that Ce is the series combination of Cs and c;, (see 
Figure 4.ll(c) and equation (4.9)}, and, therefore: 
A '(RiJ A • (Hf+IJ lUJI] (t) = 1M3 sm t -- = 1M3 sm t --LsCe LsCp (B.l3) 
Equating the derivative of lLs at the start of M3 with that at the end of M2, gives i Al3' 
Consequently, equating the derivative of (B.13) at t=O with (B.8) (the derivative of 
(B.6) at t=tM2), and solving for j M3' ultimately provides: 
1 = Vdc {fJ2Gtr -IXI+2(A+I)GJ+2AGJ =1 ~ A 
M3 4fmN~RJA+I)Lsf,.(2Gtr -I) M2 A+l (B.l4) 
Finally, substituting (B.14) into (B. 13) gives lLs during M3, and substituting 
(4.6),(B.3),(B.13),(B.14) into (4.1) and solving for tM3 gives: 
1 Ls 2Gtr -1 -l( fm{2Gtr -1)-2Go{1+2{A+1)Go) J t =- cos 
MJ 2N RL{A+l)fr fm{2Gtr -IXl+2{A+l)Go)+2AGo 
(B.15) 
ILs at the end of M3 is obtained by substituting (4.6),(B.14),(8.15) (i.e t =tM3) into 
(B.13), as follows: 
G
o
((GO(A+l)+I)/m 2 (2Gtr _1)2 + (2Go (A+l) + 1)/", (2G" -1») 
V
tk ••• -(2Go +l)Go(2Go(A+l)-A+l I LlJl3 (1],f3) = -2 J-HT.-
m 
1-~----'-----'--R-f.-L-(;-2G--l-:-)------";'" 
lYJ, L r. tr -
(B.16) 
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The derivative of Irs at the start of M3 is similarly 
(4.6),(B.14),(B.15) (i.e t=tM3) into the derivative of(4.71): 
found by substituting 
dI UJl3 (tM3 ) Vd)fm (2Gtr -1)- 2Go (2(A + 1)00 + 1)) 
dt - 2{2Gtr -1)fmLs (B.17) 
Since the converter is assumed to be operating in steady-state, Irs at the start of Ml is of 
opposite polarity to that at the end ofM3, i.e.: 
I UNI (0) = -I LsM3 (t M3) (B.18) 
and the derivative of Irs at the start of Ml is also related to the derivative of Irs at the 
end ofM3, by: 
dI UMI (0) = _( dI UMl (t M3) - Vdc J 
dt dt Ls (B.19) 
The tank current during M 1 takes the following form: 
A (rEI J I UNI (t) = I Ml cos t vv. + ¢ 
.--------~ 
L C (dILsM ! (O)J
2 
s P dt 
where IMl = IuM ! (0) 1 + () 2 and A + 1 1" rsMI (0) 
(B.20) 
=_tan-l ( 1 LsCp dILsM1(O)] 
tP I UMI (0) (A + 1) dt 
with initial conditions I Ls (0), dI UMI (0) that have been calculated in (B.18),(B.19), 
MI dt 
respectively. Consequently, substituting (4.6),(B.16),(B.17),(B.18),(B.19) into (B.20) 
provides the tank current during the Ml, iUMI (t), and the amplitude is: 
A -Vctc( ~f",2(2G" -If (2 Go (1 + A)+lf + f",(2G" -IX4Go(A+ 2)(2Go(I+A)+l)+4Go2A (B.21) 
~I=_~ ______ ~~~~~~~ ______ --k 
4f .. N RL A+l .I, 2G,,-1 
Substituting (4.6),(B.l ),(B. 16),(B. 17),(B. 18),(B. 19),(B.20) into (4.1) and solving for 1M} 
finally gives: 
sin -I r="7""===="olf .. ;,,;,(2:=G""1r ==-I..,;,;X==2G=o (_A~+ .... I)... +_1 )_-_2G.A __ _ 
f .. 2(2G" -If(2G.(A + 1)+ 1)2 
(B.22) 
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Appendix C - Design curves for alternative A values 
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Figure C.4 -Design curves/or A=2 (a) magnitude response (b) phase response (c) 
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Appendix D - Resonant converter 
schematics/ components 
D.I Gate drive schematics 
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Figure D.l - Gate drive (a) power supply (b) isolation (c) driving stage 
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D.2 Table of components used for Resonant converter power stage 
MOSFETS IRFZ24N 
Rectifier diodes BYV32E150 
Cs 100nF+22nF+6.8nF R 73 Polypropylene 
in parallel 27kV/uS 
Cp 220nF R 73 Polypropylene 
27kV/uS 
Ls 13.6uH 1.8mm Airgap, 14 turns 
ETD29,3C90 
Lr 24uH O.075mm Airgap, 7 turns, 
ETD29,3C90 
Cf 220uF 63V 
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Appendix E - FPGA VHDL Code 
-- TopLevelVHDL 
----Implements Method I and 2 on the FPGA (Method I square wave original, Method -----2 dutycle>O.5 
aprox linearised) 
library ieee; 
use ieee.std_logic_ll64.ALL; 
use ieee. numeric _ std. ALL; 
-- synopsys translate_off 
library UNISIM; 
use UNISIM. V components. ALL; 
-- synopsys translate_on 
entity TopLevelSchem is 
port ( Clock : in std_logic; 
SgnCurrent : in std_logic; 
PF : in std_logic_ vector (7 downto 0); 
SwitchingSigHigh: out std_logic; 
SwitchingSigLow: out std_logic; 
ReduceDelay: in std_logic_vector (5 downto 0); 
DeadTime: in std_logic_vector(5 downto 0) 
); 
end TopLevelSchem; 
architecture BEHAVIORAL ofTopLevelSchem is 
signal HalfPeriodLengthSig: unsigned(9 downto 0):=''0000000000''; 
signalDelayLengthOut : unsigned (10 downto 0):=''00000000000''; 
signal AngleSig: std_logic_vector (II downto 0):="000000000000"; 
signal PhaseSwitchingSig: std_logic; 
signal SelectedSwitchingSig: std_logic; 
signal StartBackUpSig: stdJogic; 
component StartBackUp is 
port ( SgnCurrent: in std_logic; 
Clock: in std_logic; 
Switching: out std_logic); 
end component; 
component HalfPeriodLength 
porte Clock : in std_logic; 
SgnCurrent: in std_logic; 
NumCycles : out unsigned(9 downto 0»; 
end component; 
component DelayLength is 
port (Angle : in std_logic_vector (11 downto 0); 
HalfPeriodLength : in unsigned (9 downto 0); 
NumCycles : out unsigned (10 downto 0); 
Clock: in std_logic); 
end component; 
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component VariableDelay is 
Port ( DelayLength : in unsigned (10 downto 0); 
Clock: in SID_LOGIC; 
SgnCurrent: in STD_LOGIC; 
SwitchingSig: out SID_LOGIC; 
ReduceDelay: in std_Iogic_vector (5 downto 0); 
HaltperiodLength: in unsigned (9 downto 0»; 
end component; 
component Lookupangle 
Port (PF: in std_Iogic_vector (7 downto 0); 
Angle: out std_Iogic_vector (11 downto 0»; 
end component; 
component DeadTimeGen is 
Port ( SwitchingSig : in SID_LOGIC; 
DeadTime : in std_Iogic_vector (5 downto 0); 
SwitchingSigHigh: out SID_LOGIC; 
SwitchingSigLow: out SID_LOGIC; 
Clock: in std_Iogic); 
end component; 
begin 
StartBackUpInst: StartBackUp 
port map( Clock=>Clock, SgnCurrent=>SgnCurrent, Switching=>StartBackUpSig); 
HaltperiodLengthlnst : HaltperiodLength 
port map (Clock=>Clock,SgnCurrent=>SgnCurrent,NumCycles=>HaltperiodLengthSig); 
DelayLengthInst: DelayLength 
port map(Angle=> Anglesig, HaltperiodLength=>HaltperiodLengthSig, 
NumCycles=>DelayLengthOut,Clock => Clock); 
VariabieDeiayInst: VariableDeiay 
port map(DelayLength=>DelayLengthOut, CIock=>CIock, SgnCurrent=>SgnCurrent, 
SwitchingSig=>PhaseSwitchingSig, ReduceDelay=>ReduceDelay, 
HaltperiodLength=>HaltperiodLengthSig); 
LookupangleInst: Lookupangle 
port map( PF=>PF, AngIe=>AngleSig); 
DeadTimeGenInst: DeadTimeGen 
port map ( SwitchingSig =>SeIectedSwitchingSig, DeadTime=>DeadTime, 
SwitchingSigHigh=>SwitchingSigHigh, SwitchingSigLow=>SwitchingSigLow, 
Clock=>Clock); 
pIO: process(StartBackUpSig, PhaseSwitchingSig) is 
begin 
SelectedSwitchingSig<=PhaseSwitchingSig xor StartBackUpSig; 
end process; 
end BERA VIORAL; 
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-- StartBackUp - Ensures that system will begin self oscillation 
library ieee; 
use ieee.suUogic_ll64.ALL; 
use ieee. numeric_std. ALL; 
-- synopsys translate_off 
library UNISIM; 
use UNISIM. V components.ALL; 
-- synopsys translate_on 
entity StartBackUp is 
port ( SgnCurrent: in std_Iogic; 
Clock: in std_Iogic; 
Switching: out std_logic); 
end StartBackUp; 
architecture BEHAVIORAL of StartBackUp is 
signal count1: unsigned(12 downto 0):="0000000000000"; 
signal count2: unsigned(7 downto 0):="00000000"; 
signal NeedStartUp: std_Iogic; 
signal PreviousSgnCurrent: std _logic; 
begin 
pi: process(Clock, SgnCurrent) 
begin 
if risin~ edge( Clock) then 
PreviousSgnCurrent<=SgnCurrent; 
end if; 
if (SgnCurrent='O' and PreviousSgnCurrent='l') or (SgnCurrent='l' and 
PreviousSgnCurrent='O') then 
else 
end if; 
count! <="0000000000000"; 
NeedStartUp<='O'; 
if count! <" 1111111111111" then 
count! <=count! + 1; 
NeedStartUp<='O'; 
else 
NeedStartUp<='l'; 
end if; 
count2<=count2+ 1; 
Switching<= NeedStartUp and count2(7); 
end process pI; 
end BEHAVIORAL; 
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-- HalfPeriodLength - Measures the half period of the current waveform 
library ieee; 
use ieee.std_Iogic_II64.ALL; 
use ieee. numeric _ std.ALL; 
-- synopsys translate_off 
library UNISIM; 
use UNISIM. V components.ALL; 
-- synopsys translate_on 
entity HalfPeriodLength is 
port (Clock : in std_Iogic; 
SgnCurrent : in std_Iogic; 
NumCycles : out unsigned (9 downto 0):="0000000000"); 
end HalfPeriodLength; 
architecture BEHAVIORAL ofHalfPeriodLength is 
signal NumCyc1esTemp: unsigned(10 downto 0):="00000000000"; 
signal PreviousSgnCurrent: std_Iogic; 
begin 
pi: process(Clock) 
variable Count: unsigned(10 downto 0):="00000000000"; 
begin 
if risin~ edge( Clock)then 
Count:=Count+ I; 
PreviousSgnCurrent<=SgnCurrent; 
if SgnCurrent='O' and PreviousSgnCurrent='I' then 
end if; 
end if; 
NumCycles<=Count(IO downto 1); 
Count:="OOOOOOOOOOI "; --We loose 1 cycle otherwise 
end process pi; 
end BEHAVIORAL; 
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-- DelayLength - Calculates the required delays 
library ieee; 
use ieee.std_Iogic_II64.ALL; 
use ieee. numeric _ std.ALL; 
-- synopsys translate_off 
library UNISIM; 
use UNISIM.Vcomponents.ALL; 
-- synopsys translate_on 
entity DelayLength is 
port (Angle : in std_Iogic_vector (II downto 0); 
HalfPeriodLength : in unsigned (9 downto 0); 
NumCycles : out unsigned (10 downto 0); 
Clock: in std_Iogic); 
end DelayLength; 
architecture BEHAVIORAL of DelayLength is 
begin 
p3: process(Clock, Angle, HalfPeriodLength) 
variable temp: unsigned(21 downto 0):="0000000000000000000000"; 
begin 
if rising_ edge( Clock) then 
end if; 
end process p3; 
end BERA VIORAL; 
temp:=( unsigned(Angle)*unsigned(HalfPeriodLength»; 
NumCycles<=temp(21 downto II); 
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-- VariableDelay - Implements the required delays 
library ieee; 
use ieee.std_Iogic_II64.ALL; 
use ieee. numeric _ std. ALL; 
-- synopsys translate_off 
library UNISIM; 
use UNISIM. V components. ALL; 
-- synopsys translate_on 
---- Uncomment the following library declaration if instantiating 
---- any Xilinx primitives in this code. 
entity VariableDelay is 
Port (DelayLength: in unsigned (10 downto 0); 
Clock: in STD_LOGIC; 
SgnCurrent: in STD_LOGIC; 
SwitchingSig: out STD_LOGIC:='I'; 
ReduceDelay: in std_Iogic_vector(5 downto 0); 
HalfPeriodLength: in unsigned (9 downto 0»; 
end VariableDelay; 
architecture behavioral of Variable Delay is 
signal SwitchingSigTemp: std_Iogic:='I'; 
signal StartUp: std_Iogic:='I'; 
signal RaisingCountTemp: unsigned(10 downto 0); 
signal FallingCountTemp: unsigned(IO downto 0); 
signal PreviousSgnCurrent: std_Iogic; 
begin 
p4: process (Clock, SgnCurrent) is 
variable RaisingCountunsigned( I 0 downto 0):=''00000000000''; 
variable FalIingCountunsigned(IO downto 0):=''00000000000''; 
variable DelayLengthTemp:unsigned(10 downto 0):=''00000000000''; 
begin 
end if; 
end process; 
end behavioral; 
if rising_ edge( Clock) then 
PreviousSgnCurrent<=SgnCurrent; 
ifSgnCurrent='O'then 
SwitchingSig<='O'; 
else 
if SgnCurrent='I' and PreviousSgnCurrent='O' then --Raising SgnCurrent edge 
SwitchingSig<='I'; 
RaisingCount:="ooooOOOO 1 00"; 
else --normal opperation per clock cycle 
ifRaisingCount<=DelayLength-unsigned(ReduceOelay) then 
RaisingCount:=RaisingCount+ 1; 
else 
SwitchingSig<='O'; 
end if; 
end if; 
end if; 
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-- Lookupangle - Pefonns Theta=arcos(PF) 
library IEEE; 
use IEEE.STD _LOGIC_I 1 64.ALL; 
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL; 
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL; 
---- Uncomment the following library declaration if instantiating 
---- any Xilinx primitives in this code. 
--library UNISIM; 
--use UNISIM.VComponents.all; 
entity lookupangle is 
Port (PF: in std_Iogic_vector (7 downto 0); 
Angle: out std_Iogic_ vector (11 downto 0»; 
end lookupangle; 
architecture Behavioral of lookupangle is 
begin 
p5: process(PF) 
variable tableresult: std_Iogic_ vector (11 downto 0); 
begin 
end process; 
end Behavioral; 
tableresult:='O'&PF&"OOO"; 
Angle<=tableresult; 
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-- DeadTimeGen - Creates a user defined deadtime 
library IEEE; 
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_II64.ALL; 
use IEEE.STD _LOGIC_ARITH.ALL; 
use IEEE.SID_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL; 
---- Uncomment the following library declaration if instantiating 
---- any Xilinx primitives in this code. 
--library UNISIM; 
--use UNISIM.VComponents.al1; 
entity DeadTimeGen is 
Port (SwitchingSig: in SID_LOGIC; 
DeadTime: in std_Iogic_vector (5 downto 0); 
SwitchingSigHigh: out STD_LOGIC; 
SwitchingSigLow: out STD _LOGIC; 
Clock: in std_Iogic); 
end DeadTimeGen; 
architecture Behavioral ofDeadTimeGen is 
begin 
process( Clock) 
variable shiftreg: unsigned( 63 downto 
0):="0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000" ; 
variable DelayedSig: stdJogic; 
--variable DeadTimeNot: unsigned (5 downto 0); 
begin 
if risin~ edge( Clock) then 
shiftreg:=shiftreg(62 downto 0) & SwitchingSig; 
--DeadTimeNot:=not(DeadTime); 
case DeadTime is 
when "000000" =>DelayedSig:=SwitchingSig; 
when "00000 1" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg( I); 
when "000010" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(2); 
when "000011" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(3); 
when "000100" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(4); 
when "000101" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(S); 
when "000110" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg( 6); 
when "000111" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(7); 
when "001000" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(8); 
when "00 1 00 1 " =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(9); 
when "0010 I 0" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg( 1 0); 
when "001011" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(l1); 
when "001100" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(12); 
when "001101" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(13); 
when "001110" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(14); 
when "001111" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(IS); 
when "010000" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(16); 
when "01000 1 " =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(17); 
when "010010" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(IS); 
when "0 I 00 11 " =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(19); 
when "010100" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(20); 
when "010101" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(21); 
when "010110" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(22); 
when "010111" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(23); 
when "011000" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(24); 
when "01100 1" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(2S); 
when "011010" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(26); 
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end if; 
end process; 
end Behavioral; 
when "011011" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(27); 
when "011100" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(28); 
when "011101" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(29); 
when "011110" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(30); 
when "011111" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(31); 
when" 1 00000" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(32); 
when" 1 0000 1" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(33); 
when "100010" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(34); 
when" 1 000 11" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(35); 
when" 1 00 1 00" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(36); 
when" 1 00 1 0 1" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(37); 
when "100110" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(38); 
when" 1 00 111" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(39); 
when" 1 0 1 000" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg( 40); 
when" 1 0 1 00 1" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg( 41); 
when "101010" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(42); 
when "101011" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(43); 
when" 1 0 11 00" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg( 44); 
when" 1 0 11 0 1" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg( 45); 
when "101110" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg( 46); 
when "101111" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(47); 
when" 110000" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg( 48); 
when" 11 000 1" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg( 49); 
when" 11 00 1 0" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(SO); 
when" 110011" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg( 51); 
when "110100" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(52); 
when "110101" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(53); 
when "110110" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(54); 
when" 110111" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(55); 
when "111000" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(56); 
when "111001" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(57); 
when" 111010" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg( 58); 
when" 111 0 11" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg( 59); 
when "111100" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(60); 
when "111101" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(61); 
when "111110" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(62); 
when "111111" =>DelayedSig:=shiftreg(63); 
when others => 
null; 
end case; 
SwitchingSigHigh<=SwitchingSig and DelayedSig; 
SwitchingSigLoW<=(not(SwitchingSig) and not(DelayedSig»; 
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